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Project No. 5-8339-11

Contract No. OEC-3-7 -14339-0450

DIGEST MATERIALS

FOR

IMPROVING AND EXTLNDING THE JUNIOR HIGH, SCHOOL CP.CaZTRA

REPERTORY

VOLUME III--ROMANTIC

R 1 easy HYMN OF FREEDOM (THEME FROM FINALE BR1,17MS-;:ardner

1st SYMPhONY)

H 2 cliff. SYMPHONY NO. 6 in C MAJOR SC ,;BEET

H 3 cliff. HUNGARIAN DANCES NO. 1 and 3 BRAIIIThIS-aiesenfeld

H 4 easy THEME AND FINALE (VARIATIONS ON A BE MS -; urey
THEME OF HAYDN)

R 5 easy ANDANTE FROM BRAHMS DOUBLE CONCERTO BRAHMS-Carlin

R 7 easy ALLEGRETTO GRAZIOSO SCH-JBERT-Gordon

2 mod. MARCH MILITAIRE NO. 1 in D MAJOR SCHUBEET-Seredy

R 10 diff. PROCESSION OP THE GRAIL FROM PARSIFAL WAGNER-Schmid

R 11 diff. CHORALE AND FINALE FROM DIE MEISTERSINGER WAGNER-
Duetzmann

R 12 cliff. SYMPHONY NO. 1 (4th movement) BRAMS-Leidig

R 15 mod, SYMPHONY NO, 4 in E MINOR BRAHMS

H 16 easy THREE SONGS OF CHOPIN CHOPIN-Dello Joio

R 17 easy FPFNCH CHRISTMAS SUITE FRANCK

H 19 mod. DANCE OF THE CLOWN'S FROM A MID- MENDELSSOHN-Mayes

R 20 SUMMER NIGHT DREAM

H 20 easy MELODIES FROM ELIJAH MENDELSSOHN-Woodhouse

R 22 mod. SON AND STRANGER OVERTURE MENDELSSOBN

R 23 mod. HOPAK FROM FAIR AT SOROCHINSK MOUSSORGSKY

R 26 diff. THE GOLDEN COCKEREL RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

R 26 mod. SYMPHONY NO. 1 (SCHERZO) SCHUMANN

R 29 cliff. MARCH AND TREPAK FROM NUTCRACKER SUITE TSCHAIKOVSKv

R 27 mod. PAS de SIX FROM WILLIAM TELL ROSSINI



HYMN OF FREEDOM (THEME FROM FINALE 1st SYMPHONY )

R
. easy1

BRAHMS

arr.
Gardner



ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, t:::Adel religion, and, of course,

art style. This .naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to .1usic of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Mailer. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famcus

"Choral" Symphony and Brahms took over with his firstAmposy where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Homartic: Period - pg.

Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgsky Russian Rationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of lamiLmiUnEllinor ("Fromthe New World":



JOHAMESBRAHMS

b. Hamburg, Germany 7 May 1833
d. Vienna, Austria 3 April 1897

In the poorer section of Hamburg, Germany, was born the man Johannes Brahma who
later was destined to be called "Beethoven's succossor in the art of composing
music for the symphony orchestra." There was never any question as to what
Johannes would be. Both parznts taught him his music and he responded at an
early age. His father saw to it that he had the best of teachers and Brahma was
soon composing music and conducting as well as playing the horn in the local bands.

With the famous Hungarian violinist, Reanyi, Brims traveled all over the Rhine
country and carried his bundle of manuscripts with him. It was on one of these
trips that he met Robert and Clara Schumann and made a friendship that was to
last him the rest of his life.

These were the learning years. When he was thirty years old be decided to try
his luck in Vienna, the magic city of music. This was his home for the rest of
his life and here he devoted himself almost exclusively to the work of musical
composition. He soon disnovered that a definite position with its routine and
policies was not for him. These were the wandering years. Usually he spent one
or two of the winter months traveling, making guest appearances as conductor and
pianilt. In the summer he lived outside of Vienna in his beloved mountain dis-
tricts. The rest of the time he lived in his humble quarters in Vienna.

He never married but dearly loved all people and they in turn reciprocated that
love. "Herr Doktor" was a familiar sight as he ambled down the streets of the
city, whistling a tune or composing a melody later to be transferred to the manu-
script.

The master years were spent simply. He rose early to catch the birds singing,
took long walks in the country, and went back to the local Inn for his noon meal.
He soon took his place in th-, Austrian city as the greatest of living composers.
He hated publicity and to his dying day remained sby and aloof, a simple- hearted
man loving nature and mankin4.

Brahma had the Classicist's feeling for tradition and form but to these he brought
a wealth of emotion, feeling, and poetry. He combined freedom of emotion with the
discipline of structure and classical technique, producina an art that was unique-
ly his.

Works:

4 Symphonies
Variations on Theme of Mica
Concerto for violin and orchestra
Concerto for violin, cello and orchestra (Double Concerto)
German Requiem (written for Robert Schumann)
Hungarian Dances

2 Overtures - Academic Festival
Tragic

Violin and cello sonatas



Hymn_of freedom
(Theme from Finale lst Symphony)

R
1

easy
Brahma

arr. Maurice Gardner

The 4th movement of the S7mphony No. 1 by Brahma resurrects the seventeenth
century form of the passacaglia which becomes a powerful experience. The passa-
csglia is a 4-beat theme in the bass while the treble provides variations. It

is an old slow dance form, originally Spanish.

The 4th movement begins with a tensely dramatic introduction followed by a
melodic call for the French horn. Brahma wrote out the notes of #..n Alpine horn

call which he later used in the symphony.

The students will recognize the themeas one they have sung in school.

Mr. Maurice Gardner was born in New York City in 1909. He majored in music

composition at the Juilliard School of Music. He studied violin, viola, and

piano; and has won several prizes for composition, including the Coolidge award.

He has done arranging for such TV programs as Stop the Music, Hit Parade, etc.

He has over Iwo published works for band, orchestra, and chorus, some of them

under pseudonyms of Gerald Tblmage, Robert Jarman and Martin Pollock.

The recording is by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, Conductor'.

Charles Munch was Music Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra for thirteen

seasons. He resigned from this post in 1962.

Side 2 Band 2



Emsy. Freedom
Themes from 13rahms Symphony No. 1

R1
easy

Brahms

Arr. Gardner

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:

First violin -- ext. 3-4; 1st finger extension.

Second violin 1-Z, 2-3, 3-4,

Viola 1-2, 2-3.

Cello lowered extensions.

Positions:
1st violin I, II, III, IV.

2nd violin I, III.

Viola I.
Cello - I, II, III, IV.
Zan ;g, I, II, III III.

Hawing: legato, portato, colle, detache lance, accented detache, inaudible bow

change (cello and string bAss).

Pizzicato: R. H., hi-notes, 1/8-notes, L. H. - single quarter -note - all string

parts.

Ornaments: 1st violin trill.

Tremolo: 32nd note, all string parts.

Dynamics` PP, P, mf, f, sfz, crest.,

Rhythms:

Meters, Tempos and tempo changes: C; Allegro non troppo, piu andante,

najentic, allegro.

Double-notes: let violin -4. 2 o 1 3 o 1 2 1

4-M3, 2-M3, o-M6, o-P8, o-P5, o-P8, 1-146, 1459

4 2 2 3 3

1-P8, 2-P5, 1-m6, 3-P5, 2-M6.

2nd 7iolin 2 0 3 1 1 0 2 2

1-m6, 2-M3 o-P8, o-146, 3413, 3M2, 3-d5, 0-m7

1 2 2 2 2 1 3

24,4, 1-146, 443, 344, 2-P5, o=m6, 3-P5.

Viola - o 1 2 1 o 3 3 2 2

o-P5, o-M6, o-m7, o-116, 144, o-P8, 345, 3.44, 344,

2 o
3-A4, 2-m3,

Cello o 1 2 1 2

o-P5, o-M6 o-m7, o.-m6, 2 -P5.



String Critique . page 2

Hymn of Freedom

Themes from Brahma Symphony No. 1

GENERALITIES: cont.

Chords: Viola .. 0 1
2
3-F Major, o-G or

Harmonien:

Signs: ...b....0j rem! yle ,..vt4, .., 4. tr..2.2.>01/Ifir

$ e:s

Vocabulary: Theme, symphony, allegro non troppo, pizzicato, arco, pill andante,

piano, pianissimo, sforzando, mezzo forte, crescendo, majestic,

allegro, forte, tremolo, divisi, unison.

Comment: all string parts have divisi (by 2) sections.



PARTICULARS

lOn of Freedom
Themes from Brahma Symphony No. 1

String Critique . page 3

Beginning to (B): 1st violin -- This noble melody loses character in direct
proportion to the number of notes taken oft the G string. In
view of this, it is marked to be played all on the G string.
This presents a fine opportunity for the let violins to learn
to play high on the G string. A really important thing to
master. The note 'a' (4 after (0) is to be taken with the
3rd finger because of that fingers greater strength and ex-
pressive capabilities. The return to I position (3 before B)
is a relatively long shift and will need plenty of repeating
to insure smoothness, good intonation and tone. (Second
finger moving to the note B should "carry" the shift).
2nd violin this part also fits and needs to be kept on the
G string.
Cello this part is for viola in the original score. It fits
well on the cello's D string and should be kept there for'the
darker quality of tone. IV position at A, III pos., then IV
pos. again before returning to I position.
Viola and String bass the pizzicato should be precise,
clear and resonant without being too laud. The staccato
indications preclude the use of many open strings because they
ring longer. The bass fingering avoids open strings on the
weak parts of beats and as a result is mostly in II position.

B) to most of this section is pizzicato in all string parts. Clarity and

precision are of greatest importance.

ist_..Lnd.je.fterU: The chords should not be arpeggiated very much, so the violin
players hale been asked to divide. The violists, however,
should play all 3 notes unless there are enough players to

divide the chord successfully.

(D) to (F): The tremolo should be kept very, very soft, as near 32nd-notes as
poselble, near the tip of the bow, but audible° It would be wise to
rehearse the strings alone on this. Some young players have a
prejudice against playing inside parts leaving the chords incomplete
and/or the balance wrong. The same sort of checking should be done
et G.

(F): This pizzicato can best be done with the little finger of the left hand
unless a pause is made just before (F). With the bow out at the tip, the
tremolo has to be stopped a moment before the hand can be brought to the
string for a right hand pizzicato. The finger number in parenthesis should
be the one to pluck the string.

(G): This tremolo - not used in the string bass part - is louder so the bow is
used more toward the middle (i.e. u.1/3 for mf, near the middle for f).
All players should play all the notes printed for them.
String bass part is legato and in XI, III, ;$, III, Ilk and II positions to
keep the tone consistent and smooth and to allow maximum use of vibrato.



String Critique - page 4

Rpm of Freedom
Themes from Brahma Symphony No. 1

PiaTICULARS cont.

SAL: bowing should be colic - like pizzicato with the bow.

ill: bowing is a mixture of sustained notes with accented detache start and
quarter-notes detache lance linked to the sustained ones.

3 before the end: all players should play all the notes written for them.
First violin , cello and string bass --- II position;
Second violin -- III position.



Hymn of Freedom
(Theme frmm Finale 1st Symphony)

B
1

easy
Brahma

arr. Gardner

BRASS CRITIQUE

Concept of tone should be dark, round and warm. At (A), horn must predominate.

At (D), trumpet solo tone should be warm and expressive. A slight vibrato would
enhance tone.

At (F), beat 3 should be long but separated from beat 4. All players should breathe

after dotted half-note only and after the 4th, bar.

At (H), brass tone should be quite broad, but without vibrato.

At (I), accented notes should be well separated and accented with breath.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - Key of D is only problem.

Bas, soon - Finger 4th space G At (F), finger Cl

Oboe - At (C) don't allow any daylight to show when you tongue; use "da" syllable.

Flute - Mark breaths in 2 bar phrases or flute will breathe every bar.
Embouchure must be quite closed to enter on high G after (G).. Insist on

f entrance.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Stick quarter 0) note before B either ;:li :1 or 1, 77. Play staccato

notes with a quick upward snap allowing the stick to remain` on the drum the

shortest possible time.
Snare drum five measures from the end separate the half note rolls with the
ensemble.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the boar.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (--ft14 or )

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. ift:Aag(saltando, ricochet or leg) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs. .

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul ponticeilo).

Au talon at the amor the heel of the bow.

Coll -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legnn the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

ampfer -- the mute.

atach4'-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation it

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple Ascher to distinvish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented Aube-- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in.martele:

3. Accented grand detach; -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. atachportef stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad -

lightening the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

amall spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.



String Terminology - page 2

De -- (continued)

5. atache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martellvithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

giammagim.. the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1:2Egern means 12 3 4.
2. ELpittern means 1 23 4. The basic Davmpattera
3. 31Ameptern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended Or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
aad 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

T. 1 23"4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando.or flautato a... indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
' ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fonett(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Eng. as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" artificial nut).



String Terminology - page 3

"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be .

advantageous to do so.

gee .. see ricochet.

smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bomstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

-- see "hook".

Lour4'-- see portato.

Martel a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

0
1. Simple martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is at before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. be/tined martele'-- same as simple marteleexcept that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow Lnatbe available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the =tea attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martel attack -- see #2 and #1 under marteleabove and also under "pinch ".

Martellato .- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a stele,
i.e., in a martel4 style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string
4 is indicated with a

to be used are R.H.
sinistra).

with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
and L.H. or M.D. (maw destra) and N.S. (mono

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lourel -- two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.



String TerminologyTerminology - page 4

Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(sEstone) -- the long sustained tone. The best poiatof contact Is
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spiccato

Staccato

the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also called solid staccato and martele staccato.)VIMIANI1=10

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. natal staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter preasure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello .- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera? or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache porte%

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacherlanc4, a modified spiccato,or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flying lispiccato, or ricochet.



String Terminology - page 5

SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mrk in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-tow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11. The sign. // means to atop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13, The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or m, or v), means an extension of one half -step.

15. The sign fc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Ft. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 .. the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. the positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
IVA - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



DICEEST SIRMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted
association with anything outside of itself.'

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes impratised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements)

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru*
ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has
more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following
any conventional form.

Fugue

Harmonic series

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest
pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for
cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and
Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention
to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch
and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapi,tulation
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Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First r;ymphony. where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



FRANZ SCHUBERT

b. Vienna, Austria 31 January 1797
d. Vienna, Austria 19 November 1828

Again we find that famous city of music, Vienna, as the birthplace and home of a
famous musician. Franz Schubert, one of the greatest of the Romanticists, was
born into the family of the local schoolteacher. It was just naturally assumed
by everyone that Franz would also teach school. There was very little chance of
earning a living by music in 1812. His entire family was musical and, in addition
to his normal school training (to become a teacher), he wrote music for the family
quartet to play.

Given an appointment to teach in his father's school, he soon learned that the
drudgery of the schoolmaster's lot was not for him. He decided to quit his job and
went to live a Bohemian artist's life in Vienna. He had a passion for friendship
and his friends decided his talent was so great that something had to be done to
relieve him of the drudgery of earning a living. These music- loving people became
known as "Schdbertians" and helped him get established as a young and eager com-
poser. Schubert shared bachelor quarters with his friends in a "community" life.
When one of them had luck to sell a painting, a poem, or a piece of music, they all
dined sumptuously and went to the theatre. They lived on rolls and coffee and even
borrowed each others clothes.

Lip Haydn, Schubert was engaged as music teacher in the household of Count Ester-
hazy; a wonderful opportunity for teaching music, performing and composing. He
never married but his famous romance for the Countess, Caroline, has been used as
the plot for a very successful musical, "Blossom Time."

Schubert and Beethoven lived within a mile of each other but seldom met. Beethoven
had withdrawn from society because of his deafness and Schubert was intensely shy
and stood in awe of Beethoven. He had little better luck with his other hero,
the German poet, Goethe. Twice he sent Goethe sets of his songs using the poet's
works as texts but the master poet did not even acknowledge the gift.

Like Mozart he never realized much financial gain from his music. After his death
his entire possessions were sold for twelve dollars. However, he did leave a
large stack of manuscripts, a priceless gift to the world of music.

Schubert possessed great skill as a "colorist" in his music. He was fond of the
restless movement of violins and soft persistent plucking of the basses and this
was quite evident in his Unfinished Symphony. He was a 'Melodist ": often melody
following melody with apparently little connection. Perhaps his greatest contri-
bution to the world of musical literature was the Art song, or German Lied. He
had a uniquely happy agreement between verse and music. He always used great
literature for his text, and borrowed from Goethe and Shakespeare for two of his
most famous Lieder, The Erlking and H.r1121Learktark: Interesting to note
that Schubert was an avid reader and when he was so ill just before he died, asked
a friend to send him copies of James Pennimore Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans,

a, and The Pioneers.
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Works:

Over 1200 pieces of music

600 Songs
9 Symphonies
2 Operas

Chamber music
Piano music
Sacred music
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Schubert's Sixth Symphony is identified as the "Little" to distinguish it from
the larger and greater C Mayor Symphony that came one decade later. But it is
"little" in other ways, too - in fact, some think it one of the least inter-
esting of all of Schubert's symphonies. Nor does fresh lyrical invention compen-
sate for en overall monotony of style.

The first movement emphasizes the woodwind. After a slow introduction, it pre-
sents the first two main themes. The lyrical interest of these ideas is maintain-
ed throughout the exposition and development. Most of the dramatic content of
this movement is found on3y in the coda. In the second movement, a gracefu melody
is given by the strings and repeated by the woodwind. Several formal variations
follow. In the third-movement Scherzo, woodwind and strings alternate in pre-
senting the thematic material, which is mainly energetic; but a calm, even sober,
mood intrudes into the trio. There are two main subjects in the finale. The
first is capricious, the second in a perpetual- motion style.

Schubert wrote eight symphonies, No. 8 is the Unfinished. He was supposed to
have written another symphony, the Gastein in Wig 36 trace of it has been
found.
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1"23, 1st & 4th finger extensions.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1"23, 1st & 4th finger extensions.

Vi_ ola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3, 3-1 contraction:
Cello -- Lowered and upward extensions.
arks bass -- extension.

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV, V.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello h, I, II, III, IV.
String bass,- I, II, WI, III, III, IV.

Bowing: Sustained martel, martellato chords at heel, deltache, legato, lifts,

portato, son file, hooks, spiccato, sautille, ddtachilanci, ddtachd
port4, staccato, grand ditachd, staccato.

Pizzicato: Cello -- R.H. String bass -- R.H.

Ornaments: Double grace-notes, trill, single grace-notes.

Tremolo: None

Dynamics: PP, P, fzP7p..5* f, fz, fP, If, seinforzando cresc.

Rhythms: Triplets, 5 note scale grouping, syncopation.

Dieters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, Adagio; , Allegro, Pit moto.

Double-notes: lst violin -- 1 2 o 2 1. 2 1 1

2-A4, 1.4356, o-P5, 1-M6, o-P8, o-c7, 0-M6, o-m6,

o 4 3 2 3 3 3 2 4

1-A4, 1-P8, 1-m7, 3-A4, 2 -m6, 2-M6, 1-d7, 2-P5,3-M6.

2nd violin -- 2 1 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2

3-d5, 3-M31 3-37, 3-P5, o-M6, 2-M6, 1 -MG, 1-m6, 3-P4, 2459

3 2 1 1 o 4 o o 1

2-m6, 1-d7, 3-m3, 4-M2, o-P5, 3-m61 3-M2, 2-M3, 1-P5.

Viola --lol 1 1 301
2-m6, 2-m3, 3-A2,o-P8, o-P5, o-m6, 3-m3, 3-143,

2 3 0

3-d5, 3-P5, 2-143,
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Double- notes: Viola cont. 2 4 3 2 2 1 2 3
4-m3, 3-m6, 2416, 1-116, 0-e7, o416, l-m6, 1-m7.

Chords: 1st violin -- o 1 2 3 . 2 3

2 o 1 3 1 2
3-C Maj., o-D Maj. o-G Maj., 2-D Maj., 1-G Maj., 1-C Maj.

2nd violin -- o F-1 1 2 2 2

2 C-2 o 1 1 2

3-C Maj., F-2, o-D Maj., o-G Maj., o 1-C Maj.,

2 o-G Maj.,

1
1-C Maj.

Viola -- 2
1
0
o-C Maj.

Harmonics: Viola -- mid-string C.

Signs: Lift signs, II, V, dots, dashes, compound slurs, hooks, slurs, ties,

fermata, I-77:1 , repeat sign, commas, extension signs.

Vocabulary: au talon, sul, lower half, whole bow, upper half, tip, frog,

middle, grand pause (G.P.)., upper 1/3, am frosch. Also see above.

Cent: rApia scales, chromatic scale fragments.
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions;
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1'234, 12'34, 1-2-3,

1st & 4th finger extensions.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 12'34, 1st finger extensions.
Vi_ola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 2-3-4 , 12'34, 1st finger extension.

Cello -- Lowered & upward extensions.
String bass -- nothing unusual.

Positions: 1st violin I, II, III, V.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV.
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III.
String bass -- 1/2, I, IT: XI1/2, III, II11/4.

Bowing: Legato, hooks, d6tache lance% detach; porta; spiccato, accented
detaches staccato.

Pizzicato: Cello -- R.H. String bass -- R.H.

Ornaments: single grace-notes.
Tremolo: None

Dynamics: PP, P, f; ff, fP, fz, cresc., dim., decresc.
Rhythms: Triplets, dotted rhythms, ties followed by rapid 32nds and sextuplets,

syncopation.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Andante.

1 3 1
Double-notes: 1st violin --o-M6, 2-M6, 1-1416.

2nd violin -- 3 3 1
2 -m6, 3-m3,

3 1 2

2-M6, o-M6, 2-P5.

Viola -- 1 2 o o 3 2 o 3 2

o-M6, o -m7, o -P -5, 2-m3, 2 -m6, 4-4m3, 1-P4, 445, 3-A4,

2 1 o 1 2 1 1 o

3-d5, 2-A4, 1-P4, 3-M3, 3-P4, 3-m3, o..436, 143,

2 2
1-M6, 1-m6.

Chords: 1st violin -- 2 2 3

1 2

1-C Maj., 1-C Maj., 1-C Maj.

0 0 1 2

3-M2, 243, 3-M3, 1-m6,
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Chords: 2nd violin -- 2
1
1-0 Maj.

Viola -- 2 1
1

o -0 Mhj.

o-C Maj.,

Harmonics: lst violin -- mid-string D.A.
Vi ola -- mid-string C.

Signs: Slurs, l , V' , hooks, compound slurs, ties, accents, repeat signs,

1st & 2nd endings, extension signs.

Vocabulary: See above.
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 12'34, 1st & 4th finger extensions.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-3 contraction, lst & 4th finger

extensions.

Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, lst & 4th finger extensions.

Cello .- lowered and upward extensions.
Stringilass -- extensions, pivoting.

Positions: 1st violin » I, II, III, IV, V, VI.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, V.

Viola' -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV.

String bass -- 1/2, I, II, Ilk, III, IV, V.

Bowing: Spiccato (crisp), accented detaches legato.

Pizzicato: R.H.
Ornaments: None
Tremolo: None
Dynamics: PP, P, f, ff, fP, fz, wesc,

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, presto, piu lento.

Double- notes: 1st violin -- 1 2 2 3 4 1 2

ol-M6, 1-m6, 1-N6, 2-m6, 1-P8, 2-A4, 2-P5.

2 3 1 1 1 0 o 4

2nd violin -- 0-e7, o-P8, o..M6, 3-m3, 3-M3, 3-N2, 2-m3, 1-P8,

3 3 3 2

2-d7, 2-M6, 1-m7, 1-M6.

1 3

Viola -- 1-P5, o-P8.

Chords: None

Harmonics: lst violin -- mid-string A, E. Viola -- mid-string C, G.

gnu violin -- mid-string G. String bass -- mid-string G.

Signs: Pt y , dots, slurs, lift signs, repeat signs, accents, extension signs.

Vocabulary: Scherzo, tenuto, Scherzo da capo, G.P., (also see above) restez, sul.

Comment: Keys to 7 flats used. Violin parts contain a running scale

passage with continually changing patterns.
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 2-3-4, 1"23'4, 12'34, 1st & 4th

finger extensions.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1"23'4, 12'34, 1st & 4th finger extensim
Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 2-3-4, 1st finger extensions.

Cello -- lowered and upward extensions.
String bass -- extensions or pivots.

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV.
2nd violin -- I, II, III.

Viola -- I, 11,111.
Cello - 1/2, 1, II, III, IV.

String bass -- hi, I, II, III, III',

Bowing: Lifted bowing, legato, spiccato, ddtache Porte, daache,
hooked dotted rhythm, marteld'at frog, grand d4tadhe porti;
2nd violin & viola -- spiccato coupled with the use of alternating
strings.

Pizzicato: R.H.; cello -- L.H. open D; string bass -- L.H. open A and open D.

Dynamics: PP, P, f, ff, fz, oresc.
Tremolo: measured 16ths.
Rhythms: dotted rhythms.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Allegro moderato.

Double- notes: 1st violin 3 1 o 2 0 2 3 2

o-P8, o-m6, 3-M2, 1-m6, 2-M3, 1416, 2-m6, 344,
4 4 3 o 1 2 4

3-M6, 2-mI, 2-m6, o-P5, 1-P5, 2-P5, 3-m6.

2nd violin -- 3 o 1 4 4 3 2 1
2-m6, 1-A4, o -m6, 3416, 1-P8, o-P8, o-m7, o-M6,

2 3 1 1 o 3

1 -MG, 2-M6, 2A4, 3-m3, 2-M3, 3 -P5.

Viola -- 3 3 2 o 1 2 3 3

o-P8, 1-m7, 1-m6, 2413, 3-m3, 4-m3. 2-m6, 3 -P5,
2 1 1 2 o 1
1-a, 1-P5, 3-M3, 2-P5, o-145, 0.1)8.

Chorus: 1st violin -- 3 2 1 4 3 Er-o

2 2 2 3 3 C-2

2-F Maj., 1 -C Maj., o-B dim., 3-C Maj., 2-G Maj., E-1,

3 2 3 Bb-4 2 1

2 1 3 C-2 1 o

1-D Maj., o 2-F MaJ., E-1, 1-F Maj., o-d min.,

o-G Maj.,

2 2 3
1 1 2

1-C Maj., 1-G Maj., 1-C Maj.
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Chords: 2nd violin -- 2 2 1 2 0

2 1 o ....

, 1
1 -F Na)., o-C Maj., o-G Maj. , 3.-C Maj., 3-A min.,

3 2 3

2 1 2

1-D Ma j., 0 2 -Bb Ma j.

o-G Maj.,

Harmonics: Cello mid-string C.

Signs: rui , V , dots, dashes, repeat signs, fermatas, slurs, points (

hooks, L 1/2z M., L 1/3.

Vocabulary: au talon, simile, G.P., am frosc'a, tip, frog, divisi, unison,

lift signs.

Comment: rapid running scale passages in the violin. Rapid 4 note

arpeggio sequences.
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BRASS CRITIQUE

The opening octaves are dangerous for the trumpets (concert C which will be D

if B ( trumpets are used). The high D will be flat and the low D will be sharp.

This Octave is difficult and must be "lipped" into tune. Use of C trumpets

would be helpful.

The start of all notes marked sf should be tongued with a little "sting" on the

beginning. All notes marked ff should be held out full length with full sound.

Brass parts are not technically difficult. They should not be doubled. However,

1st horn may need some help. Dynamics must be studied.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - This is a medium-difficult vork for clarinet. Some nice parts. The

big problem is transposition. For junior high use, it would probably be better

to write out a transposed clarinet part (from C to B ).

Bassoon - In the first movement finger G bar 7 Dia:t.e
Use this fingering all through for pitch.
Play all notes from above staff up with
L. H. E6 key for pitch and even sound. Finger E Li before (H) 8 bars C

b

In the second movement finger high B b $ after (Q)*

The high register is quite demanding! Cit.1.64 36,3

Oboe - 1st movement - Bar 13, finger D grace D trill key. Finger high

D in 2nd bar (B) Use Fork F in solo at (92).

Use half hole in solo beginning at 203 on DI?

and Ei4

e°
2nd movement - Bar 22 use L. H. E before R. H. El 6(both use half hole).

3rd movement . In piu lento use L. H. DS, R. H. CS.

4th movement - Fork F fingering in solo at (265).

Flute - 1st movement - Bar (13) trill with DS trill key. 7 after (6) finger PS,

remove thumb for G4. p p entrance measure (294) is really tough.

2nd movement - At (M) use thumb Bk

hth movement - Trill D to E in final bars. Finger high D and left 3id finger,

L. H.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

The timpani are used to reinforce other instruments. They are in rhythmil

unison and often pitch unison with other parts. Hold notes for exactly the

duration then muffle with the hand.
Third measure after D, indicates sixteenth notes which is a measured roll.

Letter L s indicates eighth notes.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio

1. Legato arpegFio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc or ,4,00)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing, (saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bay springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Cale the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly' with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dgmpfer the mute.

Detaehe -- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
notes.

th:sv:rialles :11 below.

1.

the

1. Grand detach' -- same as the above

ft

2. Accented detach' -- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in martelel--

3. Accented brand Aube -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. Detach' porter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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atach4-- (continued)

5. Detache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martell without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2 -3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. .3.-)Lpattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All - whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11123 4 pattern indicates the presence of au augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato a... indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete -- see ricochet.

Legato smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook ".

Loure-- see portato,

Martell-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple marteler(usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be ,"pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelei-- same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is ccsiderably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele -- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (man° destra) and K.S. (man°
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portatoctourel -. two or more detache Forte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Banat° -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file(matone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see Eoiut of contact.

Spiccato

Staccato

-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying missta is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martel4 strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
TAlso alled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

IMOD

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat teased to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preSsure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a re:atively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache mg.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachlanc40 a modified spiccato or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
fly&NK staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(loure).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fauette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a maitellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", orgy), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign;ct (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
0. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/3, u.1/4 -- the upper 1/29 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - let position.

II - 2nd position.
Ilk - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range:

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-
ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following
any conventional worm.

Fugue Contrapuntal comp- itlon in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest
pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-vol-ed clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera buffo,

Oratorio

Partial

Partita

Passion

Polyphony

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Comic opera.

Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

First tone in the harmonic series.

Suite, several parts combined.

Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
El development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



HUNGARIAN DANCES NO. 1 and 3
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arr.

iliesenfeld
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ROMANTIC PlatIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword vat freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements or the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expresEing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and 'eller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Bence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy end Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Rom. ntic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Mussorgsky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer -

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony I, in E Minor ("From the New World")

sramemcmiortazgleramowasimin



JOHANN:8 BRAHMS

b. Hamburg, Germany 7 May 1833

d. Vienna, Austria 3 April 1897

In the poorer section of Hamburg, Germany, was born the man Johannes Brahma who

later was destined to be called "Beethoven's successor in the art a: composing

music for the symphony orchestra." There was never any question as to what

Johannes would be. Both parents taught him his music and he responded at an

early age. His father saw to it that he had the best of teachers and Brahma was

soon composing music and conducting as veil as playing the horn in the local bands.

With the famous Hungarian violinist, Reanyi, Brahma traveled all over the Rhine

country and carried his bundle of manuscripts with him. It 'gas on one of these

trips that he met Robert and Clara Schumann and made a friendship that was to

last him the rest of his life.

These were the learning years. When be was thirty years old he decided to try

hiu luck in Vienna, the magic city,of music. This was his home for the rest of

his life and here he devoted himself almost exclusively to the work of musical

composition. He soon discovered that a definite position with its routine and

policies was not for him. These were tha wandering years. Usually he spent one

or two of the winter months traveling, making guest appearances as conductor and

pianist. In the summer he lived outside of Vienna in his beloved mountain dis-

tricts. The rest of the time he lived in his humble quarters in Vienna.

He never married but dearly loved all people and they in turn reciprocated that

love. "Herr Doktor" was a familiar sight as he ambled down the streets of the

city, whistling a tune or composing a melody later to be transferred to the manu-

script.

The master years were spent simply. He rose early to catch the birds singing,

took long walks in the country, and went back to the local Inn for his noon meal.

He soon took his place in the Austrian city as the greatest of living composers.

He bated publicity and to his dying day remained sby and aloof, a simple-hearted

man loving nature and mankind.

Brahma had the Classicist's feeling for tradition and form but to these he brought

a wealth of emotion, feeling, and poetry. He combined freedom of emotion with the

discipline of structure and classical technique, producing an art that was unique-

ly his.

4 Symphonies
yam.01Isonfrhofem Haydn
Concerto for violin and orchestra
Concerto for violin, cello and orchestra (Double Concerto)

German Requiem (written for Robert Schumann)

Hungarian Dances
2 07ertures - Academic Festival

Tragic,

Viplin and cello sonatas



Hungarian Dances, No. 1 and ?
H
2

difficult

Brahma
arr. Riesenfeld

When he was traveling with the famous Gypsy violinist, Remenyi, Brahma became
fascinated with the Hungarian folk music, country and gypsy dance music.
Using native themes Brahma wrote twenty-one Hungarian dances; first as piano
duets, later for violin and later for orchestra. He used very effectively in
his music the deep tenderness, melancholy and variety of tempi so characteristic
of the gypsy melodies.

All the dances follow the pattern of the Czardas in which the slow and fast
parts alternate back and forth at the will of the dancers.

Note: It is probably better to play dance 13 first and follow it with dance #1.

The Hungarian Dances nos. 5, 6, 17, 3, lt 20, 19 and 18 are recorded by Herbert

von Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic.
Mr. von Karajan is probably one of the busiest recording cooduetars in .the world.
He had the good fortune to be born in Salzburg, Mozart's birthplace,'InChas
carried this musical heritage with him throi gh. his years of incredible success.

Side A Bands 4 and 5



Hungarian Dances Nos. 1 and

,Brahme

Arr. Riesenfeld

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES:

R
2
difficult

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:

1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12' 34; 1st finger extensions, 1.-d4P4 contraca,

time.
2nd violin -- the same.

Viola 1-2, 2-3; 3-4, 123, 1" 234.

Cello -- lowered extensions.
String bass 1st finger extension (pivot).

Positions:
let violin I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VIII.

2nd violin I, II, III, IV.

Viar.:71q, I, III.
Cello I, II, IV; VI.

String bass -- 11, I, II, III, IV, VI.

Bowing: legato, lifts, colle, accented detache, detache, hooks, spaced legato

strokes . ornamented datache lance ?, spiccato, staccato, measured

tremolo, portato.

Pizzicato: ,

Ornaments: single grace- notes, short trills, double and triple grace-notes.

Tremolo: viola and cello triplet 16th-notes, sextuplet 16th-notes.

Dynamics: pp, p, rf, f, it, .c=:: 9 :::=mw

cresc., dim.

Rhythms: dotted rhythms, syncopation. Double- dotted 8th and 16th notes.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, allegro molto, animate, sostenuto e poco

a, poco in tempo, allegretto, vivace, tempo I, poco string, rit. poco

a poco.
3 o .4 3 2

Double- notes: 1st violin 2-M6, 1413, 3am6, 2-M6, liam6.

2nd violin 1 o 2 3 2 o 1 1

3.a3, 2-m3, 1-M6, 246, oaam7, 3-M2, o-s16, o-M6,

2 o 3

1 -m6, o-P5, 2-m6.

Viola 4 3 2 o 1 4 o 3 2

306, 2-4m6, 1-m6, 2-M3, 3-m3, 1-P8, o-P5, o-P8,

o 1 2
2.m3, o-116, 443,
o 1 1 3'

1-P4, 1-P5, 2-A4, 3-P5.

2
146,

3 o.

2-M6, 3-M2,

3
0-412;

2
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Runskarian Dances Nos. 1 and 3

Cello--1 o 4 1 o o 1 o 1 4
o-m6, 3-m3, 2 -M6, WC, G-P5, 1-A4, o-M6, 11-M2, 1-P5. 24A11:

Chords: 1st violin -- 2 1 3
1 o 2

3

o-C minor, o-G minor, 1-Cid7 (5th missing),

o 1 4 2
o-D Major, o 3 1

o-G Major, o -D Major (5th missing), o-G Major
(Root omitted),

1 2
3 o 1
o-D Major, 1

1.AMm7 (3rd missing), o-D Major.
2nd violin -- 2 1 2 1

3 o.
3-C Major, o-G Major, 1-AMIT(3rd missing), o-D Major,

2-B
1-D 2 1
o-D 1
o-O, o-G Major, o-B minor.

Viola 7:- 2-F 2 3 1 o-D 3 3
o-G 2 o 1-A 2 2
o-C, 1-D Major, 1-D Major, o-C minor, 1-D, 1-D minor, 20B minor,

0 1 2
2 o 1

Major, o-G Major, 1-A Major.
Cello 4

3
1-D Major.

Harmonics: Viola -- C. Cello and string bass, -- mid-string G.

Signs:
>II. =mw

2 2 ) / 14 V 3 'IP/
3 ct

Vocabulary: espressivo, leggiero, restez, kszazioso, arco, sotto voce. See
above as well.

)11.11 1110....0#) ftsamproo

Cement: The best order of performance would probably be No. 3 first, No. 1
second. Tenor clef in the Cello part. In the Hung:mien Dance No. 3
is a very important part for the Viola that is not doublfd by the
other strings.



Hunoarian Dances Nos. 1 and 3

PARTICULARS:

String Critique wis Page 3

Hungarian Dance Not1

Beginnincto (A): The unusual combination of dynamic change with a strong -weak
pairing of dotted quarter and 8th notes is not the easiest
thing to achieve. This occurs in the Violin and Viola parts.
The Violins should stay on the G string all during this
section.
The syncopation in the Viola and Cello should be marked well
enough so that it comes through clearly. The bowing for this
in the Viola part should probably be detache porte. In the
Cello part, a lifted detache-like stroke followed by a legato
stroke with a porte-like beginning changes to detaches ports
in the fifth and similar measures.

(A) to (B): 1st violin continues as in the opening section but an octave

higher. The double -notes should be played by each player.
The 2nd violin harmonizes and

Changes to Pizzicato during the ties.
Viola Changes to a triplet motor-rhythm and shoul4 use a
broad spiccato bowing in the L3 of the bow. The part needs
to be divided.
String should uses very vell sustained detache
porte bowing.

(B) to (C): The violins should use vbat might be called an "ornamented detache
lance" uha for the spaced 16th-note slurs. The bow should
probably be lifted slightly during the rests. At 4 after (B)
a colle stroke should be used followed by two detache strokes
the firit of which is accented by striking from the air.
Four before (C), in the 1st violin part, a very brilliant
detache should be used; ..onebefodetache lance, legato,
detache lance with a lift.
Viola » bowing is accented detache except for the measures
31E74 after B see 1st violin.
Pour before -- spiccato except for accented detache note
two before C .

apti and Stria bass -- heavy colle four before SC); spiccato
one before (C).

(C)to Oh is a variation of (B) to (C). Only the last 4 measures of the 1st
violin part remain the same. The bowed portion of the second Violin
part is spiccato. In the viola, part, the four measures before CDI
are spiccato. The Cello and ,string bass parts are much the same.

Salida: each string part has the figure.uallisetILPIALurr2ALtgaj uller
note or chord. The double -note or chord is sometimes 1. follow d

IrringWitima and a 16th-note or 2. by a tangle 8th -note. In the

case of 1., the sixteenth is hooked in the same bow direction
accented detache. In the case of 2., the 8th-note is played in a
new bow direction with a lifted martele. The initial note (the
quarter-note) must be started as near the frog as possible and with

a martele beginning. Young players tend to use up a down-bow very
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Hungarian Dances Nos. 1d

PARTICULARS: cont.

quickly so practice in using less than a .balf-bov for the quarter-

note will be needed. This will help them to have at least a half.
bow to spend on the double -note or chord . to have this amount of
'Plow available is really an essential.

the separate 8th -notes should be kept spiccato.

let violin.-- the 16th notes 1 and after E should all be played

in the same position (V and VI respectively) and with a semi

spiccato bowing.
Violins The trills should probably be 5-note ones beginning

with the main-note. The 2nd 8th after the trill should be bounced

except when held out.
Cello and bass the arco quarters should be either detache ports
or accented detache depending on the amount of separation the

conductor desires.
(F) to the end: Host of this part of the composition is a repetition. The new

section, CK) to the end, asks for virtuoso performance of the lst

violins. The Cello part is in tenor clef for 2 measures. The
separate 8th notes in the Viola and Cello parts should be played
with, a very heavy spiccato at the heel of the bow. The string bass

should probably use the so-called "flit-stroke" with the whole

bow for its 8th notes.
The chortle preceeding the final measure should be so played that

all their notes sound aimultaneously. The final chord is, of

coarse, indicated as a broken one in the violin and viola parts.

Hungarian Dance loo. 3

eggtoaCIB: all parts The pizzicato portions should be played with the
goals of achieving perfect ensemble and beautiful tone in mind.

Use vibrato.
Viola and Cello The arc:: syncopation patterns should be bowed

with a light flying spiccato for the hooked 8ths and a light
sustained martele for the accented quarter notes. When the

passage "smooths out", the bowing might best be a light detache

,porte.
IC) to the end: Violin and Viola parts Between (C) and (D), the 3-note

chords should be played without dividing. The 1H -note chords

ebouldae divided as indicated.
. All parts -4. between (C) and (D) the bowing is a collo (or a

lifted martele?) bow stroke for the short single eighth -notes
(chords in the upper parts); sustained martele or martellato
for the quarter-notes and half-notes (chords in the upper parts).

Viola and Cello parts beginning 1 before ()), the triplet

measured tremolo might be best played sautille to avoid
drowning out other parts and to obtain clarity. Note the change

to duplets h before E.

String tees the on file beginning one before (D) is a good
chance for the players to show their 'vaunted prowess" at the
use of this stroke.

Viola -- The passage beginning at (E) is very important and
must be very well played. Spiccato for the 16ths, staccato or
a slightly flying staccato for the booked 8ths.



Hungarian Dances No. 1 and 3

Brahma
err. Riesenfeld

BRASS CRITIQUE

2

difficult

Dance No. 1 -- Octaves after (A) in trumpets will be difficult to tune. High Z

(4th space) will preAbly be flat and low E will tend to be sharp. Same is true
with octave D's.

At (B), 8th notes shoed not be too short. Sforzato must be done more with
breath than with the tongue. Make much dynamic contrast as marked. At (D), ac-

cented notes should be long, but still separated.

Dance No. 3 -- At CC), be sure that tone does not become strident. Notes should
be well accented. Insist on all dynamic indications; much dynamic contrast is
required.

All loth space B naturals will tend, to be flat in let cornet. Use of 1st and
2nd, valve on this note will help this problem considerably; however, be careful
of over-correction.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet parts are very difficult, especially the first clarinet part.
Dance No. 1 . For 16th note passages at (C) and (I) use either QTP or QTM
Twhichever s easier and/or in tune) for high D. Rather than tonguing every note,

slur two and tongue two.
Dance Mb. 3 These are also difficult parts. Clarinet has good. work-out.

Bassoon . Dance No. 1 . Use this fingering for 3rd space Eb
for projection.
The first part demands a well-developed upper register.

Dance No. 3 - Use "tar for 16th notes at (B) in first part. Use "da"

for 16th notes in bar 7 of (B).

Oboe - Dance No 1 - Be careful to use Fork F with D to Eb fingerings. 3 bars

after ariasiallsigh D

Dance No. 3 . Tonguing low C's in solo is very difficult. Use "da" and a

=open throat.
This is a hard part for oboe.



erian Dances No. 1 and 3

WOODWIND CRITIQUE coot.

Page 2

Flute . Dance No. 1 - Difficult!

Trill C to D, 2 before aq with D# trifler.
3 after (E) trill D to 0 with O# key.
5 before (F) trill straight fingering.
2 before (F) trill with thumb B key.
Dance No. 3 Ploy grace notes straight; this section will take much
work.

Pic_colo - Trick, but range is easier than flute.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE ri

No. 1 - Triangle muffle after forte eighth note. d)
play quarter notes.
Timpani tr ',AAA indicates roll. Play with medium bard sticks.

indicates

No. - Bass drum use a medium hard beater. Do not allow excessive vibrations
when playing the pp eighth notes.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-- or,,400)

taking I note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpegia (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular saltine.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or ale) arpeggio -- same as 01 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the Maar the heel of the bow.

C_ the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well a theitick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -0. placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

ampfer -- the mute.

'Asa-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, lett: nc variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known es the

!kgeatach4 to distinguish itfras the variations given below.

1. Grand atach4 same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented Ascher-- each boy stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--
no separation between the notes.

3. Ac..aceiteifeaaniAtachg-- same as 02 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. atacherporte!-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see rtato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but t impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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aiachl-- (continued)

5. Detach land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor

swelled and are played like a marteli without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their

normal placement.

Fitaser patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.

These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb positicn.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic fingerpatterns,
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1.2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between let
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 123112gag-- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

'8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above). .

Flautando .or fleutato d'oo'indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed 'by 'bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette° (whipped bowing) Mae the bow strikes the string suddenly and simply after
being barely lifted from the string to been the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Ens.. as a bowing Indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
stopping fingeerNitificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jets see ricochet.

krAs -- smoothly slurrel notes.

Lifted b_ owstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure:- see portato.

Martelef a staccato producing type of 'bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele° (usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. Alter the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelei same as simple martel4 except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount. of bow nall be available for the note in question.
The bow i$ considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martelef the simple martel4 executed with the whole bow.

Martea attack see #2 and #1 under mertele above and also under "Lich ".

Mertellato -- this means either mart4.14 or a bowing that sounds like a martele;
i.e., in a martell style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with thr bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
marteli attack.

WHIMOSISONINNWOO

Pizzicato -- plucking the string
is indicated with a
to be used are R.H.
sinistra).

with a finger or the thumb. Latted;azzicatoge
plus sign (4.). Indications as to which hand is
and L.D. or M.D. (man° destra) and K.B. (nano

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Port ato -- two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillei-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arms It can be executed from the lover 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file (am. tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best tea_ int a contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster waving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the to "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spiccato -- the .)ow is dropped frce above the string and rebounds into the air.

The Mg& spiccato is a series of nicest° notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
marteltr strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also called solid staccato and martel staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. ?lying staccato performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter predsUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante !Dying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or ,our la touche see flautendo.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of deltache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean deter or detect* Porte.

3. Dashes and dots canbined may mean detachtr lance, a modified Diccato or
a modified martelef.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
Mg& staccato, ilUUg eviccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (i'i) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bov or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow,

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowtm.

13. Tice point or wedge ( fir ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (orm, orJ), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign /:cc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the fror. of the bow.

b. M. -- near the midele of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, 11.1,/ the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Nonionic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

:Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range;

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass

Mastersinger

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same tim.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture o' sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata f:1: orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and startJd a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romenc, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights /ere two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

'Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Moussorgsity

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New Wald")



JOHANNES BRAINS

b. Hamburg, Germany 7 May 1833
d. Vienna, Austria 3 April 1897

In the poorer section of Hamburg, Germany, was born the man Johannes Brahma who
later was destined to be called "Beethoven's successor in the art of composing
music for the symphony orchestra." There was never any question as to what
Johannes would be. Both parents taught him his music and he responded at an
early age. His father saw to it that he had the best of teachers ard Brahma was
soon composing music and conducting as well as playing the horn in the local bands.

With the famous Hungarian violinist, Reanyi, Brahms traveled all over the Rhine
country and carried his bundle of manuscripts with him. It was on one of these
trips that he met Robert and Clara Schumann and made a friendship that was to
last him the rest of his life.

These were the learning years. When he was thirty years old he decided to try
his luck in Vienna, t! magic city of music. This was his home for the rest of
his life and here re devoted himself almost exclusively to the work of musical
composition. He soon discovered that a definite position with its routine and
policies was not for him. These were the wandering years. Usually he spent one
cr two of the winter months traveling, making guest appearances as conductor and
pianist. In the summer he lived outside of Vienna in his beloved mountain dis-
tricts. The rest of the time he lived in his humble quarters in Vienna.

He never married but dearly loved all people and they in turn reciprocated that
love. "Herr Doktor" was a familiar sight as he ambled down the streets of the
city, whistling a tune or composing a melody later to be transferred to tilt. manu-
script.

The master years were spent simply. He rose early to catch the birds singing,
took long walks in the country, and went back to the local Inn for his noon meal.
He soon took his place in the Austrian city as the greatest of living composers.
He hated publicity and to his dying day remained shy and aloof, a simple-heerted
man loving nature and mankind.

Brahma had the Classicist's feeling for tradition and form but to these he brought
a wealth of emotion, feeling, and poetry. He combined freedom of emotion with the
discipline of structure and classical technique, producing an art that was unique-
ly his.

Works:

4 Symphonies

Variations on Theme of
Concerto for violin and orchestra
Concerto for violin, cello and orchestra (Double Concerto)
Galermiiem (written for Robert Schumanii)
Hungarian Dances

2 Overtures - Academic Festival
Tragic

Violin and cello sonatas



Theme aBd Finale
Variations on a Theme of Haydn

R
4

easy-moderate

Brahms
err. Jurey

The aVrialismontAUgmejletiNALwas Brahma' first major work for orchestra.
WritteiwhenalewailliOjiiiiO14Brahns made his first serious attempt to invade

the symphonic field. One version of this number is for two pianos, unaccompanied.

The Haydn theme on which this work is based came from the second movement of a

little known Divertimento called The Chorale St. Antoni.

The work opens with the theme of the chorale followed by eight variations. The

finale opens with a 5-bar ground bass version of the Haydn theme. At last the

chorale returns in its original form in the woodwinds and then is played by full

orchestra. The music ends suddenly rrith a dramatic outburst by the entire

orchestra.

The arranger, Jurey, has long been an instrumental music teacher in California

schools. Since 1955 he has been Supervisor of Music in the Los Angeles City

Schools.

The recording is one by the old Master of the podium, Arturo Toscanini and
the NBC Symphony Orchestra.



GENERALITIES

Finger Patterns, Extrusions and Contractions:
Advanced violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext.; 1st finger extensions.

3-4, ext.; 1st finger extensions.
2-3, 3-4

3-4; 1st finger extension.
Cello -- lowered extensions.
Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; lst finger extension.
Brio bass -- extension (pivot) of first finger.

Theme and Finale
Variations on A Theme of Haydn

Bram
Arr: Jurey

STRING CRITIQUE

R
4

moderate

Violin A -- 1-2,
Violin B -- 1-2,

Violin C -- 2-3,

Positions:

Advanced violin -- I, II, III, IV
Violin A -- I, II, III, IV
Violin B -- I, III
Violin C I, III
Viola -- I, II, III
Cello -- I, II, III, IV
String bass II, I, II, II1/2

Bowing: legato, linked detache lance, detache, colle, sustained,martele, heavy
spiccato at frog, detache porte, staccato.

Pizzicato: R.H., quarter-notes in cello and strint.bass Tarts.

Ornaments: None

tremolo: None

Dynamics: PP, P, MP, Mfr f, ff, verie"-11

Rhythms: no unusual difficulties.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: Andante, d
Double-notes: violin B -- 1

o- M6 2 2

1 2

o G Major, 1-C MajorChords: Advanced violin
0 0

Harmonics: viol_ in B mid-string G

Signs:
. .0'1; V, 11 3 $ -ad**, 41== ttlab,P",,/71))*

Vocabulary: theme, finale, andante, piano, forte, pianissimo, fortissimo, mezzo
fortcgl mezzo piano, marcato, staccato, spiccato, slim, tie, hook.

Comment: rapid one octave scales 7 note grouping in the advanced violin.



The and Finale
Variations 657Dheme of Haydn

PARTICULARS

String Critique - page 2

Beginning section: ad_ vanced violin and violin A parts -- III position because
the melody fits well on the D string, the D string color is

appropriatl'' tar the melody and the fingering is strong,

smooth an to tune in this position. Extend first finger

for tr. s 'don't shift.
Violin -- this section is left in first position be-

cauee ae ;Avernative possibilities seem to offer no advant-

ages, only greater difficulties. The use of so many open

D's is perhaps not ideal, but the tone of the D string is
usually moderately good even on poor instruments and the D
string will sound vibrant if the D an octave higher is vi-

brated. Second finger should cover both strings when playing

F# to 24 The players should try to keep the quality of tone

as alike as possible even though two strings.are being used.

kadisfor the theme is detache lance except when legato is

indicated with slurs. This is true in spite of the printed

markings that seem to indicate some form of staccato or
martele and unseparated half notes.

The pizzicato in the cello and string bass should be round

and full although soft,:even and with vibrato. Players

should stay out of the rosined area for plucking. The 3rd
measure should be made to stand out and other similar mea-

sures likewise. II position is used in both parts to avoid

the booming that open strings might give. Open strings are

distinctly in the minority of the notes played on string in-

struments: their color is so different that they must be
used tastefully and with care, not indiscriminately just be-

cause the note is easier to sound and an approximation of the

correct pitch is assured (that is - if the temperature hasn't

changed it or the pitch of the other instrumeuta).

A before CEI: cello -- IV, III and II positions used to keep a more consistent

quality of tone.

gal201.12.1511: all violin parts and viola part -- bowing is colle for first

quarter-note, sustained. martele for the second quarter-note.

2nd ending_to.ta: use of positions other than first is to keep tone qualities

more consistent. Most staccato 8th -notes should be bowed

spiccato near frog; quarter-notes, martele; dotted quarter-

notes (accented), sustained martele in low/ark of bow,

linked 8th-notes, staccato.

ipb string bass -- III position.
all strinIsiL..rts half-notes should be played detache lance.

advanced violin -- chords should begin with a martele attack the lower 3

notes simultaneously sounded. Only the top note (a dotted half-note)

should be sustained. Bowing is thus a sustained =tele.
ell strints-- lift the bow slightly before beginning the dotted half-
note so that the quarter-note will not be too loud in relation to the



PARTICULARS cont.

dotted half-note.

Last ;measures

String Critique - page 3

Theme and Finale
Variations on Theme of Haydn

martele attack on each note. Change bow (inaudibly) as
many times as necessary on the last note to keep the volume
up.

string bass has indication to use the stronger 2nd finger
for these last G's. The open G string should be allowed
to vibrate sympathetically.
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Variations on a Theme of Haydn
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Trumpat notes in measure 6 should be very soft and sustained. Blend with horn.

At (A) be sure brass plays . full 4-measure phrase. Slurred staccato should be

very slightly separated.

At (B), be sure that brass f does not become heavy; messo forte would be better

for brass here. Beats 2 and 3 of 1st measure of (B) should be just like previous

slurred staccato.

Second ending before (C) is well edited. Play just as marked, short note follow-

ed by long note.

At (D), insist that troMbones get 2nd position A natural high enough. It will

tend to be flat.

At (F) E naturals in trumpets will tend to be flat - 1 & 2 fingering may be

better here.

In general, piece should present no critical brass problems.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - No problems except for playing in the key of A.

Oboe - Liner may be needed over first and subsequent bars to get length needed in

this style. Careful attention must be paid to phrase consideration for breath

marks. Length of phrase at (B) is so great that oboist will need breath before he

has used up what is in his lungs. He should expel' with a "ha" quickly before he

takes anew breath.

Flute - Lines over opening bars may be needed for length of notes in this style.

Very demanding of breath control. Phrase carefully!

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Snare drum rhythm measures 1-4 after B; l-4 after D; one measure before E is in

unison with ensemble. Triangle on the second ending is in unison with the wood-

winds and French horn. Don't play too heavy,, the triangle will be heard above

the other instruments. Muffle the triangle on beats two and three in the second

ending. Timpani and bass drum three measures from the end muffle on beats two and

four.



EXPLANATION OF MING TERMINOLOGY

Arco --with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpegeiio

1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (--N or)
taking 1. note and 1 string at a time.

2. ssaiitigast (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the am or the heel of the bow.

Cola-- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the Widge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

aMpfer -- the mute.

atacher-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple atachg to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand aiadhe -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented dual-- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" he string sharply as in martele--
no separation between the notes.

3. Accentedgrand eltack4 -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Detacd port' stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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at he (continued)

5. atadd lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martelit. without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

!lager patterns -4. the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns,
3. 3-4 _pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-Whole-stepLor whole-tone pattern meow; 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4,pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 121210:1112s augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half -step
between fingers 2 and 3.

'8. 0th-i finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or fleutato the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

FOuette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begiu the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

FA2g, as a bowing indication, it means that Vie player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the seas bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

trete see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" . see "hook".

Loure -- see pprtato.

Martel a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be fpLnched" at the ritart of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

IINSINIIII ....
3. Grand martel the simple martele executed vith the whole bow.

kiartele attack -- see #2 and #3. under martele above and also under "pinch".

M&rtellato -- this means either martel4 or a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martel6 style.

"Pinch" . the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (memo destra) and M.S. (nano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato ( Loure") -- two or more det ache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal, tato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille' -- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son fill,: ( fin tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The ay spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a, specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

marteli strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
rirsc77alled solid staccato and mar,tele staccato.)

1. Inks or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante flying, staccato (see immediately above).

Sul llay with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
oridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera. or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach ln% a modified giccate or
a modified martele.

it. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, fatm spiccato, or ricochet.
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Sautillei. a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the ne.tural
. .

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Sounding )pint see point of cones.

Spiccato the bow is dropped from abc ye the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying utccato is a series of spiccato, notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
mitrtele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
A.1-177-16o called solid staccato end mar" tea staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter predsUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante VAR& staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detach; or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache kort;.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach lance, a mi-oclified soiccato or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
tads staccato, at, spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean

(loure).

7. The staple-shaped sign (In) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bay or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. 'The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note mesas fouette or whiwedbowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (ortN, or 16,), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signfc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. 141. -- near the middle of the bow.

c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lover 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.l /2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. MB, 1 /2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, i/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - let position.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal.

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

'ST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also mcvement of a suite.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Polyphony

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italise, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his 1112.1__=hcsitwhere Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breakibg through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Chopin

Liszt

Rossini

Musicians in Romantic Period

Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgaky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Burnt= composer.

Rimaky-Korsdkov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony 0 in E Minor ("From the New World")
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from Brahma Double Concerto
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Written for violin, cello and orchestra in A minors the Double Concerto was Brahma'

last concerto. Here Brahma tried a 19th century adaptation of the concerto-grosso

form. The twc solo instruments are sometimes in conjunction and aometimes in con-

trast to the orchestra. The second movement (andante) has been arranged by Carlin

for the orchestra.

Mki. Carlin, the arranger, established the Carlin Music Publishing Company in

1955. This is a leading publishing company of fine music by the master composers

arranged for school orchestras. Nearly half of the company's publications have

been arranged by Mr. Carlin, Mt. Carlin is a Tulsa, Oklahoma, man; a fairly

young man (41), he majored in music composition at the University of Southern

California.
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GENERALITIES STRING CRITIQUE

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contoactions:
Advanced violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4i 1st & 4th finger extensions; 1-4 contraction

(G# C ).

Violin A -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; 1st & 4th finger extensions; 1-4 contraction

(C# c C ).

Violin B 2-3, 3-4 ext.; let finger extensions.
Violin C 2-3, 3-4; 1st finger extensions.

1-2, 2-3, 3-4; let finger extension.
Cello -- louvred and upward extensions.
String bass --

Positions:

Advanced violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VIII.
Violin A -- I, II, III
Violin B 346 I, III

Violin C -- I, II, III
Viola -. I, III
Cello -- I, II, III, IV
String 11, I, II

Bowing: legato, detache, hooked detache lance, detache lance, loure,

Pizzicato: R.H.

Ornaments: hone

Tremolo: None

Dynamics: f, p, mf, cresc., pp, ppp, -c=:: t :==w-

Rhythms: nothing unusual.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: andante, 3/4, ritardando,

Double- notes: None

Chords: None

Harmonics: Advanced violin -- mid-string A .

and violin A
Signs: 4N in v r't ) -sr-% $ 9 rnf i I..%

Vocabulary: andante, legato, forte, piano, mezzo forte, crescendo, diminuendo,
solo, tutti, ritardando, pianissimo, pianississimo , slur, tie,

hook, detache lance, loure,

Comment: 2 or 3 violins solo.
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AlttbAgh it is commonly accepted as a rule, paired slurred 8th -notes should
not always have a noticeably welter 2nd note. This composition presents an
example of this point. To make every pair of slurred 8ths noticeably strong -
weak,, strong-weak would make this music unutterably dull. The fact that these
are 2 measure phrases with the climax falling at the beginning of the 2nd
measure should be clear and each 8th note should grow from the preceeding one so
that the phrase "arrives" at the 1st beat of the 2nd measure.

Beginning at (9), this phrasing is changed with the strongest part of each
2 measure phrase being at the beginning of the phrase. The phrase beginning at
(13) has its climax delayed to the 2nd beat of its grid measure. The next phrase
is extended to 3 measures through repetition of its 1st measure. At i18), the
phrases are like those at (9) but beginning at (22) a greatly extended phrase is
made up of two beat phrase members until the forte where the phrase members resume
their 3 beat length.

At (29), the phrases reach their climax again as did the very beginning
phrases but due to the bowing change, the 2nd beat will receive less emphasis and
the 3rd beat more. Here, care must be taken to avoid overemphasis on beat 3
because an equal amount of bow has to be used for unequal time spans. Generally
the longer duration down bow must be nearer the bridge, the shorter duration
upbow nearer the fingerboard.

At (37) the rhythm of the previous measure pairs is switched. Since a WB
should be used on the half-notes, the bow will by degrees havelo be returned
to the frog for the next half -note. (Length of down bow strokes must be less
than upbow strokes).

The passage beginning at (41) is like that beginning at (13).

At (50), if the solo violin uses the advanced part, perhaps the violin A
solo part should be omitted. The bowing for the solo parts is detache lance,
some being linked two to the bow. A silvery, sweet, ethereal quality should be
aimed for.

The fingering in al: the string parts is aimed at achieving the kind of tone
appropriate to the music in as consistent a manner as possible. String sections
in which no players have a vibrato and which seem reluctant to try to learn
vibrato will not successfully perform this composition.
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Because of the key, the trumpet will have a slight tuning problem. The 'irat

trumpet is playing 4th space E frequently and the 2id is playing low D and Cl a
great deal. The high E will be flat most of the time and the low D.C# will be
quite sharp. Care must be taken to insure accurate tuning. These notes mint be
"lipped" into correct pitch - 1st & 2nd valve will help the high E tuning.

This will be the problem in this gleCe. The notes are not particularly difficult
and style viii not be a problem. At (13) make sure that trumpet gets the low E
down low enough, and the high E high enough in measure 14.

No vibrato throughout. Concept of tone should be dark and round.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - At (9) and (18) use chromatic H. Second measure after (9) and (18) use
Third measure after (9) and (18) use the chromatic F#.
Four sharps might present a reading problem. Both clarinet
parts are written quite a good deal in the throat register which
might present some tuning problems.

Oboe - Use L.H. Dl in bar 10. Keep throat open and play full to slur down to D in
bar 13.

This part is unusually low, with many problems that would not be fount: 8 va. If
oboist gets bung up try shifting to upper register.

Flute - Insist on 2 - bar phrases as at opening. Slow tempo and f will use up
breath quickly. If tone is breathy decrease size of opening in embouchure from top
to bottom. The piece is a fine study in breath control.
Tendency may be to separate each pair of slurred eighth notes; don't allow any
daylight to show through.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

The percussion parts are generally independent from other parts.
Exceptions: timpani in unison with brass at (49), (50-52), (53). Measures (50),
(52) and (53) muffle on beat two.
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Arco -- with the bow.

Am Bosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio

1. Legato anemic) (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-was or ,400)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpegsio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. SprinAing (saltando, ricochet or Aate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see alent122112).

Au talon -- at the amor the heel of the bow.

Cone -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Colleses the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dimpfer,-- the mute.

Detache separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and between

s lfe
onas the

distinish thevariatots below.

1. Grand detach' -- same as the above

le

2. Accented detach' -- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in martele--

3. AglateClatalgagg-- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. Detach' porter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see palgo). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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atach -- (continued)

5. ataehelsnee .. a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martelg without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers favther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

ginger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 attern means 1 23 4. The baec finger patterns
3. 3 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -"hole -step or whole-tone pattern mans 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11234 BEthern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd beten 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 1.2"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fir'lars 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and' 6 above).

Flautando or flautato dfmah'indicates the producticn of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(wbipped bowing) the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Barmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would, be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

ate-- see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes,

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see *hook".

Loud-- see portato..

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be
pressure is

the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" mast of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note muot be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple =tele except thEt the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martea-- the dell marteie executed with the whole bow.

Martelattack -- see #2 and #1 under Martel' above and also under udase.

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martelec

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to 'which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (moan destra) and NA. (mono

sinistra).

Point of contact -. the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lour el -- two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Rester -- remain in the position.

Ric ochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Salt to -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautill-- a springing boy stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file° (.spun tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact La

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point see point of contaAt.

Spiccato the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiccato, is a series of spiccato, notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and martea staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter preasUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautendo.

SIGNS:

. 1. Dots may mean any form of de_tache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache or detache Porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detact lance, a modified spiccato or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
12).1a& staccato, flying spiccato or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (1"1) means down-bow. This sign scetetimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The canna or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12, The sign / over a note mesas fouette or wilil2Mbin.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", my), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signfc (or xx) means an extension of one whole -step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

half position.
I - lst position.
II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with fall orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, test* d, or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Introductory moveLent.

Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Polyphony

Polytonality

Prelude

Programme music

Recitative

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came my new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Willer. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Liedsr.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahms took over with his First Syraphamwhere Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Hamel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgaky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky !bet popular Russian composer.

Rinsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

'Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony /0 in E Minor ("From the New World")



MANZ SCHUBERT

b. Vienna, Austria 31 January 1797
d. Vienna, Austria 19 November 1828

Again we find that famous city of music, Vienna, as the birthplace and home of a
famous musician. Franz Schubert, one of the greatest of the Romanticists, was
born into the family of the local schoolteacher. It was just naturally eSSUMSoi
by everyone that Franz would also teach school. There WAS very little chanco of
earning a living by music in 1812. His entire family was musical and, in addition
to his normal school training (to become a teacher), he wrote music for the family
quartet to play.

Given an appointment to teach in his father's school, he soon learned that the
drudgery of the schoolmaster's lot was not for him. He decided to quit his job and
vent to live a Bohemian artist's life in Vienna. He had a passion for friendship
and his friends decided his talent was so great that something had to be done to
relieve him of the drudgery of earning a living. These music-loving people became
known as "Schubertians" and helped him get established as a young and eager com-
poser. Schubert shared bachelor quarters with his friends ix. a "community" life.
When one of them had luck to sell a painting, a poem, or a piece of music, they all
dined sumptuously and vent to the theatre. They lived on rolls and coffee and even
borrowed each others clothes.

Like Haydn, Schubert was engaged as music teacher in the household of Count Reiter-
hiZy; a wonderful opportunity for teaching music, performing and composing. He
never married but his famous romance for the Countess, Caroline, has been used as
the plot for a very successful musical, "Blossom Time."

Schubert and Beethoven lived within a mile of each other but seldom met. Beethoven
had withdrawn from society because of his deafness and Schubert was intensely shy
and stood in awe of Beethoven. He had little better luck with his other hero,
the German poet, Goethe. Twice be sent Goethe sets of his songs using the poet's
works as texts but the master poet did not even acknowledge the gift.

Like Mozart he never realized much financial gain from his music. After his death
his entire possessions were sold for twelve dollars. However, he did leave a
large stack of manuscripts, a priceless gift to the world of music.

Schubert possessed great skill as a "colorist" in his music. He was fond of the
restless movement of violins and soft persistent plucking of the basses and this
was quite evident in his Unfinished Re was a "melodist ": often melody

following melody with apparently little connection. Perhaps his greatest contri-
bution to the world of musical literature was the Art song, or German Lied. He

had a uniquely happy agreement between verse and music. He always used great
literature for his text, and borrowed from Goethe and Shakespeare for two of his
most famous Lieder, The Raking and Hark, Hark the Lark! Interesting to note

that Schubert was an avid reader and when he was so ill just before he died, asked
a friend to send him copies of James Fennimore Cooper's The Last of the Maidens,
The Spy, and The Pioneers.
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Works:

Over 1200 pieces of music

600 Songs
9 Symphonies
2 Operas

Chamber music
Piano music
Sacred music



Allegretto Grazioso

R

7
easy

Schubert
Arr. Gordon

GENERALITIES:

Finger pat* -rns, extensions and contractions:
Advanced violin .. Ext., 1.2t 2-3, 3-4.

Violin A -- Ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; first finger extensions.
Violin B -- Ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3.4.
Viola -- 1-2, 3-4; first finger extension.

Positions:

Advanced. violin I, III.
Violin A -- I, III.
Violin B I, II, III.
Viola I, II, III.
Cello I, II, IV.
EWmaxiss-- 1/2, I, /I.

Bowing: legato, nartele, accented detache, sustained marteie, detache.

Vimm4As+est Wirtna

Ornaments: None

Tremolo: None

Dynamics: P, mf, f, ff, sf, cresc.

Rhythms: nothing unusual.

Tempos and tempo changes: C, allegretto grazioso.

Double- notes: Violin A .. 2
1-m6.

Violin B -. 2 1 2
o-m7, o-M6, 1-m6.

Viola .. 1 2

o-M6, o-m7.

Chords: None

Harmonics: None

Signs: mr, vf, ----% ..- 7 -4===, 0TN.

Vocabulary: dolce, divisi, and see above.

Comment: This piece requires quite a bit of alternation between legato and
uartele bowing... .:..



PARTICULARS:

AllegrettoJImatl
String Critique - Page 2

Beginning to (5): advanced violin and violin A -- The first note is marked 4th

finger even though the E string quality seems best for the

rest of the phrase. To use the oran E would be to take a

chance that all the E strings were still in tune but even more,
the quality of student violin E strings is such that the tone

would probably be bad and it is difficult to improve the tone

of the open E with vibrato. The fingered E is tunable and will

ordinarily sound better even without vibrato.
The second phrase is best played on the A string, III position.

In the advanced violin part, III position is continued until

(2) is reached and is used again beginning 4 before (3).
At (1) the violin A part drops down an octave. It makes use of

III position.2 before (2) to (2), 4 before (3) to 3 after (4).

In the violin B part III position is used in the 2nd and 3rd

measures and again 2 and 3 after (2). The players should be

sure to use their fourth fingers as marked.

The viola part is continuously bowed martele or sustained

martele a before (2)) excepting the 2.measures begun at (4).

The III and II position passages (the whole part is in one or

the other position until (5) ) are used because the notes fit

the hand best and the tone is most consistent through their

use.
The cello and bass parts should be bowed with a martele or

martellato bowing from the beginning to (5) except for 2

measures just after (4) in the cello part. The cello part

is all in first position but the bass part has II position

passages when needed to avoid musically awkward uses of the

open G string.

12) to the end: advanced violin and violin A -- The four 8th -notes just before

(5) should be played with accented detache bowing (also true of

the violin B part). This short transition signals a change of

style. The bowing is legato and a somewhat emphasized but very

well connected detache. While the dynamic level is soft, the

upper half or Samuel Applebaums's "greater upper half" of the

bow should be used, but when the dynamic is loud, the whole bow

should be used. III position is used to keep the A quality and

for the last 3 notes of the advanced violin part. The double

noes at the end of the violin A part should be learned and

played.
Violin B the pairs of slurred quarter-notes should give an

undulating effect (strong-weak, strong-weak; but within the

piano dynamic level). This should not be the case, however,

3 and 4 after 5 or the contrast of the smooth "rainbow phrase",

to quote Casals, will be spoiled. Also, 3 before (6) to (6)

and the cresc. 3 and 4 after (6) present situations during

which the strong-weak emphasis will have to be abandoned. The

double-notes should be learned and played.



PARTICULARS: cont.

String Critique - Page 3

Allegretto amakam

Viola -- The double -notes are easy and should be played by each

Ilayer. The bowing is either detache or well connected

sustained tones. 31/2 measures beginning 5 before (6) ;tee in

III position to allow the use of a stronger finger for the D's.

Cello The viola comments also apply here except IV position
is used *for a.eeries of We Tind II.position is used from 4 after

(6) to the end so that the G's will be fingered and so that the
C's will be played with a strong finger.
MEILIEL12.22-- doubles the cello part, I and II positions

are used.
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Problems are relatively few for brasses in
half-notes in opening are held full value,

Staccato quarter-notes should be played as

...I .1' >-.1r7 3 p0

R
7

easy

this piece. However, be sure that

e.g., until beginning of 3rd beat.
8th -notes followed by 8th rests

Insist on "tah" syllable instead of
"tut" for smoother, more musical staccato.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - No problems except the key of D.

Bassoon - Finger 4th apace G It may be sharp with other fingeringe

tr

Play all staccatos quite long (a little rest between) using "du" or "de, not "tau,

Oboe - Same articulation comment.

Flute - Same articulation comment.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Timpani and snare drum are in unison through most of the composition. Snare and
timpani play staccato notes with a quick upward snap allowing the stick to remain
on the head the shortest possible time. Timpani use medium hard sticks. Snare
and timpani separate all half note rolls.



EXPLANATION OF STRING T'ERMLNOLOGY

Arco --with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Air eggio

1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the eaaa direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-ft or, 400)

taking I note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillewisaa (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow moves

in a different (Unction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or jelA) ,arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see eul ponticello).

Au talon at the ,frog or the heel of the bow.

Cone the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required ;polity of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers.closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

biapfer -- the mutes

atache separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detach; to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache same as the above

2. Accented &heal-- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"

no separation between the notes.

but u4ng the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed

the string sharply as in martele--

3. Accented grand detach -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. aiscdpra-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but ttie impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.

...1...a..-**MOIPM/aNY,
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/
tetache (continued)

5. atacd lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martell without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 patter. means 12 3 4.
2. 2:2pattern means 1 23'4. The basic Ilampatterns
3. 34jiattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, t.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 121'3 4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato ....A.indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette'(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Da.- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

, 2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

ate-- see ricochet.

Legato,. smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bovstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Loure-- see portato.

Martel a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martelef(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins ao that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele'except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be lable for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martelJ attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele. the L§Wcmartele executed with the whole bow.

MarteleaUadk -- see #2 and #1 under merteleabove and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a mertele,
i.e., in a martel4 style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martea attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano

sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (loured) -- two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Banat° -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille/ -- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand wad
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son fil (Am tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best via of contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and solndWc point.. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see via of con, tact.

Spiccato -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato, is a series of miscate notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.,........
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and martel staccato.)

1. mid or nervous staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed t') achieve success.

2. Plyina staccato performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pre:NM:re so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello ploy with a relatively light bovstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of de,tach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache.port4.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachef lanc4, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with doto will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato,, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark iu conjunction with dashes will nean portato,
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (11) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note roans fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means nartele or a nartellato execution.

14. The sign, x (orn, or 1.,), means an exiension of one half-step.

15. The sign ft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the nidile of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1 /2B, 1/3B,) 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(11) - half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale
Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series

A,

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

harmonics or overtones.

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called



Harpsichord

Impromptu

Invention

Nappellmeister

Lied (pl. Lieder)

Leitmotiv

Digest Terminology - page 2

Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Spontaneous music.

Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

German art song.

Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several, keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A strle of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to drP,,.Itic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the cleat,

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

*.no...1.1.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or aerie' of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orctestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditionas set for-s of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisgaided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets9 Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal fee/ings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Chopin

Liszt

Rossini

Musicians in Romantic Period

Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Sams

Debussy

Moussorgaky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Rrahms

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist,

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



FRANZ SCHUBERT

b. Vienna, Austria 31 January 1797
d. Vienna, Austria 19 November 1828

Again we find that famous city of music, Vieraa, as the birthplace and home of a
famous musician. Franz Schubert, one of tae greatest of the Romanticists, was
born into the Family of the local schoolteacher. It was just naturally assumed
by everyone that Franz would also teach school. There was very little chance of
earning a living by music in 1812. His entire family was musical and, in addition
to his normal school training (to become a teacher), he wrote music for the family
quartet to play.

Given an appointment to teach in his father's school, he soon learned that the
drudgery of the schoolmaster's lot was not for him. He decided to quit his job and
vent to live a Bohemian artist's life in Vienna. He had a passion for friendship
and his friends decided his talent was so great that something had to be done to
relieve him of the drudgery of earning a living. These music-loving people became
known as "Schubertians" and helped him get established as a young and eager com-
poser. Schubert shared bachelor quarters with his friends in a "community" life.
When one of them had luck to sell a painting, a poem, or a piece of music, they all
dined sumptuously and went to the theatre. They lived eri rolls and coffee and even

borrowed each others clothes.

Like Haydn, Schubert was engaged as music teacher in the household of Count Ester-
hazy; a wonderful opportunity for teaching music, performing and composing. He
never married but his famous romance for the Countess, Caroline, has been used as
the plot for a very successful musical, "Blossom Time."

Schubert and Beethoven lived within a mile of each other but seldom met. Beethoven
had withdrawn from society because of his deafness and Schubert was intensely shy
and stood in awe of Beethoven. He had little better luck with his other hero,
the German poet, Goethe. Twice he sent Goethe sets of his songs using the poet's
works as texts but the master poet did not even acknowledge the gift.

Like Mozart he never realized much financial gain from his music. After his death
his entire possessions were sold for twelve dollars. However, he did leave a
large stack of manuscripts, a priceless gift to the world of music.

Sebilbert possessed great skill as a "colorist" in his music. He was fond of the
restless movement of violins tnd soft persiotent plucking of the basses and this
was quite evident in his Unfinished Szmphow. He was a 'melodist ": often melody

following melody with apparently little connection. Perhaps his greatest contri-
bution to the world of musical literature was the Art song, or German Lied. He
had a uniquely happy agreement between %...ese and music. He always used great
literature for his text, and borrowed from Goethe and Shakespeare for two of his
most famous Lieder, The Natimand Hark, Hark the Lark! Interesting to note

that Schubert was an avid reader and when he was so ill just before he died, asked
a friend to send him copies of James Fennimore Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans,
The Spy, and The Pioneers.



Schubert; - pace 2

Works:

Over 1200 pieces of music

600 Songs
9 Symphonies
2 Operas
Chamber music
Piano music
Sacred music



March Militaire
No. 1 in D Major

R
8

moderate
Schubert
arr. Seredy

Schubert originally wrote the three Marches Militaire fOr piano duet. The first
one was'originally written in the key of D. The march is in ABA form with first

section A, trio B and a repeat back to first section A.

There is no reason to suppose that Schubert thought of these as military marches

for wind instruments as he published, them only in piano arrangements. Most of
the piano works lend themselves easily to orchestral arrangements. These marches

were repeatedly orchestrated after Schubert's death.

The March No. 1 which is studied in this lesson is a delightful and ingenious

march filled with a vigorous musical logic and an air of certainty.

The arranger, Julius S. Seredy, was born ill 1874 in Veszprem, !ungary, the last

child of a very large family. His musical talents were discovered at the early
age of four, and he was given a good musical educatior as a violinist. He was

an accomplished violinist at the age of twelve, and at, fourteen he led the Cathe-

dral orchestra and choir. Later be combined, the study of law at the University

of Budapest with concertizing. At 24 he married a brilliant pianist, and they

decided to make the USA their permanent home. Upon arriving here he founded the

group known as "Seredy's Hungarian Orchestra." The members, with their colorful

Hungarian costumes and tuneful Magyar music, delighted New York audiences at the
Central Faek Casino and other places in the early 1900's, thereby earning an

enviable reputation. Later he devoted himself to music arranging and joined the
Carl Fischer editorial staff, which position he retained until his death, on

October 2, 1946.

The recording is for piano four hands and is made by Walter and Beatrice Klein,

a husband and wife teem from Vienna, Austria.

Side 1 band 2



Marche Militaire No. 1

Schubert
Arr. Seredy

STRING CRITIQUE

GRNERAIXTIES:

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:
1st Violin A -- Ext. 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1" 23.
1st Violin B 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1" 23.
2nd Violin 1-29 2-3.
inarlIgviolin),-- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.
Cello -- upward extensions, lowered extensions.

Positions: let violin A -- I, III.
1st violin B -- I, II, III.
2nd violin -- I, III.
viola (3rd violin) -- I, II, III, (IV in 3rd violin).
Cello -- I, II, III, IV, V.
String bass -- 316 I, II, Ilk.

R
8

Mod.

Bowing: martele, spiccato, sustained martele, flying spiccato, legato, hooks,
detache porte applied to legato pairs, lifts, lightly accented detache.

Pizzicato: R.H.

Ornaments: Single grace note.

Tremolo: None

Dynamics: p, at, mf, f, ff.

Rhythms: after-beats in 2nd violin, 3rd violin and viola parts.

Meters, Tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, allegro.

Double-notes: 1st violin A -- 2
1-m6.

2nd violin 1 o 2 3 3000
o-M6, o-P5, o-m7, 1-e7, o-P8, 1-P4, 2-M3, 3442,

o 2 2 1 1

2 -m3, 1-m6, 1-M6, 1-P5, oic6.

Viola (3rd violin) 2 1 o o 3 2 2
o-m7, o-P8, 2-m3, 1 -M2, lam?, 1-m6, 0-m7,

1 1
3-M3, o-M6.

Harmonics: Cello -- mid-string C.

Signs: g 9 Jo) (-4114% 9 '/ 9 .°"1.%1 4:4-\*

Vocabulary: see above and as follows: forte, sforzando or sforzato, piano, accent,
simile, fortissimo, crescendo, diminuendo, slur, tie, Da Capo al Fine,
pizzicato, mezzo forte, after beat.



Marche Militaire No. 1

PARTICULARS:

String Critique . page 2

Beisinning to (1): 1st violin A, 2nd violin, third violin-viola and Cello --
The all-down-bow 8th notes are begun with a martele attack at

Ir. The bow must be lifted after each note. The 8th notes
2 before (1) should be a crisp spiccato at the heel of the bow;
the half-note sustained martele. Each first violinist should
play the double-notes.

1st violin B -- This part has the thematic material. The 1st note is a lifted
martele; the two 16tbs, spiccato; the slurred 8ths; legato;
The half note, as in the lst violin part; is a sustained martele.

(1) to the Trio: 1st violin A The pattern of accented quarter-note followed
151717TERied) 8th-notes should be bowed thus: accented
detache (lift) followed by flying spiccato in the L.h. This
is true in all the parts that have the pattern throughout the
composition. The pattern in the 1st measure after (2) should be
spiccato.
III position is used at (1), 2 after (2), (6) and 2 after (r)
to keep the A string quality of tone.
For the passage beginning 3 before (3) see let violin B above.

1st violin ,B -- same as 1st violin A except the use of III position is found for
101 measures only beginning 2 after (5). Quatter-notes 2 before

(6), detache porte.

2nd violin and viola-3rd violin Bowing is continually spiccato except for
accented quarter & 8th-notes, slurred 8ths, a dotted 8th, 16th-
note pair, half-notes and detache porte quarter-notes 2 before (6).
Also, the third measure before (6) is portato. Each player
should learn to play all the double-notes. III position is used in

the violin part; II and III in the Viola-3rd violin part.
Cello The quarter-notes just after (1) and those after (6)
should all be played detache porte as should other separate ones
as they occur. Separate 8th and 16th - notes, spiccato. For the

bowing from 3 before (3) to (4), see the 1st violin A & B
comments above. II and IV positions are used and at (4) V position
is used for the less brilliant quality of tone on the D string.
String bass.-- its part doubles the cello part usually.

position is used for better control of tone.

Trio 1st violin A This section is mostly legato in style in contrast to the

A; section. The separate quarter should probably be played detache
Porte to help give them character and to keep the march style.
Oecasional separate 8th notes should be played spiccato. The
ace note 2 before (9) will not speak well unless done with a

plucking motion of the left little finger.

1st violin B -- The comments for the 1st violin A part apply also here but no
grace note is present. III position 4 before (10); II position

4 after (11).



Marche Militaire Noe l

PARTICULARS: cont.

String Critique - page 3

2nd violin and viola - 3rd violin -- These parts are made up almost wholly of
after-beats. Each player should learn to play all the
double-notes. The bowing should be a nice crisp spiccato
near the middle of the bow.
Cello -- Some (pick changes from pizzicato to arco and
considerable II position.
String bass Mostly marks the beat; also some quick changes
from pizzicato to arca. II and IA:positions are used. The
arco at the beginning should be played with the colle bowing.



March Militaire
No. 1 in D Major

Schubert
Arr. Seredy

BRASS CRITIQUE

8
moderate

Accents throughout should be done primarily with breath instead of sharp tongue.

Lean on this note with the breath.
In after-beat rhythmic pattern, be sure that no breath is taken between the notes.

Insist on at least 4-bar phrases along with melodic instruments.

In Trio watch low D in second trumpet. It will be sharp in pitch.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - There are few fingerings that are helpful in this. The problems come

because both clarinet parte are constantly playing in register break.

The first clarinet 4 measures before (6) finger B on the R. H.

Bassoon Finger E above staff 3rd space C#

Oboe Make sure 4th line D, 3rd space Cl use half note.

176713) use Fork 17 finaering.

Flute - notes could be double tongued. Use Bb thumb key after (3). Trio

is difficult at piano level.

PERCUSSIOR CRITIQUE

Triangle at 1, 4, 6, and 8 muffle on beat two of each measure.

Snare drum play in a military style throughout.

When playing the figure stick Rolls (before 1,

second measure after 2, etc.) are notated incorrectly. The notation given

is , which indicates sixteenth notes. The arranger intends rolls in

these places. Tie all quarter note rolls over the measure bar line. The ruff

in the fifth measure after 5 should be played as two sixteenth notes on "and",

"se of"th&fourth measure after 5 to match the style of the ensemble.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.ws
Am froach -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

ArPe074-2.1"'
1. lepla....jggs (different note for each of 3 or 4 ste7s) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. agaliglido (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) .bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springim(saltando, ricochet or 1210 arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon at the trog or the heel of the bow.

Cone the string is approached :at the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno .. the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The tom, hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

requited quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dimpfer -- the mute.

atacher separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes,- This bowing is also known as the

simple detadd to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand atadhl4 -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented Ascher-- clach bow stroke beginti with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure imt without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele.
no separation between the notes.

3. AsstattmgdAliti-- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. )2.ktetthewsd. stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see pato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but tgampression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.



String Terminology - page 2

atachef (continued)

5. Detachg lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there shotild be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martell without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

nagnrieNall-- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1, 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.

2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger, patterns
3. 3.4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All- Whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closay together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between let
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingera.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flentato ....m'indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

FouettAr(wbipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

nos.-- as a bowing indication, it means that the plAyer should use the hair near
the frog of the boar to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonica -- produced by touching an open string,

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
'atoppingIiiieFiiitificial nut).



String Terminology - page 3

"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so,

Jete see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Loure -- see portato.

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele' attack pinch").

3. Grand martele the simple marteaelecuted with the whole bow.

Martelerattack -- see #2 and #1 under martele'above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either marteleor a bowing that sounds like a atartel4

i.e., in a martele style.

"Finch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martelef attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.X. (mano destra) and M.S. (mamo

sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Loure') two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or ato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son filef(sgatone) -- the long sustained, tone. The best pmt of contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and soundingpoint. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding see

Spiccato

Staccato

point of contact.

-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

-- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martea strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

1Also alled solid staccato and martea staccato.)dal 0111
1. Rapid, or nervous staccato -. executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except idh a lighter preasUre so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volente -. flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge tx) that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form oT atactie or any type of staccato towin6.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detach Porte%

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacheland, a 'modified spiccato or

a modified moatele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots Will usually mean staccato,
ffIgms staccato, fixingslocate, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bay. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in.some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note meads fouette or Whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sum fe (or xx) means an extension of one whole -step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the Um.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d, L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. Ur.1/2, U.l /3, u.1/4 .... the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. 14% 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(1/2) - half position.
I - lst position.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admittod

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range:

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century Geman guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writiLg where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony

[ Tonality

Virtuoso

E

Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

A system in which all tones gravitate to e certain tone.

Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Miller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the Germane Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative ext. In music Debussy end Ravel were to transnrt this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Moussorgaky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg.

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



RICHARD WAGNER

Germany 22 May 1813

t. Venice, Italy 13 February 1883

Literature, rather than music, was Richard Wagner's first love. His mother and

stepfather were both participants in the local theatre and Richard once played a

small part in Schiller's drama, William Tell. He himself felt that he was destined

to be a poet.

However, he never fared well in school. He did study English in order to read

Shakespeare and studied Greek in order to read Greek mythology in the original.

When he discovered. Beethoven he seriously began to study music. He announced to

his family his decision to become a composer and there was an uproar; especially

when they discovered he had been truant from school for six months. All school work

was now neglected and he spent his time with the harmo..0 books. - -4

His short career at the University of Leipzig was no more successful. He seemed

to have a knack for getting into trouble and immediatily got involved with gambling,

dueling, drinking, and partying.

He finally decided to study seriously the technique of composition and was lucky

enough to find a good teacher. After a short time he got his first job as musical

director of the Magdeburg theatre.

When he was working at Magdeburg he married a young actress, Minna Planer. This

was not at all a successful marriage. Later they were divorced and Wagner married

Cosima Liszt, daughter of the famous composer-pianist, Franz Liszt.

Shortly after his first marriage, Wagner went to Russia to direct the music at

Riga, a town on the Russian side of the Baltic. This is when his money problems

really got serious. When he asked to go home he could not be given a passport

until his debts were paid. The only plan was to escape secretly. The Wagners had

a long, dangerous, and secretive voyage to Paris by way of London. Paris was no

better than Russia and he found himself in debtor prison. Finally Wagner gave

up in despair and left Paris for home and Dresden.

In Dresden he finally met with success. His opera,, Rienzi, was performed for

which Wagner received $250. Of course this all went to his creditors. He became

Royal Kapeilmeister of the Dresden Opera at a yearly salary of $1,125. This

magnificent salary went to his head. For six years he kept this job but used the

money in a grand manner of living rather than paying off his old debts.

At this time an insurrection broke out in Dresden. Wagner, with his sense of the

dramatic, became a sort of musical director of the revolution. Naturally when the

King way again in control Wagner was made a political exile, forbidden to set foot

on German soil.

Wagner fled to Switzerland where he lived for thirteen years. While he was in
political exile Igkeligala was perfornied: the composer heard it for the first time

thirteen years later.
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Finally at the height of his despair the young ?rine Ludwig, an enthusiastic
Wagnerite, ascended the throne of Bavaria. Be gave Wagner an annual income and

lifted from him his enormous burden of debt.

The last years of his life were his happiest. His new wife, Cosima, was an under-

standing as well as a sensitive artistic soul. Wagner devoted all his time and

talents to composing his operas and building the theatre and school for German

opera at Bayreuth in the center of Germany. As he grew older he was forced to

spend his winters in the milder climate of Italy. Here he died in January, 1883.

Wagner was always a controversial figure. Perhaps it was necessary for the man

who could compose such bold and compelling operas to be an egocentric, self -

indulgent man. Regardless of the personality, Wagner and opera go together like

Shakespeare and play, Beethoven and symphony.

Wagner changed the whole concept of opera when he began his serious study of the

musical drama. Melodies were used as leitmotivs (leading motives or name tags for

each character). He used the bran= in a new and bold way: loved trombones and

muffled horns. He aided. the English horn and bass horn to his instrumentation.
He divided the strings into small choirs and the violin section into many parts.

Wagner was a dramatist and loved the sublime and the "grand spectacle."

Wagner always wrote his own texts for his operas and his EjEsm.ojliCa_iducting.

ehowed him to be a fine drillmaster and conductor as well.

In spite of his adversaries and the adversities of his early life, Wagner survived

to become one of the greatest masterpieces of the Romantic period. William Archer

defined a masterpiece:

"A masterpiece is not a flawless work, but one which has sufficient
vitality to live down its faults, until at last we no longer heed

and almost forget them."

Works:

15 Operas and music-dramas - Rienzi
The F'Lyin Dutchman
Tannhauser
Lohengrin

21.11214.41ULNI21.11Pa- set of 4
operas

Tristan and Isolde
The Heistersingers
Parsifal

Orchestra music
Songs
Piano MMAC
Literature - texts on opera, conducting, composition,

autobiography
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from Parsifal
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This is the last of the twelve operas written by Wagner who also wrote his ovn
librettos. It was in his operas that Wagner became the Master of the leitmotiv,
or a musical name tag placed on each character or mood. Wagner insisted that
each characteristic leitmotiv be short, simple, easy to recognize and that the
words used determined very clearly the meaning. Wagner was indeed a poet-
musician.

The Grail motiv is the beautiful Dresden Amen (two-fold Amen) found in the Meth-
odist Hymnal #621.

Parsifal is the story of redemption of mankind told in symbols full of religious
fervor. The guardian of the Holy Grail has a wound which represents the suffering
of mankind. He has been told that not until a sinless one comes with pity in his
heart will the 1.-Tnd be healed. Parsifal the "guileless fool" is the guardians
redeemer.

Two treasures are kept at the Castle of the Holy Grail near Mousalvat, the cup
from which Jesus drank at the Last Supper and the spear which pierce". his side.
These treasures are guarded by the Knights of the Holy Grail. The spear was
stolen by the wicked, knight and the Grail refuses to "glow". Parsifal captures
the spear from the wicked knight and he is crowned "King of the Grail". Again
the sacred cup begins to glow. Parsifal waves the Grail over the brotherhood
blessing them as the curtain falls on the last scene of the opera.

Parsifal is a long opera about six hours. It makes heavy demands upon the lis-
tener; demands attention, intellect and most of al: patience. It was first per-
formed in 1882 at Bayreuth, a theatre built exclusively for the performance of

Wagner's operas.

The music studied here is the procession of the knights as they enter the great

hall. It is the hour of the sacred rite when the Grail begins to glow.

Wagners use of the chromatic scale and the interweaving of melodies creates an
effect of mystic otherworldliness.

A German orchestra recorded this excerpt from Parsifal by Wagner. The Bayreuth
Festival held in Bayreuth, Germany every year honoring Richard Wagner has its

own orchestra. This recording was made by the festival orchestra under the
direction of Wilhelm Fitz.

Side 2 Band 4
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STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

10
moderate

Finger Patterns, Extensions and Contractions:

First violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4; contraction of 1 to 4 (01 to EP).

Second viollu ext. 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.

Cello lowered first finger extension.

Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4

Positions:
First violin -- I, IL III, IV, V, VI, VIII. 2nd violin I, II, III, IV, V

Viola - I, II, III, IV, V, VI.

Stria bass -- hs, I, II, III, III, III, IV, V, VIA, VII.

Cello I, II, III, IV.

Boving detache, hooked (dotted 8th and 16th-notes), legato, detache parte,

inaudible bow change on long sustained tones, soArile, accented detadhe,

martele, sustained Instals.

Pizzicato:

Ornaments:

Tremolo:

Dynamics:

Rhythms:

R.H., quarter-notes in the cello and string bass parts.

1st violin long trills, grace-note pairs.

Viola 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4 finger trills and paired grace-notes.

Cello .4- 2-3 finger trill and paired grace-notes.

1st and 2nd violins and viola -- 32nd-note, pp cresc. ff dim. P,

32nd-note ff.

PP, P, cresc ==:::: , 2:=7, 21. , dim., mf, f, ff, of, sffz, PPP,

poco dread., poccdim.

dotted rhythms, mixed triplets and duplet syncopation, duplet division

of the beat against a triplet division of the beat.

Meters, tempos and

Double- notes: 1st

tempo changes: 4/4, 1ento-e-solenne, pow piu animato,

ritenuto.

4 1 2 2 3 . 1 3 3

violin 1-P8, 1-P5, 1-M6, 1.4m6, 2-m6, 3-m3, 2-N6, o-P8,

1 o 2 4 2 2

13-146, 0-P5, 245, 3-m6, 3-P4, 2-P5.

2nd 1 2 2 2 1 1 o 2

2P4, 4-M3, 3-P4, 2 -P5, 4-M2, 3-M3, 2-m3, 1-N6

4 1 4 1 1 . 1 3 2

1416, 3-m3, 3 -M6, o-M6, o-m6, 1.45, 2-m6, 1.416,

2 4

4-m3, 1-P8. .
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Viola.. 3 3 1 2 4 3 4 2 1

048, 2-M6, 3-m3, 1-M6, 1-P8, 345, 3-M6 2-P5, 2.P4,
2 1 3 o 2 3

4.M3, 2M3, o-m7, 2-m6.
Cello 1

1-P5.

Claueds: 1st violin 2 2nd violin 2

2 1

1-E Major 1.E Major

Harmonics: string bass -- mid-string D.

Signs:

Vbcabulary:

1;1. 7 ri p-V9 9 "...'S#
I Co 3

lento e.solenne, crescendo9 be4enutJ, diminuendo, forte, fortissimo,

piano, sostenuto e cantabile, molto sostenuto, memzo forte, divisi,
espressivo, poco piu animato, sul, dolce e espressivo, cantabile ed
espressivo, IV corda, trill, molto legato, pianississimo, tempo 1.
(tempo prima), ritenuto, marcato, motto tenuto, poco crescendo,

arm), sempre, pizzicato.

Comment: Tht.1 pitch range of the string bass part is wide. The players will

need to exert extra effort to get good tone quality and accurate rItch.
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PARTICULARS

9th measure: all string parts ':he dotted 8th & 16th-note rhythm should be

executed as smnotlIt ,s possible without any loss in the clarity

or accuracy imzjthm. The 16th-note should be made to last

as long as possi:-.0. Bow distributicn should be: dotted 8th-note--

30).; 16th -note -- 140.; accented quarter-note -- 3/4112.; quarter-

note

AlEfallib 1st and 2nd violins and viola -- the tremolo should begin P at'

the bow-tip gradually movIns the point of contact to the middle

or somewhat below for the crescendo: and the ff. The procedure

is reversed for the diminuendo. As much bow as possible should

be used for each note during the fortissimo and, as nearly as

possible, 32nd-notes should be played throughout.

6 before (1):

3 after (1):

21.12p before

cello detache porte to make the notes stand out,

ilat & 2nd violins and vola detache porte for the same reason.

The mixture of triplet and duplet divisions of the beat should

be performed accurately.

al: 1st and 2nd violins and vi, ola -- The sign IL is used to

indicate striking the string from the air (in this case at

the point of the bow) to obtain a strong accent.

1st and 2nd violins- -
notes indicated to be staccato should be performed martele be-

ginning near the bow -tip.

3 and 4 after (3): viola -- notes indicated staccato should be played martele.

to 5): The broad, sustained and very expressive style needed Aare is

difficult for young players. They will need to understand just

what "espressivo" means and exactly what to do to produce it.

The maintenance of the D string tone quality (upper 3 parts) seems

almost demanded by the character of the melody.

121.: sellsuside.rt bass: note the contrast in style (marcato against a

sustained singing style in the violin and viola parts.)

(5) to 01: some of the fingering in the violin and vi_ ola parts is designed to

take advantage of the strongest fingers and therefore to make the

performance easier and better.

(71=229mewhat before and after: the production of the utmost volume of sound

of beautiful quality takes excellent control of the bow. The use of

more bow changes will not help much but the correct use of the bow

will help. The point of contact must be near the bridge, bow

pressure must not be too great. Most students will fail to play

close enough to the bridge and will thus choke their tone.
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2112sci11 a. 1st violin and viola many will probably fail to count

and perform this place correctly unless they have the placement

of the notes in relation to the meter well in mind. A very stiong

colle should be used for the first 3 8th - notes.

Last 4 measures: double notes should be played by each player as indicated.
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BRASS CRITIQUE

Eight measures before (1), be sure all di notes are well-measured. Hold full
valve. Six before (1), 1st trumpet will be sharp especially if embouchure is
weak or tired. Keep jaw "down and open" on high A .

In all 8th and 16th notes be sure the sub-division is accurate.
Octave tuning of trumpet and trombone should not prove difficult at (5), but

listen critically. At 5 before (6) the octave leaps will be dangerous. Get

lower notes on the low side and higher notes on the high side to tune the octaves.
1 before (7) observe crescendo.
8 after (7) trumpet J note should be slightly separated.
11 after (8) trumpet must throw 3rd valve slide for good tuning. On final chord,

1st trumpet must lip D up slightly. It will be flat.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - Not difficult technically for clarinets. Around (2) rhythmic problems

could arise in the tied duplat - triplet passage. Exactness of

is very important.

Bassoon - For "hen tenuto" articulation use breath continuously as in a slur.

Use syllable for tongueing.

Finger A in bar (11) Finer G in bar (13)

At (it) use little finger A , after thumb B . Finger C#, lie bars after (8).

For G last it bars

Oboe - 6 before (1) finger high E Better yet take it down an octave.

Use Fork F before and after E .

At 8 bars after (3) trill A , B .

At (4) tongue - dah dah dah; keep
breath flowing continuously. For low E and D use "du", keep throat quite

open. Don't use heavy tongue.
One bar after (8) crescendo down to low D ; open the throat. High E in last

4 bars should be taken down. This would be out of tune and hard to play.

Flute - High B before (1) is a problem; intonation will be bad. Take it down

an octave. High B 3 after (7) is marked pp. This is not possible!

Hard part for junior high.
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PPIRCUBSION CRITIQUE

Timpani 6 measures before 1 is playing in unison pitch and rhythm with the cello

and double bass. The timpanist must match the style of the sixteenth note with

the low strings.
Bells, the pnche are given at the beginning but in the written part no
accidentals or key signatures are used. Note that the bell part is written in

bass clef rather than treble clef. Mallets with brass, hard rubber or plastic

should be used.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato,- arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow wves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc ( or)
taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillewstac2 (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow mcves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or ate) ameggis-- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au taloa at the am or the heel of the bow.

Cola the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Co]. leas-- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contract on -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

gager-. the mute.

at . separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detache to distinguish it zoom the variations given below.

1. Grand atache -- same as the above but using the whole bow fel, each note.

ft

2. Accented detac he -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--

no separation between the notes.

3. Accented same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Deftacaporte-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spaelag betwaan the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Deiache-- (continued)

5. atachi land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones, The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martellwithout the "pinch".

Extension placing a finger or fingers farther apart *a the string then their
normal placement.

Finger yatterns -- the patterns o' spacing between fingers of the left band.

These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns.
3. 12221...ttei-rn means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or hole -tone pattern, means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1'123 4 paItern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12213 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

T. 1 23"4 pattern -- aumented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
tetween fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato 4.** indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and'with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouett4'(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Era, as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened 'by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Ito -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

see "hook"."Link"

Loure-- see portato.

Martele-!.. a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Liaajnartele...r.(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Ea.h note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele,-- same as s
oat. An adeque,e amount of bow
The bows is considerably slowed

..V22martel4except that the tone is held
must be available for the note in question.

after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele the LIWItraartel4 executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch ".

Martellato this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

msrtele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato
andis indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which h is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (nano destra) and M.S. (man°
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato clourel. -- two or more detache Ede L, es performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato e general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille -- a. springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'qmatone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact Es

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point, of contact.

Spicceto -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccatois a beries of apiecato notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also alled solid staccato and martelif staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la, touche -- see ftautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of deter or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache kora.

3 Dashes and dots combined may mean detacher lance, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spicceto, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portsto,

(1=4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (Fl) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The coma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note spans fouette or whipped,bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a nartellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or v), means an extension of one half -step.

15. The sign xx (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the ftog of the bow.

b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.

c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.113, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the box.

f. W8, 1/2B, 1/38, 3/48, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(14) - half position.

I - 1st position.
II - 2nd position.

I14 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sovietimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments *pith full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier vith strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French .Revolution overturned the ad order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Spliphony and Brahma took over with his nrtamptham where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist aad his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Mussorgsky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimaky4orsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Cc poser of Symphony 15 in E Minor ("From the New World ")

Bra ms

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2



RICHARD WAGNER

b. Leipzig, Germany .22 May 1813

d. Venice, Italy 13 February 1883

Literature, rather than music,, was Richard Wagner's first love. His mother and

stepfather were both participants in the local theatre and Richard once played a

small part in Schiller's drama, Winialn Tell. He himself felt that he was destined

to be apocet.

However, he never fared well in school. He did study English in order to read

Shakespeare and studied Greek in order to read Greek mythology in the original.

When he discovered. Beethoven he seriously began to study music. He announced to

his family his decision to become a composer and there was an uproar; especially

when they discovered be had been truant from school for six months. All school work

vas now neglected and be spent his time with the harmony books.

His short career at the-University of Leipzig was no more successful. He seemed

to have a knack for getting into trouble and immediately got involved with gambling,

dueling, drinking, and partying.

He finally decided to study seriously the technique of composition and was lucky

enough to find a good teacher. After a short time he got his first job as musical

director of the Magdeburg theatre.

When he was working at Magdeburg he married a young wtress, Minna Planer. This

was not at all a successful marriage. Later they were divorced and Wagner married

Cosima Liszt, daughter of the famous composer-pianist, Franz Liszt.

Shortly after his first marriage, Wagner went to Russia to direct the music at

Riga, a town on the Russian side of the Baltic. This is when his money problems

really got serious. When he asked to go home he could not be given a passport

until his debts were paid. The only plan was to escape secretly, The Wagners had

a long, dangerous, and secretive voyage to Paris byway of London. Paris was no

better than Russia and he found himself in debtor's prison. Finally Wagner gave

up in despair and left Paris for home and.Dresden.

In Dresden he finally met with success. His opera, Rienzi, was performed for

which Wagner received $250. Of course this all went to his creditors. He became

Royal Kepellmeister of the Dresden Opera at a yearly salary of $1,125. This

magnificent salary went to his bead. For six years he kept this job but used the

money in a grand manner of living rather than paying off his old debts.

At this time an insurrection broke out in Dresden. Wagner, with his sense of the

dramatic, became a sort of musical director of the revolution. Naturally when the

King was again in control Wagner was made a political exile,, forbidden to set foot

on German soil.

Wagner fled to Switzerland where he lived for thirteen years. While he was in

political exile Lohengrin was perforied: the composer heard it for the first time

thirteen years later.
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Finally at the height of his despair the young Prinle Ludwig, an enthusiastic

Wagnerite, ascended the throne of Bavaria. He gave Wagner en annual income and

lifted from him his enormous burden of debt.

The last years of his life were his happiest. His new wife, Cosima, was an under-

standing as well as a sensitive artistic soul. Wagner devoted all his time and

talents to composing his (Tents and building the theatre and school for German

opera at Bayreuth in the center of Germany. As he grew older he was forced to

spend his winters in the milder climate of Italy. Here he died in January, 1883.

Wagner was always a controversial figure. "erhaps it was necessary for the man

who could compose such bold and compelling operas to be an egocentric, self-

indulgent man. Regardless of the personality, Wagner and opera go together like

Shakespeare and play, Beethoven and symphony.

Wagner changed the Whole concept of opera when be began his serious study of the

musical drama. Melodies were used as leitmotivs (leading motives or name tags for

each character). He used the brasses in a new and bold way: loved trombones and

muffled horns. He added the English horn and bass horn to his instrumentation.

He divided the strings into small choirs and the violin section into many parts.

Wagner was a dramatist and loved the sublime and the "grand spectacle."

Wagner always vrote his own texts for his operas and his lasy on Conducting.

showed him to be a fine drillmaster and conductor as veil.

In spite of his adversaries and the adversities of his early life, Wagner survived

to become one of the greatest masterpieces of the Romantic period. William Archer

defined a masterpiece:

"A masterpiece is not a flawless work, but one which has sufficient

vitality to live down its faults, until at last we no longer heed

and almost forget them."

Works:

15 Operas and music-dramas - Rienzi
ThelIARLDutchman
Tamnhauser,

1,01..2S.alinlelun- set of 4

operas

Tristan and Isolde

The
Parsifal

Orchestra music
Songs
Piano music
Literature - texts on opera, conducting, composition,

autobiography
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The story of the Meistersingers of Ntiremberg is one of Wagner's few attempts at
comic opera. It was written enroute between Vienna and Venice in November,
1861. The plot is simply boy- wins -girl story but there are many who say that the

boy was Wagner himself. His adversary was his severe critic, Eduard Hansliak,
who thoroughly disapproved of Wagner.

Walther, a stranger in Nuremberg, learns that a beautiful girl, Eva, whom he has
just met is to be given in marriage by her father to the winner of the song con -
teat held on St. John's day.

After a series of misadventures where Walther has his contest number stolen, he
finally wins the contest and claims his right to marry Eva. The poet and the
musician in the opera become symbols of art and life enshrined in the splendor
of the song of the people.

The chorale and finale both include the prize song with which Walter won the
contest. This is music taken entirely from the third act of the opera. The 15-
measure introduction for strings is the Hans Sach's wotive. Hans was one of the
townspeople's favorite mastersingers; their choice to win the contest. This
motive leads directly into the stately choral Awake (at A) with which the people

greet Hans. This modulates into the Finale (anrwith accompaniment of rushing
figures in the strings, and concludes (four measures after F) with a repetition

of one of the strains with which the opera, begins.

The arranger, Max Deutzmann, is well-known as a conductor of orchestras and
choruses and is head of the vocal department of the New York Conservatory of Music,

New York City. He conducts three large choruses in Connecticut: Concordia
Ladies Singing Society, Harugari Singing Society, and the Teutonic Mannerchor.
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

lst violin -- ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 123; 1st finger extensions, fourth finger
extension.

2nd violin -- ext., 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 123, 123'4; lst finger extensions, fourth

. finger extension:

Viols 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 123; 1st finger extensions.

Cello lowered extensions, upward extensions.

Positions: lst violin -4. I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, X.

2nd violin -- hi, I, II, IV, V.

Viola II, III, IV.

Cello hi, I, II, III, IV, V.

String bass -- hi, I, II, III.

Bowing: legato, martele, spiccato, sautille, staccato, accented detache,
rapid detache (measured tremolo) -ff, portato.

Pizzicato: R.N.

Ornaments: double grace-notes, trill, rapid turns.

Tremolo: measured 16-notes.

Dynamics: P PiU; FP) pin ff, dim.,4g::::>.,401mt:,7., crescendo,

Rhythms: timing of turns, sextuplets, scales.

Meters, Tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, moderato, rail., rit 3/2, a tempo, vivace.
3 3 2 2 4

Double- notes: 1st violin 2-m6, 2-M6, 1446, 1-m6, 1-P8.
2nd violin .4- 3 2 1 2 3 2

o-P8, 1-M6, 1-P5, 1-m6, 2-m6 2-P5.

Viola 4 1 1 1 3 3
148, 3-m3, 3-M3, o-M6, 2 -m6, o-P8.

Cello 4 2 3 1
o-P8, o-P8, 9-P8, o -P8.

2 3
Chords: 1st violin is- 2 2 14 E

1-4 Major, 1 2 E
1-C Major, 1 G.
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GENERALITIES: cont.

2nd violin 2 3 A Ti E 3

1 2F 22 2

o-C Major, 2 P 1 G, 1

1A, 1-C Major.

Viola

String Critique page 2

2

1 2 3 1

o 1 2(G M m7- o

0- 'C Major & G Major, o-C Major, 0-3rd missing), o- C Majot.

Cello D E.

G
C
C.

Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string A. Viola -- mid-string G.

'Cello -- mid-string D and A.

Signs: , v
Vocabulary: con espressione, sempre, espressivo, ben tenuto, dolce,

also see above.

Comment: rapid scales, written out turns. Treble clef in the vi, ola part,

thumb position and tenor clef in the cello pert.
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PARTICULARS:

String Critique page 3

Beginning through 2 after (A); The need in this section is for every player to

produce the greatest depth and beauty of tone possible without

being loud until just before the first double bar. It may be

wine to use more then one bow on the note 1 after (A) if the

fermata is held long.
The 3 upper parts need the use of III position; the cello part

IV position and II position,

3 after (A) to (B): In this section, the string parts are not of first importance.

The double-notes should be learned and played in performance if

they can be made to sound well. The dynamics should be played

very accurately and the tone kept at a first rate quality. The

players should be especially aware of the instruments that have

the more important parts and how their own part fits the others,

Various positions are used (through IV).

(B) to (C): The string parts are very important here . the 1st violin part in

particular. Care should be taken to execute the dynamics properly

and to coordinate the trills. The separate 8th-notes with dots in

the 1st violin part should be played with a strong martellato at

the heel of the bow.

(C) to (D): Separate 16th notes, violin, viola and cello parts . always spiccato;

separate 8th notes with dots.martellato at the heel; separate

quarter-notes in the cello and bass parts - accented grand detacbe;

8th notes without dots - detache Forte or portato, The rapid legato

scales may require some extra work on finger articulation to make

them clear enough and fast enough.

ibitc4.LeforeEl: again, extra work on finger articulation may be necessary

to make the scaler) sound clearly. This also applies to the
"written-out" turns (these start 1 before CD) in the 2nd violin

and viola parts). The fingering has been ch9sen to, With ilirioal in

mind of finding the easiestsclearest and strongest way of playing

all the turns, scales and trills. Success in timing the 32nd-note

and 16th -note (sextuplet) turns may depend upon an accurate feeling

for the 2nd half of each beat.
Cellomd...the separate 16th and 8th notes beginning 8 after (D)

should probably be played with a very heavy (but not choking)

detache porte.
Second violin imitate the sound of the cellos in the passage

beginning after (D).

String bass continue the use of accented grand detache for the

quarterw.notes and the half-notes. The fingering is planned for

smoothness and richness of expression,

1st violin .. last note of 4 before (E) is indicated to be played

as a harmonic on the A string. This makes the whole scale possible

in one position (VII) and since the first finger need only touch

the harmonic for a fraction of the notes duration (the harmonic

will continue to sound without the finger being on the note) there

is time to shift to the E string (III pos.) for the next note.
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3 before (E): violins I and II -- This is one of the major climaxes of the work
and should be played with the utmost strength and beauty of tone.
WB for every bow stroke.
Viola, Cello and bass .- detache porte for the triplets because
they must have weight but also clarity. Use of the fingering
given should prevent any rasping open strings.

(E) to the end: 2nd violin and cello double eRch other for 4 bars right after
Tira=2ould try to match quality and vibrato as well as pitch.
all parts-- beauty of quality and intensity If expression are
the major goals for the 1st 10 bars. When separate half -notes
are present they should be sustained and connected to each
other with the greatest smoothness.
The cello part is written in tenor clef twice in this section.
It would be best to have the players recite the note-names
frequently if they seem not to know them. They should not be
allowed to write the note-names in the part.
2nd violin .. it may be difficUlt to get the trills to cut
through unless the section is really together on them. It might
be wortt while to decide on the number of notes in each trill.

.Viola -- the tremolo should be as rapid as possible.
all parts -- another climax occurs beginning 3 before (F).
WB for each stroke except for the 8th-nOtes which are martellato.
The separate quarters should be accented grand detache. The
cello and bass should continue in this style to the end.

lst violin and viola -- on the string from (F) until the final 3
measures using as much bow as possible.
2nd violin .- spiccato - perhaps colle for the 8th notes - for
3 measures after (F) (this part should cut through). After this,
on the string until the last 3 measures.
all yarts the chords in the last 3 measures should not be
too long and should sound unbroken. Use vibratos
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In general all rhythm must be well measured and slightly broadened, especially

X7J rbythms which occur throughout the Finale.
The brass plays most of the time throughout the Yinale so it might be advisable

to have the first choir players rest occasionally so that there will be plenty of

strength at the climax which occurs 3 before (E).

In all passages marked with the long slur a sustained pbrase must be heard.

Advise players to keep air in motion throughout these passages; i.e. the horns

from QE) on.

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinet - Sharp keys might provide some reading problems but the difficulty is

only about medium in grade.

5 before (E) B to C# trill, C# should be fingered like B with the addition of M.

Bassoon - Demanding of good high register.

Oboe - 5 after (D) trill C to D with D trill key either hand. Also 16 before the

end.

Flute - For piccolo 4th bar of F finger C and trill D# key.

PERCUSSION CRITIQUE

Timpani is generally more independent than earlier of composition both in rhythm

and pitch. Tr gowiindicates roll. Cymbals in the last measure stop sound on beat

two. Triangle two measures before F should be played with two beaters held like

timpani sticks.
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Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --

1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc or ,400)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille'arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. SpringinOsaltando, ricochet or Aeta) arpeggio -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the fz....21 or the heel of the bow.

Cola the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Valmpfer -- the mute.

atachel-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and between res.

from the variations
also theht:: it ::nw

1. Grand atache -- same as the above

2. Accented de tache each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in marte141--

3. AscaitedioLI....,ndatachg -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. Dgtach4orter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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aiachl-- (continued)

5. ataca land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should. be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor

swelled and are played like a martea without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their

normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.

These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply

to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2:2pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns

3. 3-4 Pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st

and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

.
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 123221111tlega-- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato iipim indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-

ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouett49(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after

being barely lifted from the string to begin the

stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Fros... as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near

the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself

(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete -- see ricochet.

Legato smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes booing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" mm see "hook".

Loud-- see portato.

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele tla simple martel executed with the whole bow.

Martelerattack -- see #2 and #1 under marteaabove and also under "pinch".

Martellato mm this means eitherale or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a mtel style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand Asicato
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mans

sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

PortaCAssel-m two or more detache mEgnotes performed on `the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet m- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Saatille'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Sou filt((mstone) the long sustained tone. The best mat of contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster wring bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

uipg point -- see point of contact.

Spicc to .- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The nylps.spiccato is a series of Diecatct notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato .- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato.-- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to b somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preasure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -. flying staccato (see immediately above).

2111.ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowatroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastier*, or sur la, touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of deiach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detac14 or detache Porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detache lance, a modified spiccato or

a modified =tele.
4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flying gpiccAo, or ricochet.

=r.141:
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with daShes will mean portato,
(lam).

7. The staple-shaped sign (full) means down-bay. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or !MEW bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (arm, or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 12tc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Ft. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip! -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 the upper 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.
f. 1414 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

010 - half position.
I - lst position.
II - 2nd position.
Ilk - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etl.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply rew or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range:

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.

-..-41tIslawomomweiti*".WWAW
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partite Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. lids naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and MIller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Syony Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville,
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgaky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



b. Hamburg, Germany 7 May 1833

d. Vienna, Austria 3 April 1897

In the poorer section of Hamburg, Germany, was born the man Johannes Brahma who
later was destined to be called "Beethoven's successor in the art of composing

music for the symphony orchestra." There was never any question as to what

Johannes would be. Both parents targht him his music and he responded at an

early age. His father saw to it that he had the best of teachers and Brahma was
soon composing music and conducting as well as playing the horn in the _)cal bands.

With the famous Hungarian violinist, itednyi, Brahma traveled all over the Rhine
country and carried his bundle of manuscripts with him. It was on one of these

trips that he met iobert and Clara Schumann and made a friendship that was to
last him the rest of his life.

These were the learning years. When he was thirty years old he decided to try

his luck in Vienna, the magic city of music. This was his home for the rest of

his life and here he devoted himself almost exclusively to the work of musical
composition. He soon discovered that a, definite position with its routine and

policies was not for him. These were the wandering years. Usually he spent one

or two of the winter months traveling, making guest appearances as conductor and

pianist. In the summer he lived outside of Vienna in his beloved mountain dis-
tricts. The rest of the time he lived in his humble quarters in Vienna.

He never married but dearly loved all people and they in turn reciprocated that
love. "Herr Doktor" was a familiar sight as he ambled down the streets of the
city, whistling a tune or composing a melody later to be transferred to the maim-

, script.

The master years were spent simply. He rose early to catch the birds singing,

took long walks in the country, and went back to the local Inn for his noon meal.
He soon took his place in the Austrian city as the greatest of living composers.
He hated publicity and to his dying day remained shy and aloof, a simple-hearted
man loving nature and mankind.

Brahma had the ClasaLcist's feeling for tradition and form but to these he brought

a wealth of emotion, feeling, and poetry. He combined freedom of emotion with the

discipline of structure and classical technique, producing an art that unique-

ly his.

Wbrks:

4 Symphonies
Variations on Theme of Ha
Concerto for violin and orchestra
Concerto for violin, cello and orchestra (Double Concerto)

German Requiem (written for Robert Schumann)

Hungarian Dances
2 Overtures -Academic Festival

Itga
Violin and cello sonatas
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The 4th movement of the Symphony No. 1 by Brahma resurrects the seventeenth

century form of the passacaglia which becomes a poverful experience. The passa-

caglia is a 4-beat theme in the bass while the treble provides variations. It

is an old slow dance form, originally Spanish. The 4th movement begins with a

tensely dramatic introduction followed by a melodic call for the French horn.

Brahma wrote out the notes of an Alpine horn call which he later used in the

symphony.

The students will recognize the theme as one they have sung in elementary school.

The arranger, Vernon F. Leidig, is a Professor of Music at California State

College at Los Angeles. He is the author of three college text books and a

number of school orchestra and band arrangements.

The recording is by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, conductor.

Charles Munch was Music Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra for thirteen

seasons. He resigned as conductor of this famous orchestra in 1962.

Side 2 Band 2
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STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES:

R

12
mod. -diff.

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-27 2-3, 3-4, 12' '34, 1"23'4; 1st finger extensions;

3-31 contractions, 4-01 contractions.
2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 12"34; 3 --OP 1 contractions,

4 1 contractions.

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1"23; 1st finger extensions.
Cello lowered extensions, raised extension.
ftring bass -- 1st finger extension.

Positions: let violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII.
2nd violin I, II, III, IV, V.
viar=c, 1, II, III, Iv, (V) .

Cello -- I, II, III, IV.
Sttlge bass ;16 I, III, IV.

Bowing: detache, legato, portato, accented detache, fouette, lifts, martele,
hooks, staccato, detache porte, spiccato at the nut, grand martele,
grand detache, sustained martele.

Pizzicato: R.H. in all parts. L.H. in string bass part.

Ornaments: trill in violin parts.

Tremolo: bowed, cello and string bass (32nd-note).

Dynamics: pp, p, mp, nt, f, ff9.4 7===m, , dim., cresc., sf.

Rhythms: displaced accents, dotted, rhythms, broad syncopation.

Meters, Tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, Flu andante, allegro non troppo, animato,
slower, accel., t, piu allegro, broad-slower.

Double-notes: none.

Chords: none.

Harmonics: none.

sips: ri "4=' y fir. I #1 $ y $ '164..7 *No:, AM) ilyir vb. A*114
*** VI, +.

Vocabulary: accelerando e crescendo, con sordino, senza sordino, marcato, Dal
Segno al Coda, soli, anacrusis. Also see above.

Comment: mutes called for in the violin and viola parts..
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PARTICULARS:

String Critique - page 2

Beginning to (B): The tremolo in the first measure of the cello and string bass,
parts should be as rapid and strong as possible. Bass II

pos., cello IV pos.
All parts -- This section should be very soft and sustained
except for the few places indicated otherwiee.

1/11121.121 This great melody should be played very legato and richly all on

the G-string. The same is true of the 2nd violin's harmony part.
The viola part needs the use of both the C and G strings.
The cello and bass should make as much of their pizzicato part
as possitde working for clarity, roundness and vibrancy of tone.

Open strings should be avoided as the fingering indicates.
Violinara-- the trill just before (C) should be played without
a turn at its end. The trill should end on the printed pitchAtiet
before the pizzicato begins, leaving only a very slight silence

just before the pizzicato note.

(C) to (D): all parts. - ..see the comments immediately above concerning the

cello and bass parts.
Violin parts -4- one measure and one note before (D) is the
anacrusis to the melody beginning at (D). This anacrusis should
not be more strong or brilliant than the melody proper - this is
the reason for the use of IV position in the 2nd violin part.

(10 to the D.S. si : all parts This section begins with great forcefulness

cello and bass - accented grand detache; violins and viola -

grand detache and portato). The displaced accents which begin the
slurred 8ths should be done by whipping the bow down from the air

(fouette bowing).
At 4 before E in the violin arts is begun a pattern that must be bowed detache

lance dotted quarter -note) with a martele (the 8th-note) hooked on
in the same bow direction. The 8th-notes should be separated from
the notes the., precede and follow:. The hooked quarter-notes should

both be martele. In the lower parts half-notes - grand detache;

accented quarter-notes - accented grand detache; unmarked 8th-notes
detache porte. quarter-notes with dots - grand detache lance.

all parts Later on when 8th and quarter-notes with dashes begin
to Appear, a more porte or portato style is needed. The legato

portions must be brilliant and intense.
Cello and bass -- about midayv, between (E) and (F) the quick
changes of arm and pizzicato require the players to keep their

regular (correct!) bow hold during the pizzicati.
Violin and viola parts -- after (F) the unmarked quarter-notes will
need to be played grand detache.

Coda: all parts.-- the first measures should be bowed with a martele in
the L11. At the change of time signature, the bowing needs
to be a heavy spiccato - not too much off the string. Tze

violins should remain on the G string as long as possible,
exception indicated, until measures 7 and 6 before GL).
At 4 before (G) the quarters with dots will need to be
bowed martele near the frog.



PEgeliELVeLawlat
Fourth.,Move,

At sg, the ff whole-note should not receive an accented start. The
tone should begin ff though.
Beginning at 11 after (2), the tied halves should probably be bowed
with a sustained niartele, the half-notes marked with wedges . grand
martele.

Heavy spiccato at the heel again at (H) and after.



Symphony No. 1
(4th Movement)

Brahma
arr. Leidig

BRASS CRITIQUE

R
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difficult

Concept of tone should be dark, round and warm in this work. Care must be taken
to be sure that brass timbre is kept in proper prospective throughout. Insist
on close observance of dynamics.

In measure 3, horn must sing out above everything. Keep trumpet and trombone
parts well in the background but wellAuned. Check trumpet octaves for accurate
pitch.

Be sure brass does not cover flute in measure 11. At A, be cognizant of balance
of parts. Beat 3 should, be long, but separated from beat 4. All breathe after
dotted half only, and after measure 24. Slurred staccato should be very slightly
separated.

In measure 25, trumpet tone should be quite broad, but without vibrato and matched

with let horn.

At D, brass should be firm, well separated and accented with breath more than
the tongue. Be sure trombone phrases with strings.

Five measures before E will be difficult for trombones. Insist on accurate tuning
of 5th position C# and also blend with bassoon. Four measures after E, be sure
that no glissando is heard in trombones. Use legato articulation, and blend with
horns.

In coda, insist on tone quality without stridency. Trombones should be well
separated. In coda section, the marcatissimo should match up well with strings
and woodwinds. They should be almost like quarter notes. Sforzandi should be
slightly emphasized with breath more than with the tongue. Staccato in last 4
measures should not be overly "clipped."

WOODWIND CRITIQUE

Clarinets - No fingering problems.
Should be relatively easy clarinet parts.

. 4

Bassoon - Finger all 4th space G
.-0

E

lAt (A) play with du tongue; sigh into each note and

At (E) use thumb F# both cetaves.
At piu allegro in coda, accent each quarter note.
Bassoon should sound like a brass-wind at (G) ym.

sustain almost to next note.

sustained.

Oboe - At coda sustain the staccato, don't cut it short.
THIF is a very simple part.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am !roach -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

ArpegOo
1. egatomegigaL (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-4% or)
taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille,

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or jete) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs,

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the polar the heel of the bow.

Co114 the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dgmpfer -- the mute.

atache-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple atach4 to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detaches -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele

no separation between the notes.

3. AccenteLgrand detadhe -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note,

4. Dc tegbAtAxwa stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Dtache (continued)

5. lletache ;ance a shortened ctuick bow stroke beginning wItil great

sl. tolfard tAe end. of the sound. llama ly there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martea without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger ;atterns the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 Fettern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-1 petternmeans 1 23 4. The basic flampatterns

SA pattern means 1 2 34.

1, , Extended or All-whole -ste or whole-tone Eitternmeans 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1'123 4_pattern indicates the presence of en augmented 2nd. between 1st
bud 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 123"1...taLMii. augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

e8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato ft,i'indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fotette° (whipped bowing) ON MP the bow strikes the string suddenly and aharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

A915-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonies produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonica -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
istoppingartificial nut) .
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bugs if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete -- see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bovstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure-- see portato.

Martel a staccato producing type of taw stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tope is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marta the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Marteleettack -- see #2 and #1 under mantels above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martelec

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the stricig with a finger or the thu*b. Left hand Pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used an R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (macro destra) and M.S. (man°

sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the 814, tag at which the bow is placed.

Portato ( Loure") two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal, tato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced-
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Santille'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled w.th the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(.222atone) -- the long sustained tone. The best Watof contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

SDiccato

Staccato

the bow above into

flying spiccato is a series of spiccato in the

bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
martele'strdkes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
TAlso alled solid staccato and martel staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of tte

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detache'or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachlan4, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to sltx the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(loud).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The coma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The siva // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means mertele or a mextellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign ft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. 14. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/43, 1/4B, etc., means to use a hole bow,
1/2 of the bow,' 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, i/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(1/2) - half position.
I - 1st position.

II -- 2nd position.
Ilk - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichords etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

martial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Carist and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

L. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shatterel the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Miller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main Characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals,

Debussy French Impressionist.

Mbussorgsky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Impbony I in E Minor ("From the New World")



JOHANNES BRAM

b. Hamburg, Germany 7 May 1833
d. Vienna, Austria 3 April 1897

In the poorer section of Hamburg, Germany, was born the man Johannes Brahma who
later was destined to be called "Beethoven's successor in the art of composing
music for the symphony orchestra." There was never any question as to what
Johannes would be. Both parents taught him his music and he responded at an
early age. His father saw to it that he had the best of teachers and Brahma was
soon composing music and conducting as well as playing the horn in the local bands.

With the famous Hungarian violinist, Remenyi, Brahma traveled all over the Rhine
country and carried his bundle of manuscripts with him. It was on one of these
trips that he met Robert and Clara Schumann and made a friendship that was to
last him the rest of his life.

These were the learning years. When he was thirty years old he decided to try
his luck in Vienna, the magic city of music. This was his home for the rest of
his life and here he devoted himself almost exclusively to the work of musical
composition. He soon discovered that a definite position with its routine and
policies was not for him. These were the wandering years. Usually he spent one
or two of the winter months traveling, making guest appearances as conductor and
pianist. In the summer he lived outside of Vienna in his beloved mountain dis-
tricts. The rest of the time he lived in his humble quarters in Vienna.

He never married but dearly loved all people and they in turn reciprocated that
love. "Herr Doktor" was a familiar sight as he ambled down the streets of the
city, whistling a tune or composing a melody later to be tryasferred to the manu-
script.

The master years were spent simply. He rose early to catch the birds singing,
took long walks in the country, and went back to the local Inn for his noon meal.
He soon took his place in the Austrian city as the greatest of living composers.
He hated publicity and to his dying day remained shy and aloof, a simple-hearted
man loving nature and mankind.

Brahma had the Classicist's feeling for tradition and form but to these he brought
a wealth of emotion, feeling, and poetry. He combined. freedom of emotion with the
discipline of structure and classical technique, producing an art that was unique-
ly his.

Works:

14 Symphonies

Variations on Theme of INEll
Cohcerto for violin and orchestra
C=certo for violin, cello and orchestra (Double Concerto)
German Requiem (written for Robert Schumannwa
76garian Dances

2 Overtures - Academic Festival
Tragic

Violin and cello sonatas



Excerpts of Fourth Symphony
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Brshms moderate

Arr. Collier

Brahma wrote four symphonies in all. Each differs markedly from the other.

In the Fourth Symphony_Brahms resurrects the seventeenth-century form of the

Passacaglia which, in his hands, becomes a mighty dramatic exposition.

A Passacaglia is a dance which was introduced into keyboard music early in the

seventeenth century. The music is normally in triple time in regular phrases

of two, four or eight bare, with a full close at the end of each phrase.

The symphony is the most significant form in orchestral music. It is a sonata

for orchestra, generally in four movements:

1. Sonata form, e.g. exposition, development and recapitulation.

2. Song form - slow and lyrical.

3. either (Minuet - classic form

/or (Scherzo - introduced by Beethoven

4. Rondo, sonata or theme and variations form. However, Brahma did

not use any traditional fourth movement form; instead he used a

development of the Passacaglia.

Mr. Collier has included in his excerpts from the Fourth Symphony the opening

Allegro
and closed with the rousing Piu
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STRING CRITIQUE

;I'. 40 ..

Zinger:patterns, extensions and ccatractions:
1st violin . 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 1st finger extensions, 4th finger extension.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 1st finger extensions.
Viola . 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 2-3-4, let finger extensions.
Cello - Lowered and upward extensions, double extension.

Positions: let violin . 1/2, I, II, III, IV, (V$ VI, VII, VIII).
2nd violin -- 1/2, I, II, III, (VI).
Viol e-----:.7N- ,I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV.
String bass -- 1/2, I, II, 111/2, III, III, IV, V1/2.

Bowing: accented detachi, hooks, legato, rapid dtach4 (note pairs), martele,
sustained marteli, accented rend ditachi.

Pizzicato: R.H. chords, L.H. open E in strins bass part.
Dynamics: P, f, ff, crew., dim., crescendo sempre pit, of.
Rhythms: 2/4 within 3/18.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/49 Allegro energico e passionato, Piu Allegro.

1 2 3 o 3
Double-notes: lst violin -- 1-P5, 1-86, 2-m6$ 1-P4, 2-M6.

1 1 3 3. 1 3 4 1 4
2nd violin - 1 -P5, 3-43, 2-m6, 3-m3, 2-P4, 2-2469 2-03, o4469 3416,

1. 2 o 2 4 3 2 3.

2-A49 2.-d7, 3-142 1-1461 2-mi, 1-mT, 1-m6, 44129
2 o
4-4, 1-45.

Viola . 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 o 1 1
3-243, 3-A4, o-M69 1-P5, 2-M6, 2 -P5, 1-169 2-m3 3-m3, 2-A4,
1 3 2 2 o 4 4 o 4
2413, 2-m6, 4-m3, 1-M6, 3-142, 3.-P8$ 3-m6, 24439 3-M6.

3 1 O. 3 o it 1 .

Cello .- 4-A4, 4-M3, 4-m3, 3-P5, 3-m3, 4-A2, 3-P4.

Chords: let violin - E-o 2 2 A-3. 3 2
C-2 2 1 F1 -3 2 2
E-1, 1-B Maj., 1-E mina, D-o, 2 -FAY Maj., 1-E min.,

0
B-1 o 3 3 4
11-2 1 2 2 3
B-2, 3-A min., 1-C biaj., 1 or 2-B Maj .
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Excerpts from Finale of FOurth Symphony

GENERAL/TIES cont.

Chords: 2nd violin E-2 1 o A-o o
G-1 o 1 D#-1 1 2
E -3, o-D Maj., 3-E nab 9 B-3, 3-A min., 1-C Maj.,

G-2 o 2
Bb-1 1 1
G-3, 3-E min., 1-1e

Viola 3 o 1 A-o o 2
2 2 1 Di-a, 1 1
2-E, min., 4- D Maj., o - E mill. , B-2 , 3-A min., o-C Maj.,

2 3 3 It
1 2 2 3
1 or 2-3 Msj., 1 or 2-E min.

0
Cello o A-o G-4 1 3 1

1 F1-3 G-o 0 1 1
le-A min., A-1 , E -3, o-A min., 1-F# Maj., o-8 min.

Harmonics: :,,st violin mid-string E, 1/3 string B.
String bass, -- mid-string G.

Signs: accents, crest., dim., in , V , extension, dots, points (e), slurs,
ties, hook.

Vocabulary: diminuendo, ben marcato largamente, espressivo crescendo, divisi,
erco.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio
1. kestoges. (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc ( orb)
taking I note and 1 string at a time.

2. Santillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or ale) arpeggio -- same as 01 above

except that the boy springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the maw the heel of the bow.

the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno,- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dimpfer -- the mute.

atachtf-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

agaspatacht to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache same as the above

2. A_ccerted dauber each bow stroke
and p.essure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented an de ach4 same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in marteler--

4. Dgiachiatti stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are Slightly separated.
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Deiachl-- (continued)

5. Aube land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martellwithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on he string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bus and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 3h.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole -tone pattern, means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. ralingimindicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers,.

6. 12"3 4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; `. 1f-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 2r4 pattern augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato ...windicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Foueta(vhipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

Ilss.7- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a Sting in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2.. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
4stopping flaigririrtificial nut) .
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jett: -- see ricochet.

Legato smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowatrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Lours see portato.

Martelef a staccato producing type of bow, stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Si J martelecc...arta (usually just Bartell) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele/ -- same as simple martel4 except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martel4 attack ("pinch ").

3. Grand martall the alma martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele attack see #2 and #1 trader martele abcrye and also under "pka".

Martellato this means either marttle or a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martel6 style.

"Pinch" the pressure applied tc the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martelef attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string -with a finger or the thumb. Left hand Pizzicatoge
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.R. and L.R. or M.D. (mano destra) and PLS. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato cure -- two or more detache es...t notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Bastes remain in the position.

ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saitando Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillei -- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file (Ls2E. tone) tile long sustained tone. The best of contact Lis

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving how
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding mint. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spina out"
almost without effort.

Spiccato,

Staccato

int -- see rint pontact.

MIND

the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flyini spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.
a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small
marteli strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and mar_tea staccato.)

1. Asa or nervous staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. 11,ini staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preSsUre so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante flying, staccato. (see immediately above).

-- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGEZt

1. Dots maymean any form of atache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache Porte .

3. Dashes .ad dots combined may mean detache lanc4 a modified spiccato or
a modified marte14.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, MINL erniccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes win item portato,(1).
T. The staple-shaped sign (1=1) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The canna or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it L7-:rough the air to the frog.

10., The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to atop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a mratellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or f$, or v) , means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 31 (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign. 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. near the frog of the bow.
b. 14. near the middle of the bow.
ce Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the. bow.
e. U.1/2, 1/.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/143, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - let position.

II 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.

` "".!=.'"'""7. `",'"r'''''''''''"^"."^-"trrftt'tn7""*"1"47'."'"
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Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass Ilne in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than It movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particul_r attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



THREE SONGS OF CHOPIN
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DELLO JOIO

arr.

Norman



ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social
age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and
severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Miller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagnr2r, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous
"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument
construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

compogrrs.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreary, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another off, m composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.
y

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgaky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writirft symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



FREDERIC CHOPIN

b. Poland 1810
d. Paris 1849

One of Poland's greatest composers was a man who spent most of his life in Paris.

Frederic Chopin was a very young man, only 39 years old,when he died in Paris and

was buried at his request with a cupful of his beloved Polish earth scattered

over his coffin.

Warsaw, where his father had his own boarding school, was the young Chopin's first

home. From here he concertized as a pianist first in Germany then in Paris where

he lived for the rest of his life. It was in Paris that he was introduced to

fame and the nobility at the salon of the Baron Jacques de Rothschild (the famous

family of finance).

Frederic loved wealth, beauty and culture, so it seemed incongruous for Matto

fall in love with a very masculine woman novelist who called herself George Sand.

She wore masculine clothes, smoked cigars, and should have repelled coy man who

loved just the antithesis cf her character. But Chopin and George Sand were

attracted to each other and the attraction lasted a stormy eight years.

After the break with George Sand, life for Chopin seemed a procession of days

filled with painful memories. He made a short trip to London but he soon was

homesick for Paris as he had a premonition of his approaching death. He still

mourned for his lost love, George Sand, when he died on an October morning in

1849.

Most of his music was written for his favorite $nstrument -- 169 pieces written

for the piano. He increased both the technical and artistic resources of the

piano as an instrument. His piano repertory included concerti (such as the Zamous

Warsaw) sonatas, waltzes, polonaise and mazurkas.

Even though Chopin confined himself so severely to the smaller structures of

composition he remains one of the most original and influential genuises in the

entire history of =sic. He very carefully edited and revised his work; each

composition painstakingly criticized before publication. For this reason he is

one of the few composers who has most everything that he wrote still alive and

significant in the repertory.

Two aspects of his music are dominantly characteristic: his partiality to dance

forms and his pronounced Polish nationalism.

NORMAN DELLO JOIO

b. New York 1913

With his father as his teacher Norman. Dello Joio began his musical career as an

organist. Later he studied with the famous Pietro You (Gesu Bambino). He serious-

ly studied composition at City College, New York, and won a Ougg-nbeim Fellowship

for further study. He is a truly catholic musician whose tastes embrace the field



Composer -

Frederic Chopin (Norman Dello Joio) cont.

of music from his own jazz band when he was twenty years of age to his present
position as one of America's best known contemporary composers.

He has always been an avid sports enthusiast and once was forced to choose
between music and sports when he was offered a professional ball player's
contract.

Mr. Dello Joio is best known for his awn original compositions and the clear
beauty of Chopin's melodies has not :,een lost in his transcript.ton of these
Three Sonia of Chopin:

I The Ring

The -Lovers

III The Wish
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THREE SONGS OF CHOPIN

arr. Norman Dello Joio
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These ThEtejsmASIgiaare a free orchestral transcription of songs orig-
inally cceposed for voice and piano. The music may be played as a suite of
instrumental pieces or as choral accompaniment to the songs. Choral transcrip-
tions are available in SATB, SA and piano.

The Three Songsh in are:

I The Ring

II The Lovers

III The Wish

The arrangement of Three Songs of Chopin, was made by Borman Dello Joio, a well-
known and respected contemporary composer. Most of Mt. Dello Joio's work Is
original and he has not spent much time in transcribing music. His own compositions

include three piano sonatas and he has appeared frequently as a solo pianist. His
piano repertory includes many Chopin works and he has included these Three Songs,
of Chopir in his recital programs. This undoubtedly influenced his decision to
orchestrate these particular pieces by Chopin.

1



Three Songs of chopin

Air. Dello Joio

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

R
16

moderate

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

1st violin -- 1.2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3-4, 123'4, 12'34, double extensions,

1-3, 4-1 contractions.
pnd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3-4, 1"234, 123'4, lst finger extensions,

1-3 contraction.

yiola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3, 123'4, 1-3 contraction.

Cello -- lowered and upward extensions. (Double extensions.)

Stri1111)8.13s - extension (pivot).

Positions: 1st violin -1/2, I, II, III.
2nd violin -- 1/2, I, II, III.

Viola -- I, II, III.

Cello ;5, I, II, III, IV.

String bass -- 346 I, II, Iris III.

Bowing: portato, detaches' Porte, flautando, spic:ato, flying staccato, staccato,

d4tach4 lance, son file, lifts.

Pizzicato: R.H., single notes, double-notes, chords.

Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, dim., cresc.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4, Moderato, rall., 2/4, Allegretto, 3/4,

Allegro grazioso, rail. un poco, a tempo,

rail. poco a poco.

1 0 1

DoutaeLnotes: 1st violin o-P8, 1-P4, o-M6.

-410
1 o o 2 1 o

2nd violin -- o-m6, o-P5, 1-P4, o-m7,o446, 2-m3.

O 0 0
Viola -- 1-P4, o-P5, 3-m3.

2 4 3 2

Cello -- 2-P5, 445, 1 or xl-P4, :-P5, 1-d5.

4

String bass -- 145.
A-o 1 A-o 1

Chords: 1st violin -- D-o o 2nd violin -- D-o o

A-1, o-G Maj. A-1, o-G Maj.

1 1 1

Cello -- o 1

o-C Maj., o-Ab Mhj., o-G Maj.

Harmonics: mid-string A's, D, C.

Signs: slurs, hooks, portato, n , fermatas, dots, dashes, staccato, extension.

Vocabulary: flautando, cantabile, leggiero, colla parte, grazioso. Also see above.

Comment: unusual fingering in the violin and viola parts.

met e t



EXPLANATION OF STRING TONESOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arzada
1. kap arpeggio (differert .9 for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (mil or ,400)

taking 3. note and 1 a time.

2. ........1isoosautin. (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or eta) arose° -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sulponticello).

Au talon at the &mar the heel of the bow.

Cola-- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

Um. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to, pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Isajega-- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

'ARIAL. the mute.

atsch4-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple (Aube to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detach4 -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented atacht-- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of Sspeed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele --

no separation between the notes.

3. Accented muldgiegg, -- same as #2 above except that a whole how is

used for each note.

4 atachl Dora stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad -

:al lightening of the sound (see mtgs). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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E4tachl-- (continued)

5. atachelaat'll-- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear sepaeatim of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martel; without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.

2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 5:4750675means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pAternindicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
batmen fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouettef(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonica -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching on or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted boustrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Lour41-- see portato.

Mhrtelft-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched' at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as gagatmartele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of tow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele-- the simple marteleexecuted with the whole bow.

Martelattadk -- see #2 and #1 under msrtele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martel6 style.

"Finch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,

is indicated with a plus sign ( +). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.R. or M.D. (mano destra) and H.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Loud) -- two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is cropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making poseible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal tato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautild a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
epring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file'(912atone) the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point 4 see point of contact.

Spiccato the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the £.ir.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of mall

marteastrokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also alled solid staccato and martea staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preasUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volente -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto,, sul tastiera, or sur la touche see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache wra.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacherlanc4, a modified spiccato or
a modified martea.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
atm staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tle or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) menus up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the boy, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the baw.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( I ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (arm, arid), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signfK (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr, -- near the frog of the bov,
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.

Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lover 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, IL1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

t, WB, 1/28, 1/3B, 3/4% 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(h) - half position.
I - let position.
It - 2nd position.

- intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positioni.

etc.
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Absolute music

Ar ±a

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the en( of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4. octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A expoeition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in it movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
7). minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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k 'TIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Milner. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic: Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Bymphoywhere Beethovelq

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well aa in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was real or a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vest amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgdky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky- Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of ft212,...g.a.linmoiE Minor ("From the New World")



I

CESAR FRANCK

b. Belgium 1822
d. Paris 1890

Ha a success story is that of Cesar Franck. It wasn't until his 68th year, the
last year of his life, that Franck received any major public mimeos. He was a
devout man, like Bach; a simple man who served music and God with reverence and
humility.

Cesar Franck was a master teacher; all of his great works were composed before he
was 50 years old. To his compositions he brought an innovation, a method of modu-
lation by shifting half steps. He considered harmony horizontally rather than
vertically; every chord progressed as part of a melody to be completed.

The father of Cesar Franck was a banker who loved music and he encouraged his son
in his musical studies. At the Liege Conservatory in Belgium Franck studied
piano, and at the Paris Consecratory he began the study of composition as well.
In 1858 he became organist at Saint-Clctilde4; a post he held until he died 30
years later. An auto accident in Paris was the indirect cause of his death.

Works

3 °pekes
Church music.

Organ literature
Orchestral music (Symphony in D Minor)
Chamber music
Piano literature



FRENCH CHRISTMAS SUITE
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Cesar Franck easy

The French Christmas Suite is among the lesser known works from Cesar Franck's

collection of easy ,pieces for the harmonium (keyboard instrument), including

arrangements of a zsumber off' French Noe.d. Three of these are in this French

Christmas Suite. All are marked by the fresh melodic quality of folkeong, to

which is added the sensitive harmonization of a great composer.

Instrumental composers began in Bach and Handel's day to utilise the suite form -

a collection of o/d dances - for orchestral music. This was labeled as a classi-

cal suite which passed into obsolescence between the middle of the eighteenth

century and the beginning of the twentieth. However, in the twentieth century,

several neoclassicists revived the form successfully. The most famous contempo-

raey composer, Igor Stravinsky, used the classic tradition for his orchestral

suite adapted from the ballet Pulcinella.



French Christmas Suite
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Franck easy
Arr. Gordon

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
Advanced violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1"234, 1st finger extension.
1st violin -- 14, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1"234, 1st finger extension.

-2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-49 12'34, 1st finger extension.
Viola -- 14, 2-3, 3-4, 12"34, 1st finger extension.
Cello -- Lowered extension, upward extension.

Positions: Advanced violin -- I, II, III, IV, V.
lst violin -- I, II, III, IV.
2nd violin 1/2, I, II, III.
ii1237::14 I, II, III, IV.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV.
String bass -- I, II, III, III.

Bowing: legato, portato, marteld, legato and hooked dotted rhythm, detache:
accented detache, compound slurs articulated like portato, lifts.

Pizzicato: R.H. 3n string; base part only.

Dynamics: P, mf, f, ff, cresc.,
Rhythms: dotted-rhythms.
Meters, tempo and tempo changes:

dim., swells.

3/4, Andantino rallentando, a tempo, C
Allegro maestoso.

Double-notes: Advanced violin 3 1 o
and 1st violin -- o-P8, o.m6,

1 0 3 o o
2nd violin -- o-MZ, o-P5, o-P8, 144, 2-M3.

3
Viola -- o-P8, 1-P4.

Harmonics: Advanced violin -- mid-string E, A & D.
1st violin -- mid-string A & D.

Signs: fermata, dots, slurs, ties, hooks, cresc., dim., r7 , V ,

extension, accents.

Vocabulary: ottava ad lib., cues.

Comment: some nice places for the study of 2nd position.



EXIIANATION OF STRMG TERMINOLOGY

Arco with the bow.

Am frosch at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio
1. kiatompliga, (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (-ftNil or,,0)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. ppringinjg (saltando, ricochet or 121A) arpeggio -- same as 01 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the rrslLor the heel of the bow.

Cold the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

UN. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno the string Is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

.required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dgmpfer -- the mute.

Detaca-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detadhe to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

if

2. Accented detache each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand atach4 -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Det...lezagtate. stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.



Detache -- (continued)

String Terminology - page 2

5. Detaqh1 lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martel4 without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.

2. 2-3_pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger,patterns.
3. 3- pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step, or whole-tone patternmeans 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11123 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 end 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or tlautato smi indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog.-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself.
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened 1r a
"stopping finger" (artificial nut).



String Terminology page 3

"Hook" -- attachiag one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete see ricochet.

/legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstran bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook ".

Loure-- see portato.

Martel a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. limilmartele (usually just martel) bow pressure is set before the

tome begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelef same as simple marteleexcept that the tone is held
mAn adequate amount of bow usi be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martea attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martea the galatmaxtele executed with the whole bow.

Nartelattack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pine.

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martelec

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string
is indicated with a
to be used are R.H.
sinistra).

with a finger or the thumb. Leakelpizzicato,
plus sign (+), Indications as to which hand is

and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (toured) two or more detache pora notes prformed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible twr or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Sal, tato a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.



Sautille° -- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed. from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file' (sm tone) the long sustained tone. The best mi.a.rt of contact Ls
nearer the 'bridge' than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bov speed and souic point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding. point -- see point of contact.

1kscan snl ase. the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The lag spiccato is a series of spiecato, notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

Also called solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid, or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. PIS% staccato performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter preSsUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volute flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean an form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache Porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach lance, a modified spiccato or
a modified martele.

It. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the rotes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean ptaccato,

atm staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato

(loud).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The came is or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bollag.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 21 (or xx) means an extension of one whole -step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger it note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

b. M. near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. 101, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.

I - 1st position.
II - 2nd position.

111/4 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria A song for one or more voices.

Atonality No key used.

Avant garde Pertaining to those in the arts who create, Produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.



Digest Terminology - pogo, A.

Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv

Mass

Mastersinger

Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for
cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Ftrtita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in I movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



DANCE OF THE CLOWNS (MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM)
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Mayes



ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elf:boats of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Mailer. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his firstftmastwhere Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new ethereaLism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Chopin

Liszt

Rossini

Musicians in Romantic Period

Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Moussorgsky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer a Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World ")



FELIX MENDELSSOHN

b. Hamburg, Germany 1809
4. Leipzig, Germany 1847

In Latin, Felix means "happy man." This was very true in the case of Felix
Mendelssohn who was born into a wealthy,., cultured family. Success came early
and without a struggle. He had two main goals to achieve and managed with
a great deal of success to bring these ideas to maturity:

1. The restoration of the neglected music of J. S. Bach.

2. The founding of a Conservatory.

In the short span of his life (38 years) Mendelssohn managed to achieve a great
many more goals than these two, but these seemed to be the primary focus of his
life.

He did everything well; he was an accomplished painter, dancer, billiard player,
chess player and swimmer. His home was always the center of social activity. In
order to 'restore the music of Bach, Mendelssohn initiated a series of Saturday
night chorales where the Bach St. Matthew Passion was sung. Enthusiasm was so
great that a public performance was demanded. Mendelssohn thus gave the initial
impulse to the significant revival of Bach's music.

Later in his life he was able to realize his other ambition when he founded the
Leipzig Conservatory in 18h3.

He made ten visits to England in his life and the premiere of hisjCitagcjlmpjst
was given there. The visit to Scotland inspired his famous Scotch horsy.

For a short time he was musical director at DUsseldorf but this didn't interest
him and he was glad to leave this job to become conductor of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra. Later he was given the honorary post of Kapeilmeister to King Wilhelm
a post which left him free to travel and continue his composing. His premature
death when he was only 38 came in 1847.

Mendelssohn was the first of the great Romantic composers as well as the last of
the great classicists. His clarity of writing, exquisite taste and poise are
evidenced in his music. Some criticize that his music lacked pathos; perhaps
the composer needed to suffer. This does not dist.eact from the enjoyment and
pure beauty of his thirteen symphonies and volumes of chamber music. As a
ccaposer of chamber music he had a gamatness almost without qualification; he
possessed the complete mastery of this medium.

He also wrote many intimate piano pieces, Songs Without Words, among which are the
familiar kralluaola and Funeral March.

It would be remiss, however, to omit from the list of Mendelssohn's works the most
popular ,Jusic ever written for married couples: Wedding March from A Midsummer
Night's Dream.



DANCE OF THE CLOWNS

(from a Midsummer Night's Dream)

Mendelssohn
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moderate

An orchestral suite, after the death of, Bach, became a large work, in several

movements, united by some integrating idea or program. Such a suite is RimdkY-

Korsakov's Scheherezade.

This is still another kind of orchestral suite beside that already mentioned.

This includes excerpts from an opera or ballet score, or from incidental music

to a play, integrated into a unified symphonic composition, for concert per-

formance.

Mendelssohn's most celebrated orchestral composition is just such a work, the

Midsummer Night's Dream. Mendelssohn wrote the Overture to a Midsummer Nipt's

Dream long before he contemplated producing other numbers for the Shakespeare

play - when he was only seventeen years old. Seventeen years later King

Frederick William of Prussia asked Mendelssohn to write music for a projected

performance of the Shakespeare play. Mendelssohn then produced thirteen numbers.

When the suite is now performed we do not hear all these excerpts; only the best

are played. Besides the overture, the suite as played in present day concert

halls includes the Nocturne, Scherzo and Wedding March.

Mendelssohn leads the listener into Shakespehre's Midsummer Night's Dream through

all the motives of the play - the songs and dances of the fairies, the chases of

the lovers, the dance of the rustic clowns, the grace of Titania, and the airiness

of Puck. The overture opens with four sustained chords in the wind instruments,

introducing us to fairy land. This leads up to a mock pageant, a dance by the

clams, with a humorous imitation of the donkey's bray. The subjects already in-

troduced are elaborated and the exquisite fairy overture closes with a charming

Coda.

....8.010M40....1***11141



Dance of the Clowns
("A Midsummer Night's Dream")
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STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger Patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.
2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4.

Viola 1-2, 2.3.

Cello -- upward extension, (double extension?).

ositions: lst violin -- I, II, I/1.
2nd violin -- I, II, III.
Vi_ ola -- I, II, III.

Cello -- I, II, III, IV.
String bass -- I, II.

Bowing: Legato, lifts, accented sustained tones, spiccato, hooks (legato-martele),
sustained martele, portato, accented d4iacher.

Pizzicato: None

Ornaments: None

Tremolo: None
Dynamics: P, f, ff, sf.

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 4 , Allegro di molto.

Harmonics: 1st & 2nd violins -- mid-string D.
Cello -- mid-string C, D.

Signs: alla breve, repeat signs, accents, V , fl , lift, dots, slurs, dashes,
hook, detach lance sign.

Vocabulary: simile, also see above.



Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. LegatoLarpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (--)11 or ,,400)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing. (saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au hevalet .. at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the Dolor the heel of the bow.

Cone the tring is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -. the string 1.6 struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer to6ether on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

aMpfer -- the mute.

Detache separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bolOng is also known as the

simplesatach4 to distinguish it from the variatInns gives below.

1. Grand atadhle sme as the above but using the whole bow forseach note.

II
2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string. sharply as in martele
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detache -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. atadhlporte stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Dtachl -- (continued)

5. Detache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a marten without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finer patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2 -3_ pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All -whole -step or whole-tone pattern. means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11123 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23114 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato 4..' indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

aos.-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

11
Earmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping fingerT(tificial nut).

-=41.1.u.rMON
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jete.. see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure-- see Sato.

Martele-- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple martele(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the =tele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand marteler-- the simplemartele executed with the whole bow.

Martelerattack -- see #2 and #1 under marte14'above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either marttleor a bowing that sounds like a martelec
i.e., in a martelg style.

"Pincle" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martel4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and 21.3. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lourel -- two or more deteche parte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Re stez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautilld'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(!mtone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spitts-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the some bow stroke.

Also called solid staccato rzAmartele staccato.)

1. Rapid, or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Plying, staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter predsUre so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detach4 or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachelanc4, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele%

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, 111645.spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato
(lour4) .

7. The staple-shaped sign (ri) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign fc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U41/2,141/3, U.1/4 -- the upper i /2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.,
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc.; means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

01) - half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
Ilk - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually,has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappelimeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass

Mastersinger

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays psrticular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Introductory movement.

Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Polyphony

Polytonality

Prelude

Programme music

Recitative

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

1
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-alifigro

2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in *.which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMART/C PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social
age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguised,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade9 religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and
severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

The eighteenth century was a period of tremendous fierce pride in national life.
Much of this was expressed in music as well as science. Galileo used his telescope,

Isaac Newton wrote about the law of gravity, Shakespeare thrilled the world with

his magic pen, and Chopin wrote passionate love songs to his beloved Poland.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and MuLler. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument
construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to tranemit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Hof Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a view opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgsky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony #5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



FELIX MONDE' LBSOHN

b. Hamburg, Germany 1809
d. Leipzig, Germany 1847

In Latin, Felix means "happy man." This was very true in the case of Felix
Mendelssohn who was born into a wealthy, cultured family. Success came early

and without a struggle. He had two main goals to achieve and managed with
a great deal of success to bring these ideas to maturity:

1. The restoration of the neglected music of 3. S. Bach.

2. The founding of a Conservatory.

In the short span of his life (38 years) Mendelssohn managed to achieve a great
many more goals then these two, but these seemed to be the primary focus of his
life.

He did everything well; he was an accomplished painter, dancer, billiard player,
chess player and swimmer. His home was always the center of social activity. In
order to restore the music of Bach, Mendelssohn initiated a series of Saturday
night chorale where the Bach St. Matthew Passion was sung. Enthusiasm was so
great that a public performance was demanded. Mendelssohn thus gave the. initial
impulse to the significant revival of BaCh's music.

Later in his life he was able to realize his other ambition when he ibikided the
Leipzig Conservatory in 18k3.

He made ten visits to England in his life and the premiere of his C Minor Srphony,
was given there. The visit to Scotland inspired his famous Scotch Rimphow

For a short time he was musical director at Dusseldorf but this didn't interest
him and he was glad to leave this Job to become conductor of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra. Later he was given the honorary post of Kapellmeister to King Wilhelm
a post which left him free to travel and continue his composing. His premature
death when he was only 38 came in 1847.

Mendelssohn was the First of the great Romantic composers as vell as the Last of
the great classicists. His clarity of writing, exquisite taste and poise are
evidenced in his music. Some criticize that his music lacked pathos; perhaps
the composer needed to suffer. This does not distract from the enjoyment end
pure beauty of his thirteen symphonies and volumes of chamber music. As a
composer of chamber music he hai a greatness almost without qualification; he
possessed the complete mastery of this medium.

He also wrote many intimate piano pieces, Songs Without Words,, among which are the
familiar Spring Song and Funeral March.

It would be remiss, however, to omit from the list of Mendelssohn's works the most
popular music ever written for married couples: Wedding March from A Midsummer

ifidlaSEM.



MELODIES FROM ELIJAH

Mendelssohn

B
20
easy

Eli ah, the most popular of all of Mendelssohn's compositions, was finished in
1846 and first performed August 18 of that year at the Birmingham (England)

Festival. The prominent scenes treated in the oratorio are the drought prophecy,

the raising of the widow's son, the rival sacrifices, the appearance of the rain
in answer to Elijah's appeal, Jezebel's persecution of Elijah, the sojourn iu the
desert, his return, his disappearance in the fiery chariot, and the Finale, which

reflects upon the meaning of the sacred narrative.

An oratorio is the setting of a text on a sacred or epic theme for chorus,
soloists, and orchestra, for performance in a church or concert hall. Handel's

oratorios were the only ones by a German composer to have more than an occasional

performance.
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Melodies from "Elijah"

20

Mendelssohn easy

Arr. Woodhouse

STRING CRITIQUE

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, eit. 1st finger extensions.

2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, (ext.), 12"3'4 implied, 12'34, 1st finger

extension.

3rd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1st finger extensions.

Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 1st finger extensions.

Cello -- lowered and upward extensions.

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, (IV).

2nd violin -- I, II, III, IV.

3rd violin -- I, II, III.
Viola -- c, I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III, IV, V.
String bass -- I, II, III, III, III.

Bowing: detachg, legato, portato, detacheportec grand detache, accented
grand detadhi.

Pizzicato: R.H. in Cello & String Bass.

Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, cresc., dim"

Rhythms: dotted rhythm, syncopation.

Meters, tempos

Double- notes:

and tempo changes: 2/4, Sostenuto ma non troppo, C, Andantino,
Allegro maestoso.

3 1
1st violin -- o -P8, o-P8.

2nd violin a 1 3 2

oP59 o-M6, o-P8, o-ra,o 3o12 1 o

3rd violin o-P5, o-P8, 2-m3, o-M6, o-m7, 1-P5, 1-P4.
3 0 1 1

Viola -- o-P8, o-P5, o-P8, 0-M6, 1-P4, 2.m3.

4 o 1 1 3

Cello -- o-P8, o-P5, 1-P5, 046, 1-M6.
1

Chords: Cello -- o
o-G Maj.

Harmonics: 1st violin mid-string D, E. Cello -- mid-string D.

Signs: cresc. & dim., swell, C, fermatas, slurs, ties, portato signs, dashes,

up and down bow signs.

Vocabulary: Aria, Chorus, fermata, divisi, also see above.

Pg4



EXPLANATION OF STRIPG wERVINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (mil or,6.001))

taking 1 note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing, (saltando, ricochet or ate) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon at, the Mu or the heel of the bow.

Cola-- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

_Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

piempfer -- the mute.

atache-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple ditachi' to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

of

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" t string sharply as .in martele--

no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand detache -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4, atacaport4r-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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/
Detache -- (continued)

5. Detache lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a marteli without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3 -4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone betveen 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 pattern,-- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern .- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger Atterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their dill configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato d..%' indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player ahould use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"s opping finger" (artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jets -- see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

Lours -- see

"hook ".

Martelef -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele -- the simple martele executed with the whole bow.
smillIMMINMONO.NI

Martel attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "dale.

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string
is indicated with a
to be used are R.H.
sinistra).

with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

and L.H. or WD. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (towel two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executercfrom the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son filef(sIgatone) -- the long sustained tone. The best 22111.of contact Es
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and soundflawint. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spiccato -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato .- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
TAlso alled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. apidor nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante flying, staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul test°, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean de_tac14 or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacherlanc4 a modified spiccato or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes mean portato,
(lour4) .

7. The staple-shapad sign (n) means down -bow. This, sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) moans up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in acme
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note loans fauette or ItAmEgboving.

13. The point or ',edge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sigh X (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, 11.1/4 -- the lower 1/?, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1/389 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated us follows:

- half position.
I - 1st pceition.

II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played blfore the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4- octave rang.

Clavier Any keyboard instrumel,4; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertiwnto Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional forn.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.

P.I.Maell/WWFavo, ,111111.014.1.10MIMMIMI.1.01111.
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Harpsichord

Impromptu

Invention

Kappellmeister

Lied (pl. Lieder)

Leitmotiv

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera bufft

Oratorio

Partial

Partita

Passion

Polyphony

Polytonality

Prelude

Programme music

Recitative

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

Digest Terminology pogo A.

Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Spontaneous music.

Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

German art song.

Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical label.

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for
cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Comic opera.

Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

First tone in the harmonic series.

Suite, several parts combined.

Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and
Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer pays particular attention
to melodic value of each part.

Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Introductory movement.

Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch
and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.



Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite

Symphony

Tonality

Digest Terminology - page 3

Set or series of French dances.

Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Haler. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brehms took over with his First Symphony_ Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instrumer",s as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main charecteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Mussorgsky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony 0 in E Minor ("From the New World")

a



FFIIXMENDELSSOHN

b. Hamburg, Germany 1809
d. Leipzig, Germany 1847

In Latin, Felix mans "happy mil." This was very true in the case of Felix

Mendelssohn who was born into a wealthy, cultured family. Success came early

and without a struggle. He had two main goals to achieve and 11.5.4rnaged with

a great deal of success to bring these ideas to maturity:

1. The restomAon of the neglected music of J. S. Bach.

2. The founding of a Conservatory.

In the short span of his life (38 years) Mendelssohn managed to achieve a great

many more goals than these two, but these seemed to be the primary focus of his

life.

He did everything well; he was an accomplished painter, dancer, billiard player,

chess player and swimmer. His home was always the center of social activity. In

order to restore the music of Bach, Mendelssohn initiated a series of Saturday
night chorales where the Bach St. Matthew Passion was sung. Enthusiasm was so

great that a public performance was demanded. Mendelssohn thus gave the initial

impulse to the significant revival of Bach's music.

Later in his life he was able to realize his other ambition when he founded the

Leipzig Conservatory in 1843.

He made ten visits to England in his life and the premiere of his Minor 8nhoayr

VAS given there. The visit to Scotland inspired his famous Scr?ch Symphony.

For a short time he was musical director at Ditsseldorf but this didn't interest

him and he was glad to leave this job to become conductor of the Gewandhaus

Orchestra. Later he was given the honorary post of Kapelimeister to King Wilhelm IV,

a post which left him free to travel and continue his composing. His premature

death when he was only 38 came in 1847.

Mendelssohn was the first of the great Romantic composers as well as the last of

the great classicists. Ria clarity of writing, exquisite Write and poise are

evidenced in his music. Some criticize that his music lacked pathos; perhaps

the composer needed to suffer. This does not distract from the enjoymi lb and

pure beauty of his thirteen symphonies and volumes of chamber music. As a

composer of chamber music he had a greatness almost without qualification; he

possessed the complete mastery of this medium.

He also wrote many intimate piano pieces, Son s Wit Words, among which are the

familiar Spring Song and Funeral March.

It would be remiss, however, to emit from the list of Mendelssohn's works the most

popular music ever written for married couples: Wedding 1114arc from A yidsumaker

Night's Dream.
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t the Mendelssohn home L. Leipzig there was a garden house given over ) the

xclueive use of the young people. Writing materials and a manuscript box
re left in readiness on a garden table and all guests were invited to contribute.

t was here that Mendelssohn became good friends with Karl Klingemann who later
to London in 1827 ac Secretary to the Prussian Legation.

1829 Mendelssohn and, Klingemain traveled extensively over Scotland, Wales

d England. During this trip formulated plans were conceived for the Scotch
ymilionr and the Hebrides Overture. Evidently it was during this English visit
hat Klingemann wrote the libretto for the operetta Return From Abroad which was
o become famous later in London as Son and Stranger.

ndelssohn wrote this operetta as a surprise for his parent's silver wedding
anniversary. It was performed privately by the family and even included a one-
ote part for the unmusical Hensel, the hu and of Mendelssohn's sister, Fanny.
n with so small a part and only one note, Hensel missed his pitch despite loud,

bvious cues from the wings.

The opera was performed posthumously for the public in Leipzig in 1851. The

overture is the ony part played in today's concert hall.



Son and Stranger Overture

Mendelssohn-aartholdy
Arr. Muller

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
let violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, lst and 4th finger extensions.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2 -3y 3.4, let and 4th finger extensions.
3rd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, lst finger extensions.
Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, let finger extension.
Cello -- Lowered :extensions, upward extensions.

Positions:

Bowing:

let violin
2nd violin
3rd violin
mar:74i,
Cello -
arffintzss

;1/4, 1, II, IV, V.

1 16 I, II, III.
hi, 19 III.

I, II, III.

I, II, III, IV, V:
31, I, II, MI III, IV, VI.

R
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moderate

Legato, staccato, spiccato, marteli; sautill;, lifted bowing,
grand ditadur, sustained marteli, undulating string crossing.

Pizzicato: R.R., double -notes.
Ornaments: Single grace-notes.
Dynamics: PP, P, mf, f, ff, sf, crest., dim., cresc. poco a poco.
Meters, tempos and tempo Changes: 6/8, Andante, (p, Allegro di motto.

3 2 1 o
Double - notes: lst violin -- o-M10, o4 9, o-P8, 1-P4.

o 1 1 o 3 2 , o
2nd violin -- 1-P4, 3-m3, o-H6, o-P5, o-P8, 146, 2-03.

o o 1 1 2 1
3rd violin 144, 2-m3, 2-14,.3.43, 443, 343.

0
Viola.-- 2-m3, o 1 1 2 3

144, 2-P4, 3-m3, 44143, 246.

accented

Signs: V ri , swells, slurs, accents, ties, dots, hooks, slurutie,
crest., dim., extension, compound slur-hook, lift, fermata, L.1/2.

Vocabulary: dolce, divisi, unison.

Commont: moderately rapid scales and arpeggios.
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EXPLANATION 0? STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco with the boar.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc ( orb)
taking 3. note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearveggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltendo, ricochet or ali) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Cold -- the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The'tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather_ than a finger displaces the string.

cougas.. the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usuel method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as ,Ae stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Co, ntraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

the mute

aachirt-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing ió also known as the

gmatatachg to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand &hada -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detachef-- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele--
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented grand atada -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. Amides:ter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.



String Terminology - page 2

Detaches (continued)

5. atachg lance a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martelg without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
no al placement.

Finger patterns the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string base and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger, attp....er.ns
3. 3-1I pattern means 1 2 314.

14. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 le pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12 " ,pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 3. 23"4 pattern augmented Cud between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their fU3.1 configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 14, 5 and 6 above).

Plautando or flautato 4..h. indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by boring lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette (whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply atter
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- ustially performed up-bow at the tip.

Dm, -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, rate. )

7. Natural harmonics produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping frngeFrrartificial nut).



String Terminology - page 3

'Rook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete(-- see ricochet.

lags-- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bovstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Loud-- see portato,

Martel a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. gimautartele(usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string; will be al.nch,od," at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressiie is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Susiminednartele -- same as gigaimartea except that the tone is held

out. AA adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martell. the simple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martelerattadk see 12 and 11 under and above and also under "pinch ".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martea,
i.e., in a martellityle.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning or a tone. This is the

riarte1 4 attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,

is indicated with a plus sign 01. Indications to vhich hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.R. or M.D. (mono destra) and LEL (maw
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the boor is placed.

Portatolloure -- two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautillei-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son Luz (gm the long sustained tone. The best Wat 91 contact is
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding , When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
a3xsoat without effort.

Sounding point see

Spiccato --

Staccato 41"1

WIMP

point of contact.OWN. 0111111101rill.

the

The Minis piccato is
above

spiccato,
:tab:sounds ietzr

bow direction. ,

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series
martelir strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow
Also ;ailed solid staccato and martea staccato,`

-10111110111010 41011111111111111ff .11011.1111MINIMINNin. IN111111111010011101

1. Ewa or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation c* the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. 1216.Nt staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter pre5eure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

the air.
tha same

of small
stroke.

Staccato volante faxing staccato (see immediately sbove).

pamacsk play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastier, or sur la touche see flautendoo

SIGNS:

le Dots may mean any form of attache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes slay mean detach or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detach4 lance, a modified spiccato or
a modified zaartele.

It. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tis or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mesa staccato,
atirA staccato, nying, spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean mrtato
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (n) means down-bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped, bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", orv), means an extension of one half -step.

15. The sign )2cc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16.the sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.I/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. 14% 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - 1st position.
II - 2nd position.
111/2 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted
association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage
toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one ne_odic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;
biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-
ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a
harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has
more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following
any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest
pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two- voiced clavier piecer.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every
character with a musical 'Abel.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

gy=m



Sonata-allegro form

Suite

Symphony

Tonality

Digest Terminology - page 3

A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Set or series of French dances.

Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4, rondo

A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

"..aisseArdwrirromsearrromme$1111ff

just as the French Revolution overturned the old order ace: started a new social
age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the
classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguised,
unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,
art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and
severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual
experiences, personal and impassioned.

The eighteenth century was a period of tremendori fierce pride in national life.
Much of this was expressed in music as well as science. Galileo used his telescope,
Isaac Newton wrote about the law of gravity, Shakespeare thrilled the world with
his magic pen, and Chopin wrote passionate love songs to his beloved Poland.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the
Fantasies. Compos'rs began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the
Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art song*
or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring
opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the
Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous
"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Sym&osy where Beethoven
left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument
construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the
composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,
evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel we.re to transmit this new ethereelism
onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the
main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the
individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to
the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Moussorgdky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-Korsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aida.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carolyn' of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of almeamil5 in E Minor ("From the New World")



MODEST MUSSORGSKY

b. Russia 1839
d. St. Petersburg, Russia 1881

The "Russian Five," a little circle formed of close friends who liked music
included Modest Mussorgsky as one of its members. The ideal of this group was
to produce a basically Russian art. The musicians wanted no longer to imitate
art produced elsewhere but to produce an art so indigenous that its Russian
source could never be doubted.

the objectives of the "Russian Five" were to be achieved by:

1. The use of only Russian subjects when writing opera.

2. The influence of Russian style and idioms from folk songs.

3. Spirit of Russian people pervading every bar of music.

Mussorgsky as of the "Russian Five" considered himself a nationalistic corn..
poser. His music never followed any musical form, that is the development of
themes and patterns as found in Mozart, Beethoven or Brahma. Instead his music
follows the feelings and rhythms of spoken language and bodily movements. It
might be called mimetic music, e.g. music that imitates.

As an army officer, Modest Mussorgsky was a neat, dandy ladies man. 'When he

decided to be a musician he left the military service for clerical work as a means
of support. His father was quite adamant that Modest, who had been raised on the
family's wealthy estate, be a cultured gentleman. He was the most learned, re-
fined and best informed of the "Russian Five." After his 35th birthday Mussorgsky
did become disillusioned with himself and his world and soon turned to alcohol for
his escape. The negative reaction to his opera Boris Godunov deepened his
frustration and the remaining years of his life were ones of poverty, laziness,
morbidity and disappointment.

Works

Operas: Boris Godunov
Khovanshchina
Sorochintay Fair

Orchestral Works: Night on the Bore Mountain
Hopak,

Pictures from an Exhibition
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Mussorgsky
23

moderate

Ropak comes from the Mussorgsky sketches for an opera based on Gogol's story,
Evenings on a Farm Near Diokanka. Mussorgsky never completed it but Cui,
Sakhonovsky and Teherepnine made it into a full-length opera.

The plot concerns the efforts of the peasant, Tcherevik, to marry off his daughter.
The girl's mother, however, favors the local pastor's son. When the mother and
the pastor's son become emotionally involved, she consents to her daughter's
marriage to Pritzko as originally planned.

Imago a robust, spirited folk dance with two beats to a measure is the most
popular excerpt from the opera.



Hopak
from "The Fair at Sorochinek"

Mbussorgsky
Arr. Isaac

STRING CRITIQUE

GMERALIT/ES

23
moderate

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
lst violin -- 1-2v 2-3, 3-4, 14-3, 4th finger extensions.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 2-3-4.
3rd violin -- 2-3, 2-3-4, 1"23.
Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 2-3-4, ext. (implied), 1"23'4 (implied).
Cello -- lowered extensions.

Positions: 1st violin -- 1/26 I, III, V. Viola I, III.

2nd violin I, III. Cello -- ;116 I, II.

3rd violin -- I, III. String bass -- 14, I, II, III.

Bowing: =tad', spiccato, arpeggio (legato), dgiache ppra, lifts, grand deiache,
legato, hooked dotted rhythms, accented deiach4, flying staccato.

Pizzicato: R.R., chords.

Dynamics: P, mf, f,
Rhythms: dotted rhythms, triplets.

Meters v tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Allegro.
0 1 1

Double-notes: lst, 2nd & 3rd violins -- o-P5, o-P8, 1-P5.
o 1 2 o 1

Viola -- o45, 1-P5. Cello -- o-P8, o-P5, o-116.

2

Chords: 1st & 2nd violins --1 1 3rd violin, 1
viola & cello -- o

o-G Maj., o-D Maj. o-G Mhj.

armonics: 1st & 2nd violins -- mid-string D, G. 3rd violin,
viola -- mid- string D.

Signs: rt s V , dotss accentss crest., dim., dashes, hook signs, slurs, ties,
commas (apostrophes), thl /3, WB, lift.

Vocabulary: springing, Banat°, arco, at the frog, cues.

Comment: some chromatic fingering, quick change arco-pizz.-arco.



EXPLANATION OF SUING TERMINOLOGY

Arco -- with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato mpisdosterent note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the acme: c;:lt Zor 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (4-ftN4

taking 1 note 1 string at a time.

2. Sautillearpegsio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular saltine.

3. Winging, (saltando, ricochet or WAD Epegkio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon at the tiros. or the heel of the bow.

Cola the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

ContracUon -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

Dimnfq-- the mute.

Daah4.-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in

pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detach4 to distinguish it from the variations given below.

Grand atache -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each note.

2. Accented detache -- each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed

and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in martele

no separation between the notes.

3. Accentedisond atachg -- same es #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Ascher porter-. stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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Diftach: -- (continued)

5. abache'land -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

ukced slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should, be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor

swelled and are played like a mertelS without the "pinch ".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on be string than their

normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.

These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply

to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1 -2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 ttern means 1 23 4. The basic finger\patterns

3. 3Lattgs means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole -step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,

no fingers are placed closely together.

5. l"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st

and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -. augmented 2nd between fingers 2' and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern .. augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

'8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated. with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato.ft.4 indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-

ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the

edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette'(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the

stroke usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Era -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near

the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)

that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

"stopping nut).
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attb.3hing one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jett( -- see ricochet.

Lugo smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" . see "hook".

Lowe' see portal,.

Martell a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Eftle martel (usually just marte14) bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the
istroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released.. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele/ same as martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably slowed after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martea . the simple martei4 sltecuted with the whole bow.

Martel attack see #2 and #1 =der martele above and also under "pinch ".

Martellato this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,
i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" . the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martelef attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pitapat°
is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (Lourel -- two or more detache Porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and al/owed to rebound
making poasVole two or more notes per impulse.

Saltandc or Sal_tato a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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pautille'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(!mtone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point, of contact Ls

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bay

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point see point of contact.

Spiccato-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The Illamspiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

Staccato a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

marteastraes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.

TAlsomalled solid staccato and mar_tele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preSnre 3o that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volente -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sulponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto,, Sta tastiera, or sur is touche -- see flautando.

1. Dots may mean any form of dtftache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detaehe or detache Eate.

Dashes and dots combined may mean detach4' lance, a modified siissita or

a modified marte14.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flying nicest°, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will meat' portato,
(loud).

1. The staple-shaped sign (ii) mieene down-bow. This sign ScatetWs occurs
upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The coma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign /1 means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whiyped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( yr ) often means martele or a martellato exemtion.

14. The sign, x (or r+, or v), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 31! (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. near the frog of the bow.
b. 14. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, i/4 of the bow.
e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
f. WB, 1/2B, 1 /3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(30 - half position.
I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.
/1"1 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.



bsolute music

is

tonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series
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DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, lesigns, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Syncthony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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RIMSKY KORSAKOV



ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword wad freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lied r.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Reliant, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literate e.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saena Cc. 'poser of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Moussorgsk Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Koreakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony q in E Minor !"trom the New World")



NICHOLAS RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

b. Russia 1844
d. St. Petersburg, Russia 1908

Nicholas Rimsky-Karsakov was Dean of the Russian Five, a little circle formed
f close friends who liked music. Other members were Cui, Balakirev, Borodin

and Mussorgeky. The ideal of this group was to produce a basically Russian
art. The musicians wanted no longer to imitate art produced elsewhere but to
produce an art so indigenious that its Russian source could never be doubted.
Later a famous student of Rimsky-Korsakav, Serge Prokofiev would carry this
ideal to even higher glories.

The objectives of the "iiussian Five" were to be achieved by:

1. The use of only iussian subjects when writing opera.

2. The influence of Russian style and idioms from folk songs.

3. Spirit of Rubaian people pervading every bar of music.

Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakov first met his future friend, Balakirev, when he became
his student. Rimsky-Korsakov had intended to have a naval career and after a
two and one-half year tour around the world, he was determined to give up music
and concentrate on the Navy. Back home in St. Petersburg he gravitated back to
the Balakirev circle. Be began his music studies with renewed vigor. Ee soon
ompleted a symphony he had written some time before and when it was performed,

the audience cheered. Critics acclaired it as the first Russian symphony. This
convinced him he should seriously study composition so imagine his consternation
when he was asked to be the teacher rather than a student at the St. Petersburg
Conservatory. At first his teaching was mainly bluff but with the help of his
wife who was a soundly- trained musician, he began a serious private study of
theory and soon showed evidences of being a master teacher and a thoroughly
schooled musician.

In 1905 he was dismissed from the Conservatory because he sided with the students
in apolitical disagreemat with the government. Protests caused reconsideration
of this decision and Risky -Korsakav was reinstated to the faculty.

Works

Operas: The Golden Cockerel
Choral works
Orchestral works: Russian Easter Overture

Scheherezade
Chamber music
Piano solos



LE cog DI OR
(The Golden Cockerel)
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difficult
Rimskp4orsakov

The Golden Cockerel is a thinly veiled satire on the Russian monarchy and it was
naturally frowned upon during the regime of the Russian Czars. Although Rimsky-
Korsakov was far from being a revolutionary, he freely expressed his disgust at
the bungling administration in Czarist Russia.

The authorities attempted to alter Pusbkin's lines in Rimsky-Korsdkov's last opera
The Golden Cockerel. The opera was produced after Rimsky-Korsakov's death with
the situation unresolved. It was not until the 1917 Revolution that the complete
text was restored.

In The Golden Cockerel Rimsky-Korsakov applied dissonant harmonies in unusual
superpositions, but he set for himself a definite limit in innovation.

In the opera King Dodon is fighting with his neighbor. He asks help from an
astrologer who gives him a golden cockerel which, when placed upon a spire, will
give warning of any danger by flapping its wings and crying "cock-a-doodle-do."

In the alarms that comes King Dodon's two sons kill each other and the King is
left to reign with the beautiful Queen of Shemakha. Then the astrologer demands
the new Queen for payment of the cockerel. King Dodon kills the astrologer which
causes the Queen to turn on him and she commands the cockerel to attack and sub-
sequently kill King Dodon.
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Introduction and Cortege de .Noces

1. Introduction
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N. Rimsky-Korsakov

STRING CRITIQUE

ger patterns, extensions and contractions:

let violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3, 12134, 1"23t4, 4th finger extension.

2nd violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12"4, 123914, 12'34, 1"23'4, lst & 4th

finger extensions.

Viola 1-2, 3-4, 1-2-3 , 1-2-3-4, lst finger extension.

Cello Lowered and upward extensions.

ositions: let violin -- I, II, III, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, XI, XII, XIV.

2nd violin -- I, II, III, V', VI.

il7=X, I, II, III.
Cello -- 1/2, I, II, III, IV, VI,
stri.jatla81. 1/2, I, 11, III.

owing: son file", legato, detach(, sul pouticello tremolo, sustained tones.

Pizzicato: R.H.

aments: Long trill, 3 note turn (viola & cello).

'tremolo: L.R. 32nd note - moves downward chromatically at interval of M3.

R.R. 16th and 32nd note.

Dynamics: PPP, PP, P, uP, f, fff, diminuendo poco a poco, crest.

Aftters, tempos and tempo changes: 4/4, Allegro, Lento, Moderato assai, ritenuto

poco, a tempo stringendo, Allegro.

1 3 o 1 1

Double- notes: 2nd violin -- 2-P4, o-P8. Viola o45, 3-m3, 2-A4

lEarmonics: mid-string G

[Signs: fermata, v ri , ties, slurs, tie-slur combinations.

[Vocabulary: con sordino, morendo, divisi, sul G, espressivo, unison, in tempo,

senza sordino, restez, cantabile, dolce.

Comment: chromatic fingering, enharmonic exchange, treble clef in cello part.



Le Cal D'Or II
Introduction and Cortege de Noces

2. Cortege de Nodes

N. Rimsky-Korsakov

STRING CRITIQUE

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 34-1, 12'34,
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 1-2-3-4, 12'34,
Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3, 2-3-4, 123'

4th finger extensions, 1-4 contraction
Cello lowered & upward extensions.

26
difficult

4th finger extension.
1-2-3, 4th finger extension.
'4, 12/34, 1"234, 1st &

Positions: lst violin 14, I, II, III, IV, V, v1, VIII,
2nd violin -- 11/2, I, II, III.

Viola -- I, III.
Cello 1/2, II, III, IV, V, VI.
String bass -- hi, I, II, 111/2, III, IV, VIhi.

.Bowing: hooks, portato, legato, detadhe lance, detachi.porte, detache, flying
staccato, grand detached, spiccato (heavy), grand detachiporte,lifts.

P.A.zsicato : R .II., chords.

Ornaments: Turns, short trill.
Dynamics: P, f, ff, cresc., sf.
Rhythms: syncopation, dotted-rhythm.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: Allegro alla mania, 4/4.

4
Double-notes: 1st violin -- broken octaves, 1-P8.

2 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 3
Viola -- 1-M6, 1-A5, 2-P5, 2-A4, 246, 2-m6, 3-P5, 3-A4, o-P8.

1
Cello -- o-P8.

2 o 1 3 0
Chords: 1st and 2nd violin -- 1 1 2 3 2

1-Ab Maj., 3-A Maj., 4-B Maj., 2-G Maj., 3-C Maj.,
3 2 3
2 1 2
1-A dim., o-G Maj., Broken chords: 1-A dim.,

3 3 2 4
2 2 2 2
1-Db Maj., 1-C Aug., 1-F Maj., 1-D# Aug. 6,

o 1 1
o o o 1 2 3
1 2 2 o 2 2

2nd violin -- 3-A Maj., 4-F Aug., 3-F# Maj., o-D Maj., 14 Mhj., 1-B Aug.,
3 3 2
2 2 2
1-G# min., 24 Maj., 1-G Maj., Ab Maj., A. Maj., F# Maj.,

0 1
2 F Maj., B Maj., C Maj" C# Maj., D Maj., D# ?W., 1
3

o-Bb Maj.,
3-C Mhj.
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Le Coq D'Or II
2. Cortege de Noces

GENERALITIES cont.

2 2 2 o 2
Chords: Viola -- 1 2 1 1 1

o-C 1-F Maj., 3-C Maj., 3-A min.; broken: o-C Aug.,, A Nlj.
2 F-2
1 A-1

Cello (broken) o-C Aug., F-4.

Signs: r, , v , dashes, dots, hook, slurs, ties, tie-slur combinations.

Vocabulary: L'istesso tempo, in tempo, fermata, divisi, unison.

Comment: some quick.change arco to pizz.lchromatic fingering, chromatic
planing of major triads (1st inversion) in 2nd violin. Broken chord
lines composed of superposed 11.7ths. 32nd note run in viola & cello
parts. Divisi string bass part.



Arcs with the bow.

EXPLANATION OF STRING TviiMINOLOGY

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio
1. Leggiutpamdo, (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- tem, moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc orw.,A)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a, time.

2. Sautille (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction foe. each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or jeli) arpeggio -- same as #1 above

except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet -- at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon at the fjog. or the heel of the bow.

Cola -- the string is approached fron the air and "pinched" lightly with the

bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

galegno the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.

The bow hair may either be turned ewer from the bridge or toward

the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the

required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

ampfer -- the mute.

atache-- separate smooth bow strokesv one for each note, with no variation in

pressure tree. also known thebreak
the

1. Grand detach' -- same as the above

2. Accented destache -- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed

the string sharply as in msrtele"--

3. Accented grand detach' same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

used for each note.

4. Detach' porter stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-

ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a

.
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.



I
Detache -- (continued)
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5. atachg lance .... a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great

speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a

clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor

swelled and are played like a serteawithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their

normal placement.

FILger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.

These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply

to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic Liam: patterns
3. 3-1 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or All-whole-step or whole-tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,Zwmails
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st

and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd

fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step

between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step

between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-

dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"

patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato dipm4"indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-

ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette'(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

ass.-- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

HarriLnics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself

(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a

"stoppingfiMWaitificial nut).
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"ilodk" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stioke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete-- see ricochet.

Legato, smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bcatrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Line see "hook ".

Lour4'-- see portato.

Marteler a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple merteldr(usually just mwte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string sill be 'inched" at the start of the
stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must bo separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelef same as dm& martele except that the tone is held
cat. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is eonsideratay slowed after the msrtele,attadk ("pinch").

3. Grand rtea-- the 0411 marte14.executed with the whole bow.

Martel attack see 02 and 11 wider marteleabove and also under "Ate".

Martellato -- this main either msrteleor a bowing that sounds like a msrtele%

i.e., in a martel4 atyle.

"Pinch" the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is
moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

=tele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,

is indicated with a plus sign (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.R. and L.E. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.B. (mano
sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (louvre') two or more detache porte notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Re_ stez -- remain in the position.

r. .Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.

making possible two or more notes per impulse.
Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
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Sautillef-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of ',he bow hand and
arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat
above the middle.

Son file'(Inatone) -- the long sustained tone. The best WEI of contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow
strokes. The player needs to match, up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"
almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point, of contact.

Spiccato -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The Ming. spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same
tow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term, meaning to the string player that a_ series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and mar,tele staccato.)

1. balor nervous staccato executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the so, lid staccato
except with a lighter preSsure so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche pee flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of deiache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache pate.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detacher lance, a modified ppiccato,or
a modified martele.

4. The tie or slixr mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the
notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
Flying staccato, fl tm spiceato,, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portoto,
(loud).

T. The staple-shaped sign (('1) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs
upsule down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some
editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to
phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,
move it throuth the air to the frog.

10. The signs ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martelleto execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or 4), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signfc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -. near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.
d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.
e. U.1 /2, U.1 /3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/38, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the
bow, etc.

15. The positions are indicated as follows:

00 - half position.
I - 1st position.
II - 2nd position.
III . intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.
etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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arpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Introductory movement.

Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of cc xerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

Polytonality

Prelude

Programme music

Recitative

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just .s the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Muller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his glaytmehay where Beethoven

left off. Bence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It vas really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romentic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.
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Verdi Another opera composer - Aida.

Wagner Creator of a new opera form.

Saint-Saens Composer of Carnival of Animals.

Debussy French Impressionist.

Mussorgsky Russian Nationalist.

Tchaikovsky Most popular Russian composer.

Rimsky-Korsakov Master at writing for orchestra.

Brahma Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Dvorak Composer of Symphony in E Minor ("From the New World")



GIOACCHINO ROSSINI

b. Pesaro, Italy 1792
d. Paris, France 1868

Not always first-rate material because it took too much effort, that vas the

pattern for Gioacchino Rossini when he was writing two operas a year Yet,

when it was necessary, Rossini could turn out a work of genius like The Barber

of Seville. His gift for melody and comic relief was second to none.

Rossini anticipated the Leimotiv technique in his William Tell as later used by

Wagner in his famous operas. He was an innovator of many new ideas - introduction

of new instruments into the orchestration and the use of strings instead of a

ceiabalo as an accompanying instrument.

rhe Rossini crescendo is a very long, powerful, exciting crescendo, where the

music very gradually grows louder and louder. This delighted the audiences and

gave Rossini the nickname of Mr. Crescendo.

Up to Rossini's time singers had improvised the florid passages - now the

passages were written out to be sung exactly as marked in the score.

Rossini was born in Pesaro, Italy; when he was 12 his family moved to Bologna

where he attended the Bologna Conservatory. In Paris he was under the patronage

of Charles X and here he learned to love and appreciate the life of the wealthy

nobility. Up to his death in Peggy, on the outskirts of Paris, he entertained in

a grand manner.

Works

Operas: over 35 (William Tell)

Religious works
Orchestral works
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Rossini

R

moderate-difficult

The first performance of Rossini's William Tell was at the Paris Opera in 1829.

If perforned in its entirety, the opera takes six, hours. It makes most extra-

ordinary demands on stage and scenery desianere. The ovcrture has become the most

IIfamous part as everyone kilows the hgelbusztheme.

To this day, the overture is William Tell's crowning glory, Rossini's most am-

bitious attempt at symaonic it g. It is sometimes described as a miniature

syligagnic poembecause of its complete success in realizing both programatic and

poetic writing. It begins with the beautiful slow section in which the main theme

in the cellos and basses depicts the rise of the sun over the Swiss mountains. A

fast section follows, the full orchestra presenting a storm from its inception

to its culmination. Another slow part comes, by way of contrast. Here we have

a pastoral scene, in which the English Horn presents a gentle Swiss touutaiu melody.

Trumpet fanfares bring on the Swiss soldiers, and the overture ends with the ex-

citing brio music which in our day of radio and television has become inextricably

associated with the exploits of the Lane Ranger.

The dance Passo a Set ("Dance in Sig "; in Act I, and the ballet music in Act III,

Scene 2, are also of outstardlag musical interest.
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Rossini

STUNG CRITIQUE

taroznALIVIES

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 12"34, 1st & 4th finger extensions.
2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 12"34, 1-2-3, 1st finger extensions.
3-4, 12'34, 12"34, 1-2-3-4, lst finger extension.

cello -- lowered extensions, upward extensions, (double extensions).

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II, III, IV, V, VII, (VIII), IX.
2nd violin -- I, II, III, V.
Viola ::14 I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, IV, V, VI.
StrinelViem 1/29 I, II, Ilk: III, IV, V.

Bowing: accented sustained tones, spiccato, legato, martellato, mix of legato
and aiache or sautilli, collet flying staccato, lifts.

Ut violin -- 1-2,
2nd violin -- 1-2,
Vi, 1-2, 2-3,ola --

27
moderate to difficult

Pizzicato: R.H.
Ornaments: double grace-notes, short trills.
Tremolo: 32nd note bowed.
Dynamics: PP, P, sf, f, ff, dim., crese., crest. awe°.
Rhythms: syncopation, dotted-rhythms, rapid triplets.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 2/4, Allegretto.

3 4 1 1 2 2
Double-notes: 1st violin -- 3-m6, o-M6, 3-m3, 1-m6, 0-m7, 343, o-P5, 1-M6,

3 1 4 2 3
o-P8, 2-P4, 3.M6, 2-P5, 2-m6.

1 0 2

2nd violin -- o 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 3
o-P5, 1 -MG, o-M6, 2-M6, l -m6, 1-P5, o-mT, 2-P5, 1-m7,oo3oll

3-M2, o-P8, 2-M3, o.o6, 3-m3, 3416.
2 3 3 3. 0 4 1
o-m7, 2-m6, 3 -P5, 2 -MG, 2.03, 1 P8, 3413,
o 4 2 3
0.45, 1-P8, 4443, 1sim7.

Signs: fermata, 1/ , ri , dots, ties, slurs, accents, trill, points (1) .

2
2-m3,
1

Viola 1 -MG, o-m6,
2 2
1-m6, 4-M3,
2 2

Cello -- 2-P5, 1-m6.

Vocabulary: con ottava, sempre, unison, divisi, Volta Subito, simile, arco,
also see above.

Comment: provides wonderful 2nd position study for the Tiolins,Scele chromatic
fingering present. Tenor Clef in the cello pi=
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Arco with the bow.

Am froech at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio--
1. Legato arjefurio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes end in a smooth arc (-ft), or,400)

taking 1 note and 1 string at a, time.

2, Sautillearraio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in

regular sautille.

3. Waal (saltando, ricochet or ale) Emsda -- same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul ponticello).

Au talon -- at the &mar the heel of the bow.

Cone -- the string is approached frmn the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow

is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato

except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

C111221.-- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual, method is

to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal

placement requires.

ter-- the mute.

atacher separate smooth, bow strokes, one for each note, with no vcriation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the

simple detach; to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detach; -- same as the above but using the whole bow for each aote.

ft

2. Accented detache each bow stroke begins with a sudden increase of speed
and pressure but without "pinching" the string sharply as in marvels --
no separation between the notes.

3. Accerjteljnndatheac -- same as #2 above except that a whole bow is
used for each note.

4. atacheitorter-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see portato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the

notes are slightly separated.
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'Aube-- (continued)

5. Detachl lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a immrteawithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

FingermLteng.... the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patterns
3. 3 -4' pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Eutended or All-whole-step.or whole-tone pattern, means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 zattern ind:;.cates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2nd finer:re (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 121'3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterno (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautaudo or flautato.ft.p'indieates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouette(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-baw at the tip.

Frog, -- -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the i.ming to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics produced by touching a string shortened by a
Sircia3FIG5P-Tiitificial nut).
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"Rook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Li fte bovstrokes bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" -- see "hook".

Loure-- see portato.

Martel -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Stele martele(usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "1.212ed" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele -- same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martea the simple)nartele executed with the whole bow.

bfaxtelArattack -- see 02 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato -- this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a marteg style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with 3. fIngor or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a 91us ego. (+). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. met L.H. or M.D. (MAI, destra) and K.S. (mano

sinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato Clourel -- two or more detache ports notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow Is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sautille-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son fia(matone) -- the long sustained tone. The best Egiaof contact Ls
nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The ;layer needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the
proper :relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

Sounding point -- see point of contact.

Spiccato -- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.
The fUlgaspiccatcis a series of spiccato notes played in the same
bow direction.

Staccato -- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.WicM'alled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter preasUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul_ponticello .- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, oe Sur la touche see flautendo.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of deiache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache Vie.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachelanc4, a modified spiccato,or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dashes will mean portato.
(lour4).

7. The staple-shaped sign (ti) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up -bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. Vae comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note *elms fouette or whipped, bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( y ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (arm, art)), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thuMb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the areu of the bow to be used:
a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bay.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 .. the' lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. V.1 /2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/48, etc., means to use a whole bow,
1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bows etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

- half position.
I - lst position.
II - 2nd position.
III - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.
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Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Perteicing to those in the arts who create, produce or
apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range:

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru.

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called
harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappelimeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Rieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem Mass for the dead.

Rondo Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Scherzo Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo

4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social

age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the

classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and music books with undisguided,

unashamed emotions.

The watchword was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,

art style. This naturally developed into a revolt against the more formal and

severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual

experiences, personal and impassioned.

From this came many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance, Intermezzo, and the

Fantasies. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the

Romantic poets, Goethe and Miller. In Germany these took shape as the art songs

or Lieder.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style. To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Wagner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

As for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous

"Choral" Symphony and Brahma took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

left off. Hence we note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument

construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers.

In France Romanticism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreamy, misty,

evocative art. In music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new etherealism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can be singled out as the

main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to

the front of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Composer of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pianist who ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer - Barber of Seville.



Verdi

Wagner

Saint-Saens

Debussy

Mussorgsky

Tchaikovsky

Rimsky-KOrsakov

Brahma

Dvorak

Romantic Period - pg. 2

Another opera composer - Aids.

Creator of a new opera form.

Composer of Carnival of Animals.

French Impressionist.

Russian Nationalist.

Most popular Russian composer.

Master at writing for orchestra.

Successor to Beethoven in writing symphonies.

Composer of Symphony E Minor ( "From the New World")



ROBERT SCHUMANN

b. Germany 1810
d. near Bonn* Germany 1856

Robert Schumann always knew he would be an artist of some kind, perhaps a poet,
but his mother insisted on his being a lawyer. There ensued a twenty-year
struggle between law and music. When he was 18 he was sent to the University
of Leipzig to study law; then and later at Heidelburg he neglected law for his
mnsic. Finally Robert wrote his mother: "I have arrived at the conviction that
I have a powerful drive toward music. In six years I can be a challenge to any
pianist."

Frau Schumann consented and Schumann went back to Leipzig, this time to study to
be a pianist. Because of an idea of his that 9. sling on his little finger would
strengthen the playing power of his hand, Schumann discovered to his horror a
slight paralysis in one hand. This terminated his career as a concert pianist
and strengthened his decision to be a composer.

The love affair of Robert Schumann and Clara, Wieck is one of the most beautifUl
and celebrated in all music biography. He was nine years older than she and
she was committed to a career as a concert pianist. Her father discouraged their
love because it interferred with her career.

For four years the lovers were restricted to love letters and chance glances in
public. It was finally necessary for Robert to bring a law suit against Clara's
father to compel him to allow their marriage. It proved to be a most happy
marriage. She became the greatest woman pianist of her generation. He became
one of the greatest of all Romantic composers.

In later years his bad health caused him to attempt suicide and even his con-
finement to an insane asylum for the last two years of his life. He died in
his wife Clara's arms.

Schumann melodies are often brief, fragmentary gems. "The melody is the queen"
said Schumann, "but the king (harmony) turns the scale." He was very clever in
his use of dissonance, often improvising at the piano to get just the right
sound. He was a great student of counterpoint although his scores are often
thick and heavy. What he lacked in form he made up in style.

Works

Opera: 2
Choral works
Orchestral works:

Chamber music
Piano literature:

4 Symphonies

Overtures

over 200 numbers
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e symphony is the most significant form in orchestral music. It is a sonata for

rdhestra, generally in four movements:

1. Sonata form: exposition, development, recapitulation.

2. Song form: slow and lyrical.

3. either (Minuet - classic form

/or (Scherzo - introduced by Beethoven

4.. Finale rondo, sonata or theme and variations form.

chumann's First Symphony, in B flat major, is called the SRrinASymphony. It is

of a portrait of nature like Beethoven's pastoral Sympbcpatmt rather like
chumann's Ma emotional responses to the vernal season. This symphony was written

n the yea... of Schumann's marriage to Clara and voices the springtime in Schumann's

eart as a result of this happy event.

s study is only the Scherzo or third movement. The movement begins with the

olto Vivace, a vigorous theme which has already been stated in the close of the

econd movement. Then come two trios in different rhythms. The first is thor-

ghly original; the second is equally characteristic and reveals the union of
chumann's romantic style with the old minuet form. At the close of the Scherzo

he first trio again appears, and the movement ends with a diminuendo.



Scherzo from Symphony No. 1

R. Schumann

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

R
28
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Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:
1st violin 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 1-2-3, 1"23, 12'34, 1234.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 12'34, 123'4, 1st finger extension.
Viola -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 12'34.
Cello -- Lowered extensions, upward extensions.

Positions: 1st violin -- I, II,
2nd violin -- I, II,
Viola -- I, II, III.
Cello -- I, II, III,
String bass -- 1/29 I,

Bowing: Lifts, accented grand d4iadhli, staccato, mertele, sautiller, legato,

spiccato, linked bowings (staccato, sustained martel(, staccato), son
file', flying spiccato.

Pizzicato: Viola -- R.H. Cello -- R.H.
Ornaments: Single grace-notes, short trills, long trill.
Dynamics: PP,, P, mf, f, if, sf, cresc., dim., =m.
Meters, tempos and tempo changes: 3/4 (in one), Nolte vivace, 44, Mblto piu

vivace, come sopra ma un poco piu lento, ritard.,
Meno Presto.

Double-notes: 1st violin -- o o o 4 3 3 3 2
1-M2, o-P5, 1-P4, 148, 2-M6, 3-P5, 1-m7, 1-M6,
4 1 2 2 4 1 0
2-m7, o-P8, o -MLO, 2-P5, 3-m6, (>406, o-P5.

2nd violin o 3 o 0 0 2 1 3
3-N2, 246, 1-P4, (1-145, 2-m3, 0-mo7, 0-M6, 1-1079
2 4 1 4 4 1 3 0
146, 1-P8, o-mn6, 346, 3-m6, 1459 3-P5, 144,
1
2-P4.

Viola --13 4 2 3 o o 1
1-P5, o-P8, 148, 2-P5, 2-N6, 3-M2, 243, 2-A4, 1-P4.

Cello -- 1
1-P5.

Chords: 1st violin -- 1 C-3 2nd violin -- 1
o A-o o
o-D min., D-o. o -F min.

Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string A, Cello -- mid-string D.

Signs: V , , lift signs, staccato, ties, slurs, dots, triplet, hook,
trill, 'my. , repeat, fermata, also see above.

Vocabulary: Fermata, Scherzo D.C. ma seuza replica e poi attacca Trio II.
Trio I, Trio II, Coda, G.P., Come sopra ma un poco piu lento,
divisi, dolce. Also see above.

Comment: Tenor clef in the cello part.



EMANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco --with the bow.

Am frosch -- at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --

1 Legato arpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow mums
in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc C
taking I note and 1 string at a Una.

2. Sautillearpeggio (different note for each of 3 or 4 strings) -- bow moves

in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille.

3. Springing (saltando, ricochet or Aeta) arpeggio -- same as 01 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet at the bridge (see sul:ponticello).

Au talon at the Dolor the heel of the bow.

Cold the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tont, is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Col legno -- the string is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away front the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction -- placing fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

Dampier -- the mute.

Detache-- separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing is also known as the
gimalatsche to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detadhle -- same as the above

2. Accented detachAr-- each bow stroke
and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

3. Accented ;trend aiach4 -- same as #2 above except that a whale bow is

used for each note .

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in mart2141--

4. atemItirimiti-- stroke begins with a slight swelling followed by a grad-
ual lightening of the sound (see artato). There may or may not be a
small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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Detache (continued)

5. atachg lance -- a shortened quick bow stroirc beginn.Ing with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. %many taere should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are nail-ter accented nor
swelled and are played like a martel; without the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position.

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4.
2. 2-3 _pattern 4.means 1 23 . The basic_ finger patterns,
3. 1-4 pa tern !wane 1 2 34.

4. Extended or or whole-tone otttera means 1 2 3 it, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 11'23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented 2nd between 1st
and 2w1 fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 2nd and 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

7. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato*4.dwindicates tb) production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fouett4'(whipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up-bow at the tip.

Frog ..ts a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics -- flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an open string.

2. Artificial harmonics produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" artificial nut).
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"Hook" attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-
plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be
advantageous to do so.

Jet see ricochet.

Legato, -- :3moothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to
achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure see portato.

Martele -- a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and
strong.

1. Simple marteig (usually just marte14) -- bow pressure is set before the
tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

istroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow
moves rapidly., Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is
percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martelei. same as simple martele except that the tone is held
out. An adequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.
The bow is considerably sl'wcd after the marteli attack ("pinch").

3. Grandmartell . the simple martele executed vIth the whole bow.

Martele attack -- see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch ".

Martellato -- this means either martile or a bowing that sounds like a martele'
rea

,
i.e., in a rtele style.

"Pinch" . the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when tit.: bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the
martele attack.

Pizzicato -- plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato,

is indicated with a plus sign (). Indications as to which hand is
to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano deatra) and M.S. (mano
rinistra).

Point of contact the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (ouren -- two or more eetache Porte, notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez remain in the position.

Ricochet -- the bow is drcrped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound
making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.

,,,iate/0.10,4011...40,.."Mft/Mk
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Sautila-- a Springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natural
spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file'(matone) the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

Sounding

Spiccato

Staccato

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of
the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins out"

almost without effort.

point -- see rat of contact.

11010

emir

11111140

Trisp:L r
above into
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The flying spiccaoisaserie: fpltonoes played

bow direction.

a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.
a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

marteastraes are to be executed on one and the same bow stroke.
Also called solid staccato and msrtea staccato.)

OOMMPIPM/PNIM

1. Esplior nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the
bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato
except with a lighter p.edsUre so that the bow leaves the string between
notes.

Staccato volante, flying staccato (see immediately above).

agjEgailea-- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the
bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul test°, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1. Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detach or detache

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachtflanc4, a modified miccaLi-, or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,
flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.



SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mark in conjulaction with dashes will =OA portato

(loud),

T. The staple-shaped sign (11) means down-bow. This sign eimetimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign rlso occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note jeans fouette or whiyped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (or", or 10),, means an extension of one half-step.

15. The signft (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.
b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.
c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, 10.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.l /2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2v 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4-of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18. The positions are indicated as follows:

(N) - half position.

I - 1st position.
II - 2nd position.
:trig - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



Absolute music

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

Cadenza

Canon

Cantata

Chorale

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Form of the symihony (4 movements).

Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Any keyboard instil:mut; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Solo instrument with orchestra.

Succession of movements plaved by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo Figured bass line in Baroque era.

Contrapuntal The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Divertimento Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

Fantasia The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Fugue Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Congregational hymn of Lutlleren churcl.

Classic sonata

Clavichord

Clavier

Concerto

Concerto Grosso

Harmonic series A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

haemonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord

Impromptu

Invention

Kappellmeister

Lied (pl. Lieder)

Leitmotiv

Mass

Mastersinger

Musette

Opera buffa

Oratorio

Partial

Partita

Passion

Polyphony

Ptaytouality

Prelude

Programme music

Recitative

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

Digest Terminology - Paso ?.

Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Spontaneous music.

Short two - voiced clavier pieces.

Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

German art song.

Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Comic opera.

Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

First tone in the harmonic series.

Suite, several parts combined.

Music sung from text of Gospels

Holy Week.

Style of writing where composer
to melodic value of each part.

Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Introductory movement.

Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.

related to Christ and

pays particular attention



onata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Digest Terminology - page 3

to Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:

1. sonata-allegro
2. slow
3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone.

Virtuoso Soloist.



MARCHE AND TREPAK FROM NUTCRACKER SUITE
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ROMANTIC PERIOD

1820 - 1900

Just as the French Revolution overturned the old order and started a new social
age, so the Romantic movement in art shattered the traditional set forms of the
classic and flooded manuscripts, canvases and ride books with undisguised,
unashamed emotions.

The wet ,.word was freedom: freedom of thought, trade, religion, and, of course,
art style. This naturally. developed into a revolt against the more roma and
severe elements of the classic ideals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries. The romantic style was the composer expressing his own individual
experiences, personal and impassioned.

The eighteenth century was a period of tremendous fierce pride in national life.
Much of this was expressed in music as well as science. Galileo used his telescope,
Isaac Newton wrote about the law of gravity, Shakespeare thrilled the world with
his magic pen, and Chopin wrote passionate love songs to his beloved Poland.

From this cane many new art forms: the Ballade, Romance* Intermezzo, and the

Pentaziee. Composers began to set to music of haunting beauty the texts of the
Romantic poets, Goethe and Abler. In Germany these took shape as the art songs
or Wider.

Opera enjoyed a complete transformation from its early Italian style: To bring

opera to its new heights were two famous men - the German, Magner, and the

Italian, Verdi.

Ae for the symphony, Beethoven broke into the Romantic Period with his famous
"Choral" Symphony and Brame took over with his First Symphony where Beethoven

'left off. Hence ve note a development in the size of the orchestra, in instrument
construction, as well as in the colors of the various instruments as used by the

composers..

In irance Romanti:ism in painting evolved into Impressionism - a dreay, misty,

evocative art. Ta music Debussy and Ravel were to transmit this new ethereelism

onto the staff.

Truly the Romantic Period has many facets and no one can b singled out as the
main characteristic of the Period. It was really a time of originality; the

individual artist and his personal feelings were finally breaking through to
the frOtt of this world of Giants of the Romantic Period.

Musicians in Romantic Period

Chopin Co poser of vast amount of piano literature.

Liszt Greatest pitulist vho ever lived.

Rossini Opera composer = Barber of Seville.
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PETER MITCH TCHAIKOVSKI

b. Votinsk, Russia 1840
d. St. Petersburg, Russia 1893

highly owootionals tragic, unhappy life vas the lot of -4issia's greatest com-
poser. Peter Ilitch Tchaikovsky was obsessed with strange fears and a hyper-
sensitivity that caused several nervous breakdowns and an attempt to commit
suicide.

am this sensitive and tragic soul came some of the most profoundly soul-touching
sic the world has ever known. His Symphony No. 6 (the pathetioue) cries from

omesickness and the deep despair of one separated from his homeland and loved
es. He vas truly the master of melancholy and poured out his emtions into

0 operas and six symphonies with some of the most beautiful melodies ever
itten.

t is surprising that this sensitive man did not decide to study music seriously
til be vas 22 years of age. Up to this time he had done menial work in a

ustice departmelit. After his decision to work in music, he used his energies
o intensely that he sufferee the first of his many nervous breakdowns.

is temperament was not suited for marriage and the most unhappy period of his
ife was the short time that he was married. Even after their separation his
e badgered him for years for money and a share of his success.

unknown benefactoress, Madame Wanda von M6rk,rescued him from financial
esponsibilities so that he could devote all his time and energy to his music.
aroness von Mark recognized the genius in Tchaikovsky and proved a loyal friend
or many years. The two never met; by agreement she once passed him in a carriage
the park in order that he might see her. However, their relationship was that

f patroness and protegy and communication was limited to a daily exchange of
etters.

1864 the Russian government finally recognized his abilities with a pension
onferred on him for life. Soon Madame von Merk broke off the relationship;
act which he never fully understood and grieved over until his death.

1891 tour of the United States vas not successful. He suffered from acute
ozesickness and hurried home to bur' his despair in his famous pathetiat

(No. 6). He died of cholera, as be had predicted, in St. Petersburg in
be year 1893.

Works

Operas: 11
Ballets: Swan Lake

Nutcracker
Choral Works
Orchestral Works: 6 Symphonies

Romeo and Juliet
1812 Overture

Chamber Rude
Violin Literature
Vocal. Literature



MARCHE AND TREPAIC

from "The Nutcracker Suite"

Peter Tchaikovsky

R
29

difficult

The Nutcracker Suite is. really nusic for children, but for years older people

have enjoyed it equally well. The inspiration for The Nutcracker Suite was a

story by E. T. A. &Mann, in a French adaptation by Dumas (T2.1..uhe'velAtjduskeers;

The story tells about a girl who, receiving a nutcracker for Christmas, dreams that

it is a handsome prince who leads the toys in a victorious battle against the

mice and then takes the little girl to Jam Mountain to be entertained by the songs

and dances and festivities there.

The suite is in eight parts: Naniature Overturt9 Russian Dance, Marc ht, Dance of

the Sugarplum Fairy, Arabian Dance, Chinese Dance, Red-P...il.m.Lincee, and Waltz of

the Flowers.

Remarkably, Tchaikovsky was writing one of his gayest works, The Nutcracker Suite,

at the MO time that he was working on the early sketches of his pathetive,

Maga?
aeggiatiobleallgat(The NutcrackerSui is a fascinating trifle as

canpared to most of Tchaikovsky's works. It is exceedingly graceful in its style,

as it was originally written as a fairy ballet in fifteen, nuMbers. Prom this

the composer arranged the suite.

In this arrangement only the Russian Dance (Trepak) and the Marche are included.



Marche
from "The Nutcracker Suite"

Tschaikowsky

STRING CRITIQUE

GENERALITIES

R
29

Difficult

Finger patterns, extensions and contractions:

1st violin -- 1-2s 2-3, 3-4.
2nd violin -- 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 12'34, 1st finger extension.

Viola 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, ext., 2-3-4, 1-2-3, 12'34, 1st finger extension.

Cello lowered extensions, upward extensions.

Positions: 1st violin I, III, IV, VI, VII.
2nd violin -- 1/2, I, III.

Viola - - , I, II.

Cello -- I, 11$ III.
String bass -- I, II, III, IV.

Bowing: Wiachilancitype strokes for the slurred dotted-rhythms, lifts,
detaehi, spiccatos

Pizzicato: R.N. in viola, cello, and string base parts .. important!

Ornaments: Single gracemnotes.

Tremolo: none

Dynamics: P, mf, f, ff, cresc., .

Rhythms: dotted-rhythm

Meters, tempos and tempo changes: C, Tempo di marcia vivo.

o 0 1

Double- notes: 1st violin -- 1-P4, o-P5, o-P8. 3 1 0 0

o o o Viola -- o-P4, o-P5, 2-m3.

2nd violin -- o -P5, 2-m3, 1-m3.

1
Chords: cello -- o

o-G Maj.

Harmonics: 1st violin -- mid-string G; upper 1/3 string B (E string);
lover 1/4 string D (D string).

Signs: I (A,59 Y , lift, dots,

Vocabulary: arco, also see above.
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Trayak from "Tha,,....lutSuite"

GRIIRRALrrIES cont.

Harmonics: Strino base mid-string G.

Signs: tin , v , dej , data, 7. , 611% , slurs, -ties, hook.

Vocabulary: Divisi, unison, fermata.

Cament: Rapid string crossings; 2string f.Ingering and double extensions are
the major technical difficulties. String bass part has some
virtuoso moments.



EXPLANATION OF STRING TERMINOLOGY

Arco with the bow.

tra trona at the frog or the heel of the bow.

Arpeggio --
1. Legato =ludo (different note for each of 3 or le stringa) bow moves

in the same direction for 3 or 4 notes and in a smooth arc (. or ws.,t)
taking l note and 1 string at a time.

2. Sautille wiligcl (different note for each of 3 or Is strings) -- bow moves
in a different direction for each note and string while springing as in
regular sautille,

3. ift:..Naa (ealtando, ricochet or Leg) arpeggio same as #1 above
except that the bow springs.

Au chevalet, . at the bridge (see sta ponticello).

Au. talon at the ma or the heel of the bow.

Co114 the string is approached from the air and "pinched" lightly with the
bow. The tone is sounded simultaneously with the "pinch" and the bow
is lifted from the string immediately. It is similar to pizzicato
except that the bow rather than a finger displaces the string.

Co ;Apo the string Is struck with the wood of the bow. The usual method is
to strike with approximately half the hair as well as the stick.
The bow hair may either be turned away from the bridge or toward
the bridge since either can be quite satisfactory in producing the
required quality of tone.

Contraction . placid fingers closer together on the strings than their normal
placement requires.

nimpfer the mite.

Dertachg separate smooth bow strokes, one for each note, with no variation in
pressure and no break between notes. This bowing IR also known as the
simple atachg to distinguish it from the variations given below.

1. Grand detache same as the above

2. Accented detache
e each bow stroke

and pressure but without "pinching"
no separation between the notes.

but using the whole bow for each note.

begins with a sudden increase of speed
the string sharply as in =tele

3. aerated grand diftach4 same as #2 above except that a whole bow is

Dgtachl _porter sthreokesounbedgin(saewie rothrtaatsolle,:),Tht erswellemayingoif.omayllow:dotb3rbeaagrad-

small spacing between the notes but the impression should be that the
notes are slightly separated.
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at -- (continued)

5. Detachl lance -- a shortened quick bow stroke beginning with great
speed slowing toward the end of the sound. Usually there Should be a
clear separation of the tones. The notes are neither accented nor
swelled and are played like a martelevithout the "pinch".

Extension -- placing a finger or fingers farther apart on the string than their
normal placement.

Finger patterns -- the patterns of spacing between fingers of the left hand.
These are not applicable on the string bass and could apply
to the cello only in thumb position..

1. 1-2 pattern means 12 3 4. .

2. 2-3 pattern means 1 23 4. The basic finger patter, ns
3. 3-4 pattern means 1 2 34.

4. Extended or AU-whole-dm or whole -tone pattern means 1 2 3 4, i.e.,
no fingers are placed closely together.

5. 1"23 4 pattern indicates the presence of an augmented ani 1.,:tween 1st
and 2nd fingers (an extension) and a half-tone between 21111 amd 3rd
fingers.

6. 12"3 4 pattern .- augmented 2nd between fingers 2 and 3; half-step
between fingers 1 and 2.

T. 1 23"4 pattern -- augmented 2nd between fingers 3 and 4; half-step
between fingers 2 and 3.

8. Other finger patterns are not only possible but practical and are in-
dicated with their full configurations as were the "augmented second"
patterns (nos. 4, 5 and 6 above).

Flautando or flautato .6.0,Indicates the production of a flute-like tone accomplish-
ed by bowing lightly and with speed over or near the
edge of the fingerboard.

Fonett(wtipped bowing) -- the bow strikes the string suddenly and sharply after
being barely lifted from the string to begin the
stroke -- usually performed up -bow at the tip.

Frog, -- as a bowing indication, it means that the player should use the hair near
the frog of the bow to produce the sounds asked for.

Harmonics flute-like tones produced by touching a string in places (nodes)
that force the string to divide itself into fractions of itself
(halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.)

1. Natural harmonics -- produced by touching an ova string.

2. Artificial harmonics -- produced by touching a string shortened by a
"stopping finger" /artificial nut).
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"Hook" -- attaching one or more notes to the same bow stroke. This usually ap-

plies to notes that would be played with separate bows if it would be

advantageous to do so.

Jete see ricochet.

Legato -- smoothly slurred notes.

Lifted bowstrokes -- bowing that involves lifting the bow from the string to

achieve the proper effect.

"Link" see "hook".

Loure -- see portato.

Martele a staccato producing type of bow stroke, well accented, biting and

strong.

1. Simple martele (usually just martele) -- bow pressure is set before the

tone begins so that the string will be "pinched" at the start of the

stroke. After the "pinch" most of the pressure is released. The bow

moves rapidly. Each note must be separated from the others. The tone is

percussive, resonant, and staccato.

2. Sustained martele same as simple martele except that the tone is held

out. An auequate amount of bow must be available for the note in question.

The bow is considerably slowed after the martele attack ("pinch").

3. Grand martele-- the pimple martele executed with the whole bow.

Martele'attack see #2 and #1 under martele above and also under "pinch".

Martellato this means either martele or a bowing that sounds like a martele,

i.e., in a martele style.

"Pinch" -- the pressure applied to the string with the bow which, when the bow is

moved, results in a consonant-like beginning of a tone. This is the

martele attack.

Pizzicato plucking the string with a finger or the thumb. Left hand pizzicato

is indicated with a plus sign ( +). Indications as to which hand is

to be used are R.H. and L.H. or M.D. (mano destra) and M.S. (mano

sinistra).

Point of contact -- the place on the string at which the bow is placed.

Portato (louref) -- two or more detache ports notes performed on the same bow stroke.

Restez -- remain in the poUtion.

Ricochet -- the bow is dropped (or thrown) on the string and allowed to rebound

making possible two or more notes per impulse.

Saltando or Saltato -- a general term meaning springing, rebounding or bounced.
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Sauti114'-- a springing bow stroke that obtains its effect through the natur?1

spring of the bow coupled with the correct motion of the bow hand and

arm. It can be executed from the lower 1/3 of the bow to somewhat

above the middle.

Son file"(spun tone) -- the long sustained tone. The best point of contact is

nearer the bridge than it is with faster moving bow

strokes. The player needs to match up the duration of

the tone with bow speed and sounding point. When the

proper relationships are achieved, the tone "spins olt"

almost without effort.

Sounding p

Spiccato

Staccato

oint -- see point of contact.

-- the bow is dropped from above the string and rebounds into the air.

The flying spiccato is a series of spiccato notes played in the same

bow direction.

-- a general term meaning that the notes are shortened.

-- a specific term meaning to the string player that a series of small

martele strokes are to be executed on one and the some bow stroke.

TETTCalled solid staccato and martele staccato.)

1. Rapid or nervous staccato -- executed by a very rapid oscillation of the

bow arm which may need to be somewhat tensed to achieve success.

2. Flying staccato -- performed in the same manner as the solid staccato

except with a lighter pressure so that the bow leaves the string between

notes.

Staccato volante -- flying staccato (see immediately above).

Sul_ponticello -- play with a relatively light bowstroke near enough to the

bridge so that a nasal glassy tone quality is produced.

Sul tasto, sul tastiera, or sur la touche -- see flautando.

SIGNS:

1, Dots may mean any form of detache or any type of staccato bowing.

2. Dashes may mean detacheor detache porte.

3. Dashes and dots combined may mean detachlanc, a modified spiccato or

a modified martele.

4. The tie or slur mark will mean either to tie the notes or to slur the

notes (legato).

5. The tie or slur mark in conjunction with dots will usually mean staccato,

flying staccato, flying spiccato, or ricochet.
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SIGNS (continued):

6. The tie or slur mArk in conjunction with dashes will mean ppstato

(loure) .

7. The staple-shaped sign (in) means down -bow. This sign sometimes occurs

upside down.

8. The sign ( v ) means up-bow. This sign also occurs upside down in some

editions.

9. The comma or apostrophe usually means to lift the bow or at least to

phrase (breathe). It sometimes also means to recover the bow, that is,

move it through the air to the frog.

10. The sign, ) , means to lift the bow.

11. The sign // means to stop or to lift the bow or both.

12. The sign / over a note means fouette or whipped bowing.

13. The point or wedge ( ) often means martele or a martellato execution.

14. The sign, x (oril, orv), means an extension of one half-step.

15. The sign 32cc (or xx) means an extension of one whole-step.

16. The sign 9 indicates the use of the thumb to finger a note.

17. Bow placement or the area of the bow to be used:

a. Fr. -- near the frog of the bow.

b. M. -- near the middle of the bow.

c. Pt. or tip. -- near the point or tip of the bow.

d. L.1/2, L.1/3, L.1/4 -- the lower 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

e. U.1/2, U.1/3, U.1/4 -- the upper 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 of the bow.

f. WB, 1/2B, 1/3B, 3/4B, 1/4B, etc., means to use a whole bow,

1/2 of the bow, 1/3 of the bow, 3/4 of the bow, 1/4 of the

bow, etc.

18, The positions are indicated as follows:

(hi) - half position.

I - 1st position.

II - 2nd position.

II1/2 - intermediate position between 2nd and 3rd positions.

etc.



DIGEST TERMINOLOGY

Absolute music In contrast to programme music - music that has no admitted

association with anything outside of itself.

Aria

Atonality

Avant garde

A song for one or more voices.

No key used.

Pertaining to those in the arts who create, produce or

apply new or original ideas, designs, and techniques.

Cadenza A technically brilliant sometimes improvised solo passage

toward the end of a concerto.

Canon A device of imitation by one melodic line of another.

Cantata Like short story is to novel, cantata is to oratorio;

biblical text is often used.

Chorale Congregational hymn of Lutheran church.

Chorale-prelude Elaboration of the chorale played before the singing.

Classic sonata Form of the symphony (4 movements).

Clavichord Clavier hit by tangent - usually 4 octave range.

Clavier Any keyboard instrument; clavichord, harpsichord, etc.

Concerto Solo instrument with orchestra.

Concerto Grosso Succession of movements played by 2 or more solo instru-

ments with full orchestra.

Continuo

Contrapuntal

Divertimento

Fantasia

Fugue

Harmonic series

Figured bass line in Baroque era.

The combination of 2 or more independent parts in a

harmonious texture.

Light music; generally played outdoors. Usually has

more than 4 movements.

The composer exercises his fancy without following

any conventional form.

Contrapuntal composition in 2 or more parts.

A series of notes consisting of a fundamental (the lowest

pitch) and one or more upper partials, variously called

harmonics or overtones.
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Harpsichord Clavier with strings struck by quills.

Impromptu Spontaneous music.

Invention Short two-voiced clavier pieces.

Kappellmeister Director of music to a Prince, King or Nobleman.

Lied (pl. Lieder) German art song.

Leitmotiv Leading theme in a symphony; in opera tagging every

character with a musical label.

Mass Part of the Ordinary Mass of Catholic church.

Mastersinger Member of the 15th - 16th century German guilds for

cultivation of music and poetry.

Musette Bagpipe - also movement of a suite.

Opera buffa Comic opera.

Oratorio Drama sung but not staged, costumed or acted.

Partial First tone in the harmonic series.

Partita Suite, several parts combined.

Passion Music sung from text of Gospels related to Christ and

Holy Week.

Polyphony Style of writing where composer pays particular attention

to melodic value of each part.

Polytonality Use of several keys or tonalities at same time.

Prelude Introductory movement.

Programme music Music that tells a story, paints a picture or sets a mood.

Recitative A style of singing that is more closely related in pitch

and rhythm to dramatic speech than to song.

Requiem

Rondo

Scherzo

Mass for the dead.

Last movement of concerto or symphony.

Literally a "joke." 3rd movement of a symphony.
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Sonata-allegro form A exposition
B development
A recapitulation

Suite Set or series of French dances.

Symphony Sonata for orchestra in 4 movements:
1. sonata-allegro
2. slow

3. minuet or scherzo
4. rondo

Tonality A system in which all tones gravitate to a certain tone,

Virtuoso Soloist.


